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Abstract xv

ALE and SPH formulations for Fluid Structure Interaction: Shock waves impact

Abstract

This thesis focuses on the numerical study of the propagation of shock waves in com-
pressible multiphase flows and fluid structure interaction. Two approaches are being
studied for the numerical solution of the fluid part: the ALE approach (Arbitrary La-
grangian Eulerian) present in the commercial code LS-DYNA and the SPH (Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics) Lagrangian approach; while the structure part is solved by
a conventional FE (Finite Element). The numerical investigation of the ALE and SPH
methods are the two main areas of research.
The combination of the ALE formalism to fluid structure coupling techniques are used
to solve complex industrial problems. Water Hammers phenomena occuring in nuclear
industries are investigated in this thesis. During a Water Hammer, the shock waves
reflections in nuclear piping may drop locally the water pressure below its saturation
pressure and generate cavitation. The HEM (Homogeneous Equilibrium Model) three
equations phase change model proposed by Saurel et al. (1999) (temperatures, pressures
and velocities equilibrium between the vapor and liquid phases) is studied and applied
to solve water hammers. The obtained results are compared with experimental data.
The meshless Lagrangian nature of the SPH method made it very competitive with
the grid methods for solving multiphase flows. The traditional derivation of the WC-
SPH (Weakly Compressible SPH) method, which is present in most commercial code,
assumes that the smoothing length is almost constant, and therefore implies that the
spatial derivative of the kernel function is calculated only with respect to position vector.
Despite the use of renormalization techniques, instabilities (numerical oscillations) are
developed at the interface between particles of different materials. These instabilities
restrict the use of traditional WC-SPH schemes to problems with low density ratio. This
limitation was remedied in the weakly compressible regime by Hu and Adams (2006).
In order to solve the shock problems in the compressible regime, the schemes originally
proposed by Hu and Adams (2006) is adapted to fully compressible regime (FC-SPH) by
considering the coupling between the density and the smoothing length as proposed
by Price (2004). The different SPH schemes are compared for 1-D and 2-D multiphase
shock problems. Validation is performed in comparison with exact solutions for 1-D
problems and ALE solution for 2-D problems.

Keywords: arbitrary lagrangian-eulerian (ale), smoothed particle hydrodynamics (sph),
fluid structure interaction (fsi), shock waves, multiphase flow

Laboratoire de Mécanique de Lille FRE 3723
Av. Paul Langevin – Cité Scientifique – 59650 Villeneuve d’Ascq – France



xvi Abstract

Formulations ALE et SPH en Intéraction Fluide-Structure : Impact d’ondes de
choc

Résumé

Ce travail de thèse porte sur l’étude numérique de la propagation d’ondes de choc dans
les écoulements compressibles multiphasiques et en interaction (fluide-structure). Deux
approches sont étudiées pour la résolution numérique de la partie fluide : L’approche
ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) présente dans le code de calcul LS-DYNA et
l’approche lagrangienne SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) ; la partie structure,
quant à elle, est résolue par une approche classique EF (Éléments finis). L’étude des
méthodes ALE et SPH constituent les deux principaux axes de recherche.
La combinaison du formalisme ALE aux techniques de couplage fluide-structure est
utilisée pour résoudre des problèmes industriels complexes. La problématique des
coups de bélier dans l’ingénierie nucléaire est abordée dans cette thèse. Lors d’un coup
de bélier, les nombreuses réflexions d’ondes de choc dans les tuyauteries nucléaires
peuvent faire baisser la pression de l’eau en dessous de sa pression de saturation et
générer localement de la cavitation. Le modèle HEM (Homogeneous Equilibrium Model)
de changement de phase proposé par Saurel et al. (1999) à trois équations (équilibre
des températures, pressions et vitesses entre les phases vapeur et liquide) est étudié
et appliqué aux coups de bélier. Les résultats obtenus sont comparés aux données
expérimentales.
La nature lagrangienne de la méthode sans maillage SPH l’a rendue très compétitive
par rapport aux méthodes à grille pour la résolution d’écoulements multiphasiques. La
dérivation des méthodes classiques WC-SPH (Weakly Compressible SPH), présentes
dans la plupart des codes commerciaux, suppose que la longueur de lissage est quasi-
constante, et donc implique que la dérivée spatiale du noyau d’interpolation ne repose
que sur le vecteur position. Malgré l’utilisation des techniques de renormalisation, des
instabilités (oscillations numériques) se développent à l’interface entre des particules de
matériaux différents. Ces instabilités restreignent l’utilisation des schémas classiques
WC-SPH pour des problèmes à faible ratio de densité. Cette limite fut palliée dans le
régime faiblement compressible par Hu et Adams (2006). Afin de résoudre les problèmes
de choc, le schéma proposé par Hu et Adams (2006) est adapté au régime fortement
compressible en considérant le couplage entre la densité et la longueur de lissage tel que
proposé par Price (2004). Les différents schémas SPH sont comparés entre eux pour les
problèmes de chocs multiphasiques en 1-D et 2-D. Les résultats SPH sont validés avec la
solution exacte pour les problèmes 1-D et la solution ALE pour les problèmes 2-D.

Mots clés : arbitrary lagrangian-eulerian (ale), smoothed particle hydrodynamics (sph),
interaction fluide-structure (ifs), onde de choc, ecoulements multiphasiques
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Introduction

Context

Over the last few years, Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) has become more and

more the focus of computational engineering in many industries (petroleum,

nuclear, defense, spatial, sports, ...). These problems are computer time con-

suming and require new stable and accurate coupling algorithms in order to

be solved. Over the last few decades, both the new development of coupling

algorithms and the advancement of computer performance have enabled some

of the problems to be solved and have led to more physical applications that

were inaccessible in the past; in the future this trend is likely to continue and to

take more realistic problems into account.

This thesis follows my training period and its theme is the Water Hammer (WH)

at the technical engineering unit EDF-UTO. Through the use of FSI capabilities

and the simple "cut-off" cavitation model of the commercial code LS-DYNA,

we have successfully solved coupled single-phase WHs and coupled two-phase

WHs for specific cases in which the amount of vapor created was small enough

so that the cases were not considered more sophisticated phase change models.

This internship helped us to identify some limitations of LS-DYNA features in

order to model complex industrial problems. To overcome these limitations, this

research investigates the Homogeneous Equilibrium Models (HEM).

In order to test the actual Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) and Smoothed

Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) methods that are implemented in LS-DYNA

1
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to model real-life shock wave problems, the following collaboration projects

supported this thesis:

• University of Narvik (Norway) [65, 64] : Investigation of composite shells

structure subjected to water shock waves.

• EDF-UTO [89, 93, 92, 91] : Simulation of two phase WHs with phase

change.

• Technical University of Eindhoven (The Netherlands) [90, 171, 172, 170]
: Comparison of ALE and SPH methods.

Parallel to this thesis, I have also been involved in the two following projects:

• FP7 European project SAFUEL [39, 137]. Tasks : Numerical simulation

of fuel flow in an aircraft fuel tank (during the refueling and the flight

phases) and development of a software package (fortran) that computes

the fuel mass within the fuel tank based on pressure gauging.

• Investigation of Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) methods for high fre-
quency acoustic [138]. Tasks : Development of a Fortran SEA code (on-

going development in LS-DYNA) and its validation against the free SEA

software FreeSEA developed by professor Sarradj [123].
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State of the Art

Homogeneous Equilibrium Model (HEM)

Under certain configurations, fluids (water particularly) may be put into tension

and the local pressure may fall below the saturated pressure that gives rise to

cavitation, small liquid-free zones (“bubbles” or “voids”). Such phenomena

occur mostly near industrial apparatuses such as pumps, propellers, impellers

and control valves. The rapid collapse of cavitation produces strong shock waves

that may harm the interacting structure. In order to simulate fast transient

phenomena such as Water Hammers (WHs) or underwater explosions (UNDEX),

one must consult realistic compressible fluid models that take into consideration

phase change, shock wave generation and its propagation. From the existing

approaches, we are able to distinguish two major categories:

• The “Two-Fluid Models” [5, 128, 147], where each material (liquid and

vapor) has its own set of governing equations that include additional

closing relations and coupling process at the interface between the two

materials.

• The “One-fluid Models”, where only the average flow is considered by

solving a unique set of governing equations and it can be based on a pure

phase model (Vacuum Model [142], Cut-off Model [3]) or a mixture model

(Schmidt model [126], Isentropic model [84], modified Schmidt model

[157] or Saurel et al. model [124]).

In this thesis we investigate the one-fluid models due to their simplicity, easy

implementation within existing codes (ALE and Lagrangian SPH), and finally,

their ability to model water phase changes in many industrial applications. From

the point of view of a numerical simulation, the set of governing equations (in

the continuum domain) solved are the same for both applications whether or

not a phase change takes place. Except that for the phase change model, the

solved density and energy variables are mixture quantities expressed in function

of the saturated vapor fraction. An adequate equation of state is based on the

mixture quantities, and furthermore, is able to describe the kinematic and the
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thermodynamic behaviors of the phase change phenomenon (creation of the

cavitation and its collapse).

Schmidt [126] proposed the barotropic phase change model, which was originally

designed for high speed nozzle cavitating flows in diesel injectors. When the

Schmidt model is applied to water, it was shown by Xie et al. [157] that when

the vapor fraction is larger than a small quantity O
(
10−2

)
, the pressure cannot

stay positive which is nonphysical. In order to overcome this limitation and to

apply the phase change model to water, [157] proposed a modification to the

Schmidt model adding a small positive cut-off pressure that can prevent the

cavitation pressure from reaching negative values. This last model is referred as

the modified Schmidt model.

The Isentropic model proposed by Liu et al. [84], is another barotropic model

that overcomes the limitations of Schmidt’s model. The main difficulty in the

implementation of this model is the computation of a parameter that is based on

the physical properties of the flow and the cavitation number which makes the

model problem dependent. A numerical procedure to obtaining a value of the

Isentropic model parameter is given in detail in [84].

In this thesis work, we decided to study the model proposed by Saurel et al. [124],

which was designed to model high-velocity compressible flows including phase

change caused by low pressure. The main advantage of the method proposed by

Saurel et al. is that it is based on the physical properties of water and does not

require non-physical parameters.

Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation

In the last few years, the simulation of FSI problems has become more and

more the focus of computational engineering. The Lagrangian formulation,

in which the mesh moves with material is mainly used to solve problems in

solid mechanics, and can be used for FSI problems. For small deformations,

Lagrangian formulation can accurately solve fluid structure interface and ma-

terial boundary; its main limitation is mesh distortion for large deformation

and moving structure, since the fluid is solved on a moving domain due to the

structure motion. Various approaches have been investigated to solve FSI prob-
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lems. The ALE formulation represents one of the commonly used approaches,

which has been used with success in the simulation of fluid with large motion

such as sloshing tanks [10, 108], bird impact in aeronautic industry [135], and

explosions or shock wave impact [6, 107, 163, 164]. Fluid problems that include

interfaces between different materials are more easily modeled through the use

of Lagrangian mesh. If an analysis for complex geometry is required, however,

the distortion of the Lagrangian mesh makes such a method difficult to use, and

as a result, many re-meshing steps are necessary to continue the calculation. The

Eulerian formulation present another method. This change from a Lagrangian to

an Eulerian formulation, however, introduces two problems; the first is interface

tracking [162] and the second is the advection of fluid material across element

boundaries.

Various approaches have been investigated to solve FSI problems, including ALE

muti-material formulation as in [10] and Lagrangian formulations [17]. An ALE

formulation contains both pure Lagrangian and pure Eulerian formulations. The

pure Lagrangian description is the approach in which the mesh moves with

the material, which makes it easier to track interfaces and to apply boundary

conditions. In an Eulerian description, the mesh remains fixed while the mate-

rial passes through it. It is difficult to track interfaces and boundary conditions

through the use of this approach. However, mesh distortion is not problematic

because the mesh never changes. In solid mechanics, a pure Eulerian formulation

is not useful because it can handle only a single material in an element, while

in an ALE formulation, it is assumed to be capable of handling more than one

material in an element.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) Method

The SPH method provides many advantages to model severe deformations in

comparison to classical FEM formulations that suffers from high mesh distor-

tion. Lucy [86] and Monaghan and Gingold [97] first introduced the method for

gas dynamic problems and for problems in which the main concern is a set of

discrete physical particles than the continuum media. The method was extended
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to solve high velocity impact in solid mechanics, CFD applications governed by

Navier-Stokes equations, and lastly, FSI problems. From previous studies (see

[148]), it is well-established that the standard SPH method suffers from its lack

of consistency, which can lead to poor accuracy in motion approximation.

Multiphase problems in SPH have received substantial attention, due to SPH’s

straightforward way of introducing more than one fluid in the computational

domain. For the weakly compressible regime especially, multiphase algorithms

have been extensively studied [28, 45, 54, 98, 95, 99]and remedies have been

pinpointed and often fixed. Validated results have been reported that involve

density ratios of up to 1,000 and sound-speed ratios of almost 10 through the

simple use of standard SPH algorithms by simply using standard SPH algorithms

[99].

One of the currents in the SPH community is improve the quality of operators

to move to a higher order of accuracy. The classical WC-SPH method has been

improved and gave arise to a new class of hybrid methods such as the SPH-ALE

method [149, 151] where Godunov schemes, increasing the stability of the WC-

SPH scheme. For more details on these methods, the book from Magoules [117,

151] contains two detailed chapters on the hybrid WC-SPH, SPH-ALE and FVPM

(Finite Volume Particle Method) methods.

Another current in the SPH community is the study and the derivation of consis-

tent fully-compressible schemes and to trust the Lagrangian [113, 22, 115]. In

this thesis, we present the mass-based scheme from Price [113] and the extended

number-density scheme from [54] to fully-compressible regime for handling

shock problems with high density ratio of the order of 100 − 200. The two

schemes were selected among a selection of schemes previously investigated by

Zisis et al. [168]. It was shown by Zisis et al. [167] that the energy as well as the

angular momentum are conserved for various impact tests.
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Thesis objectives and development

The objectives of this thesis are as follows:

• Investigation and implementation of a HEM phase change model to solve

WHs problems.

• Validation of SPH, ALE and FSI methods in LS-DYNA for shock wave

impact on industrial structures.

• Identification of LS-DYNA SPH solver limits to solve shock problems in

compressible multiphase flows.

• Development of an in-house fully compressible SPH code to solve shock

problems in multiphase flows.

Chapter1 presents the physical models that are solved numerically in chapters

2 and 3. In consideration of the appropriate material model and constitutive

equations, both solids and fluids can be described through the same set of conser-

vation equations (mass, linear momentum and energy). However, the governing

equations must be written in the proper formulation that describes the physics

that is most compatible with the applied numerical methods. The Lagrangian

and ALE governing equations are derived in the first subsection of the chapter.

The last two subsections are dedicated to material constitutive equations for

solids and fluids and the implementation of one-fluid HEM phase change model

in LS-DYNA using the "User defined interface".

Chapter2 describes the ALE and FSI numerical methods implemented in LS-

DYNA. Furthermore, it presents two industrial applications from collaborations

with EDF and the University of Narvik. In the case of WHs, chapter2 inves-

tigates and validates HEM model coupled with LS-DYNA capabilities against

experimental data and existing numerical solutions. In the case of the "numeri-
cal investigation of shell structures subjected to water shock waves", the LS-DYNA

results are compared to the experimental data provided by the University of

Narvik (Norway).
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In chapter 3, we present the weakly-compressible SPH methods implemented

in LS-DYNA and its application to "underwater explosion problems". We then

validate the SPH solution the ALE solution in the absence of experimental data.

The limitation of the implemented SPH method is highlighted through 1-D

shock tube tests. To overcome the limitation of the weakly-compressible SPH

schemes, the chapter presents fully compressible SPH schemes with multiphase

shock validation test cases. The end of the chapter presents a description of the

developed in-house code.



Chapter1
Physical Models

In this chapter, we describe the basis of continuum mechanics and the associated

governing equations that the next chapters solve numerically. The first section

presents Lagrangian description that is commonly used in solid mechanics. The

second section consists of the more general ALE description that contains as

both limit cases the Lagrangian and the Eulerian descriptions. The third section

presents the different material models and constitutive equations used in this

thesis. Finally, the last section presents the one-fluid HEM phase change model

that is implemented in LS-DYNA and the Saurel et al. [124] HEM model.

There are many books and papers in literature that provide detailed derivations

of the continuum equations in both Lagrangian and ALE formulations, as well

as the different constitutive equations employed in continuum mechanics. For

further information about the theory and mathematical derivation of the equa-

tions, see [17, 10, 134, 15].

9
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1.1 Lagrangian Equations

1.1.1 Kinematics

Kinematic variables For a given finite continuum body, let us consider the

motion of all the particles within the material. At a given time t, the body

occupies in space the domain Ωt with boundary Γt. The reference domain is the

domain occupied by the continuum body at time t = 0. The initial domain and

its boundary are respectively denoted by Ω0 and Γ0. The motion from the initial

domain Ω0 to the current domain Ωt can be described by the injective function
−→
φ that associates to each material point of coordinate

−→
X at time t, the position

in space −→x defined by:

−→x =
−→
φ (
−→
X ,t), (1.1)

where
−→
X are the Lagrangian coordinates and −→x are the Eulerian coordinates.

Lagrangian coordinates are link to the material and are invariant in time in the

local configuration attached to the current domain Ωt, whereas the Eulerian

coordinates are invariant in space and time.

The displacement vector −→u of a material point is defined by:

−→u (
−→
X ,t) =

−→
φ (
−→
X ,t)− −→X = −→x − −→X ,

ui(
−→
X ,t) = φi(

−→
X ,t)−Xi = xi −Xi

(1.2)

The velocity vector of a material point is obtained by taking the time derivative

of the displacement vector given by Eq.1.2:

−→̇
u (
−→
X ,t) = −→v (

−→
X ,t) =

∂−→u
∂t

=
∂
−→
φ

∂t
(
−→
X ,t),

u̇i(
−→
X ,t) = vi(

−→
X ,t) =

∂ui
∂t

=
∂φi
∂t

(
−→
X ,t)

(1.3)

In a similar way, we obtain the acceleration vector by taking the derivative of

Eq.1.3 with respect to time:
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−→̇
v (
−→
X ,t) = −→a (

−→
X ,t) =

∂−→v
∂t

=
∂2−→φ
∂t2

(
−→
X ,t),

v̇i(
−→
X ,t) = ai(

−→
X ,t) =

∂vi
∂t

=
∂2φi
∂t2

(
−→
X ,t)

(1.4)

The partial derivative ∂
∂t represent the derivative in the Eulerian framework. It

is related to the material derivative d
dt by:

d
dt

=
∂
∂t

+ −→v .∇−→x (1.5)

Fig.1.1 provides a description of the transformation of a material continuum

body from the reference domain Ω0 to the current domain Ωt.

Figure 1.1 – Description of a material continuum body in the reference domain
Ω0 and the current domain Ωt.

Deformation and Strain measure Let d
−→
X be an infinitesimal line in the ref-

erence configuration and d−→x be its transformation in the current configura-

tion. Since −→x is function of
−→
X , from x1 = (X1,X2,X3), x2 = (X1,X2,X3) and

x3 = (X1,X2,X3) we obtain an expression of the differential d−→x :
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dx1 =
∂x1

∂X1
dX1 +

∂x1

∂X2
dX2 +

∂x1

∂X3
dX3,

dx2 =
∂x2

∂X1
dX1 +

∂x2

∂X2
dX2 +

∂x2

∂X3
dX3,

dx3 =
∂x3

∂X1
dX1 +

∂x3

∂X2
dX2 +

∂x3

∂X3
dX3

(1.6)

Or in matrix form:


dx1

dx2

dx3

︸︷︷︸
d−→x

=


∂x1
∂X1

∂x1
∂X2

∂x1
∂X3

∂x2
∂X1

∂x2
∂X2

∂x2
∂X3

∂x3
∂X1

∂x3
∂X2

∂x3
∂X3

︸               ︷︷               ︸
F


dX1

dX2

dX3

 ,︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
−→
X

(1.7)

where F is the second order deformation gradient tensor, which is also called the

Jacobian matrix of the transformation φ. It is defined by:

F =
∂
−→
φ

∂
−→
X

=
∂−→x

∂
−→
X
,

Fij =
∂φi
∂Xj

=
∂xi
∂Xj

(1.8)

For any function f defined in the current and the reference states, we have the

equality: ∫
Ωt

f (−→x , t)dΩt =
∫
Ω0

f (
−→
φ (
−→
X ,t))JdΩ0, (1.9)

where J is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix F defined by:

J = det(F) =
dΩt

dΩ0
(1.10)

The time derivative of the Jacobian is given by:

dJ
dt

= J∇−→x .
−→v ,

dJ
dt

= J
∂vi
∂xi

(1.11)
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The second order velocity gradient tensor is given by:

L =
∂−→v
∂−→x

,

Lij =
∂vi
∂xj

(1.12)

The second order velocity gradient tensor can be rewritten in term of its sym-

metric part D and its anti-symmetric part W :

L =
1
2

(L+LT )︸     ︷︷     ︸
D

+
1
2

(L−LT )︸     ︷︷     ︸
W

, (1.13)

where D denotes the strain rate tensor. It can be expressed in term of the velocity

vector:

D =
1
2

[(∇−→x ⊗
−→v ) + (∇−→x ⊗

−→v )T ],

Dij =
1
2

(
∂vi
∂xj

+
∂vj
∂xi

) (1.14)

Stress measure Stress measure is defined by the Cauchy law that gives a rela-

tion between the second order Cauchy stress tensor σ to the traction vector −→t ,

which is applied to the boundary Γt, such that:

−→n .σdΓt = −→t dΓt,

njσjidΓt = tidΓt,
(1.15)

where −→n is the exterior normal vector to the boundary Γt.

The Cauchy stress tensor can be expressed in its matrix form:

σ =


σ11 σ12 σ13

σ21 σ22 σ23

σ31 σ32 σ33

 (1.16)

Or, using the Voigt notations, in a 6-dimensional (respectively 3-dimensional)

for 3-dimensional problems (2-dimensional problems) due to the symmetry
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σij = σji (see Fig.1.2):

−→σ = [σ11,σ22,σ33,σ23,σ13,σ12]T (1.17)

The stress tensor σ is often called the physical or the true stress. Unlike the first

Piola-Kirchhoff stress and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress, which refer to the

undeformed state, the Cauchy stress tensor is related to the boundary Γt in the

current configuration. The trace of the Cauchy stress tensor provides the true

pressure, which is defined by:

p = −1
3
tr(σ ),

p = −1
3
σii

(1.18)

The Cauchy stress tensor can also be written into the following form:

σ = σd + p.Id , (1.19)

where σd , Id and p denote the deviatoric stress tensor, the second order identity

tensor and the pressure defined in Eq.1.18, respectively.

Figure 1.2 – Left: The six components of the Cauchy stress vector (using Voigt’s
notations) in 3D. Right: The three components of the Cauchy stress vector
(using Voigt’s notations) in 2D.
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1.1.2 Conservation Equations

Reynold’s transport theorem Let f (−→x , t) be a function of space and time. The

material time derivative of the integral of the function f over an arbitrary mate-

rial domain Ω is defined by:

d
dt

∫
Ω

f dΩ = lim
∆t→0

1
∆t

(∫
Ωt+∆t

f (−→x , t +∆t)dΩ−
∫
Ωt

f (−→x , t)dΩ
)
, (1.20)

where Ωt and Ωt+∆t are the spatial material domain Ω occupied by the same

material points at times t and t +∆t, respectively. Applying Eq.1.9 to Eq.1.20,

we have:

d
dt

∫
Ω

f dΩ = lim
∆t→0

1
∆t

∫
Ω0

(
f (
−→
X ,t +∆t)J(

−→
X ,t +∆t)− f (

−→
X ,t)J(

−→
X ,t)

)
dΩ0,

(1.21)

where Ω0 is the material domain in the initial configuration at time t0.

Now that the material domain is independent to the time variable, we can rewrite

Eq.1.21 such that:

d
dt

∫
Ω

f dΩ =
∫
Ω0

∂
∂t

(
f (
−→
X ,t)J(

−→
X ,t)

)
dΩ0, (1.22)

where the partial time derivative ∂
∂t is a material time derivative d

dt since the

space variables are the material coordinates. Using the product rule for the

derivative, we have:

d
dt

∫
Ω

f dΩ =
∫
Ω0

(
∂f

∂t
J + f

∂J
∂t

)
dΩ0 (1.23)

Reminding that the partial time derivative is a material time derivative and

using Eq.1.11, we have:

d
dt

∫
Ω

f dΩ =
∫
Ω0

(
∂f

∂t
J + J∇−→x .

−→v
)
dΩ0 =

∫
Ω0

(
∂f

∂t
+∇−→x .

−→v
)
JdΩ0 (1.24)
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The material time derivative of the integral is given by:

d
dt

∫
Ω

f dΩ =
∫
Ω

(
df (−→x , t)
dt

+ f ∇−→x .
−→v

)
dΩ,

d
dt

∫
Ω

f dΩ =
∫
Ω

(
df (−→x , t)
dt

+ f
∂vi
∂xi

)
dΩ

(1.25)

Finally, applying the relation in Eq.1.5 to Eq.1.25 we have:

d
dt

∫
Ω

f dΩ =
∫
Ω

(
∂f (−→x , t)
∂t

+ −→v ∇−→x .f + f ∇−→x .
−→v

)
dΩ,

d
dt

∫
Ω

f dΩ =
∫
Ω

(
∂f (−→x , t)
∂t

+∇−→x .
(
f −→v

))
dΩ

(1.26)

Conservation of mass Let m(Ω) be the mass of an arbitrary material domain

Ω given by:

m(Ω) =
∫
Ω

ρ(
−→
X ,t)dΩ, (1.27)

where ρ(
−→
X ,t) is the density. Through the omission of the conversion of mass to

energy, the mass conservation ensures us that the mass within a material domain

remains constant through time. Taking the material time derivative of m(Ωt),

we have:

dm
dt

=
d
dt

∫
Ω

ρdΩ = 0 (1.28)

Applying the Reynold’s theorem to Eq.1.28, we have:

dm
dt

=
∫
Ω

(
dρ

dt
+ ρ∇−→x .

−→v
)
dΩ = 0 (1.29)

Since Eq.1.29 holds true for any arbitrary sub-domain Ω, we finally obtain the

conservation of mass equation:

dρ

dt
+ ρ∇−→x .

−→v = 0,

dρ

dt
+ ρ

∂vi
∂xi

= 0
(1.30)
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Conservation of linear momentum Let Ω be an arbitrary material domain

with boundary Γ . The total force
−→
f (t) applied to Ω is given by:

−→
f (t) =

∫
Ω

ρ
−→
b (−→x , t)dΩ︸              ︷︷              ︸

body force

+
∫
Γ

−→
t (−→x , t)dΓ︸          ︷︷          ︸

Area traction

, (1.31)

where
−→
b is a force per unit mass and −→t is a force per unit area. The linear

momentum −→p (t) is given by:

−→p (t) =
∫
Ω

ρ−→v (−→x , t)dΩ (1.32)

Newton’s second law of motion for a continuum domain states that the time

derivative of the linear momentum is equal to the total force. Through the use

of Eq.1.31 and Eq.1.32, we have:∫
Ω

ρ−→v (−→x , t)dΩ =
∫
Ω

ρ
−→
b (−→x , t)dΩ+

∫
Γ

−→
t (−→x , t)dΓ (1.33)

Applying Reynold’s theorem to the left hand side of Eq.1.33, we have:∫
Ω

ρ−→v dΩ =
∫
Ω

(
d
dt

(
ρ−→v

)
+
(
ρ−→v

)
∇−→x .
−→v

)
dΩ,

∫
Ω

ρ−→v dΩ =
∫
Ω


ρ
d−→v
dt

+ −→v
(
dρ

dt
+ ρ∇−→x .

−→v
)

︸            ︷︷            ︸
= 0 due to Eq.1.30


dΩ

(1.34)

Applying the mass conservation equation (Eq.1.30) to the last equation, we have:∫
Ω

ρ−→v dΩ =
∫
Ω

ρ
d−→v
dt
dΩ (1.35)

Through the successful use of Cauchy’s relation (Eq.1.15) and the Gauss theorem

to the second term of the right hand side of Eq.1.33, we have:
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∫
Γ

−→
t dΓ =

∫
Γ

−→n .σdΓ =
∫
Ω

∇−→x .σdΩ,∫
Γ

tidΓ =
∫
Γ

njσjidΓ =
∫
Ω

∂σji
∂xj

dΩ
(1.36)

Combining Eq.1.33, Eq.1.35 and Eq.1.36, we have:∫
Ω

(
ρ
d−→v
dt
− ρ
−→
b −∇−→x .σ

)
dΩ = 0 (1.37)

Since Eq.1.37 holds true for any arbitrary sub-domain Ω, we finally obtain the

conservation of linear momentum equation:

ρ
d−→v
dt
−∇−→x .σ − ρ

−→
b = 0,

ρ
dvi
dt
−
∂σji
∂xj
− ρbi = 0

(1.38)

Conservation of energy Let Ω be an arbitrary material domain with boundary

Γ . Since the first law of thermodynamics states that the rate of change of the

total energy P tot (kinetic P kin plus internal P int) is equal to the rate of work by

the external forces P ext and the rate of work provided by heat flux and energy

sources P heat:

P tot = P kin +P int, (1.39)

P tot = P ext +P heat, (1.40)

where:

P kin =
d
dt

∫
Ω

1
2
ρ−→v .−→v dΩ, (1.41)

P int =
d
dt

∫
Ω

ρeintdΩ, (1.42)

P ext =
∫
Ω

−→v .ρ
−→
b dΩ+

∫
Γ

−→v .−→t dΓ , (1.43)
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P heat =
∫
Ω

ρsdΩ−
∫
Γ

−→n .−→q dΓ =
∫
Ω

ρs −∇−→x .
−→q dΩ, (1.44)

where eint, s and −→q denote the internal energy, the heat source and the heat flux

vector applied to the boundary Γ , respectively.

Substituting Eq.1.41 and Eq.1.42 into Eq.1.39 and applying Reynold’s theorem ,

we have:

P tot =
d
dt

∫
Ω

(
ρeint +

1
2
ρ−→v .−→v

)
dΩ =

∫
Ω

ρdeintdt
+

1
2
ρ
d
(−→v .−→v )
dt

dΩ,
=

∫
Ω

(
ρ
deint

dt
+ ρ−→v .d

−→v
dt

)
dΩ

(1.45)

Converting the traction boundary integral in Eq.1.43 to a domain integral by the

use of Gauss’s theorem and Cauchy’s law, we have:∫
Γ

−→v .−→t dΓ =
∫
Γ

−→n .σ .−→v dΓ =
∫
Γ
njσjividΓ

=
∫
Ω

∂σjivi
∂xj

dΩ =
∫
Ω

(
∂vi
∂xj
σji + vi

∂σji
∂xj

)
dΩ

=
∫
Ω

(
(Dji +Wji)σji + vi

∂σji
∂xj

)
dΩ

=
∫
Ω

Djiσji +Wjiσji︸︷︷︸
= 0

+vi
∂σji
∂xj

dΩ
=

∫
Ω

(
Djiσji + vi

∂σji
∂xj

)
dΩ

=
∫
Ω

(
D : σ +

(
∇−→x .σ

)
.−→v

)
dΩ

(1.46)

Substituting Eq.1.46 into Eq.1.43 and combining Eq.1.40, Eq.1.43, Eq.1.44 and

Eq.1.45, we have:

∫
Ω


ρ
deint

dt
−D : σ +∇−→x .

−→q − ρs+ −→v .
(
ρ
d−→v
dt
−∇−→x .σ − ρ

−→
b

)
︸                     ︷︷                     ︸

= 0 due to Eq. 1.38


dΩ = 0 (1.47)

Applying the linear momentum conservation equation (Eq.1.38) to the latest

equation we obtain:
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∫
Ω

(
ρ
deint

dt
−D : σ +∇−→x .

−→q − ρs
)
dΩ = 0 (1.48)

Since Eq.1.48 holds true for any arbitrary sub-domain Ω, we finally obtain the

conservation of energy equation:

ρ
deint

dt
−D : σ +∇−→x .

−→q − ρs = 0,

ρ
deint

dt
− ∂vi
∂xj

σji +
∂qj
∂xj
− ρs = 0

(1.49)

Initial and Boundary conditions In order to define a well-posed mathematical

problem (existence of the solution, uniqueness and continuity at the boundaries),

we need to define the appropriate initial and boundary conditions.

• Boundary conditions
As shown in Fig. 1.1, let the boundary Γ = Γ

−→v ∪ Γ
−→
t be the union of the

boundary Γ
−→v , where the velocity is imposed and the boundary Γ σ where

the stresses are imposed such that Γ
−→v ∩ Γ

−→
t = ∅. The boundary conditions

applied on boundary Γ are defined by:

njσji = ti on boundary Γ
−→
t (1.50)

and

vi = vbdyi on boundary Γ
−→v . (1.51)

• Initial conditions
We define at time t = t0 the initial conditions on the reference material

domain Ω0 by:
−→v (
−→
X ,t0) = −→v 0(

−→
X ), (1.52)

σ (
−→
X ,t0) = σ0(

−→
X ) (1.53)

The following box summarizes the Lagrangian conservation equations in both

tensor and suffix notations.
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In tensor notations

• Mass conservation
dρ

dt
+ ρ∇−→x .

−→v = 0

• Linear momentum conservation

ρ
d−→v
dt
−∇−→x .σ − ρ

−→
b = 0

• Energy conservation

ρ
deint

dt
−D : σ +∇−→x .

−→q − ρs = 0

• Boundary and initial conditions

−→n .σ = −→t on boundary Γ
−→
t

−→v = −→v bdy on boundary Γ
−→v

−→v (
−→
X ,t0) = −→v 0(

−→
X ) and σ (

−→
X ,t0) = σ0(

−→
X )

In suffix notations

• Mass conservation
dρ

dt
+ ρ

∂vi
∂xi

= 0

• Linear momentum conservation

ρ
dvi
dt
−
∂σji
∂xj
− ρbi = 0

• Energy conservation

ρ
deint

dt
− ∂vi
∂xj

σji +
∂qj
∂xj
− ρs = 0

• Boundary and initial conditions

njσji = ti on boundary Γ
−→
t

vi = vbdyi on boundary Γ
−→v

vi(
−→
X ,t0) = vi0(

−→
X ) and σji(

−→
X ,t0) = σji0(

−→
X )
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1.2 Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) Equations

1.2.1 Kinematics

Kinematic variables In the previous section, we demonstrated that the Eule-

rian coordinates −→x can be expressed in term of the Lagrangian coordinates
−→
X

by the function −→x =
−→
φ (
−→
X ,t). The injective function

−→
φ (
−→
X ,t) associates to each

material point of coordinates
−→
X in Ω0 at time t, the position −→x in Ωt.

Let ΩALE
t be an arbitrary domain of boundary Γ ALEt , we define the injective

function
−→
ψ (−→χ ,t) that associates the ALE coordinates −→χ in ΩALE

t at time t to the

Eulerian coordinates −→x in Ωt by:

−→x =
−→
ψ (−→χ ,t) (1.54)

A description of the transformation of a material continuum body from the

reference domain Ω0 to the current domain Ωt and ALE domain ΩALE is shown

in Fig.1.3.

Figure 1.3 – Description of a material continuum body in the reference domain
Ω0, the current domain Ωt and the arbitrary domain ΩALE

Let f (−→x , t) be a function of the Eulerian coordinates −→x and the time t. The

expression of f (−→x , t) in the ALE referential is given by:
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f (−→x , t) = f
(−→
ψ (−→χ ,t), t

)
= f ALE

(−→χ ,t) (1.55)

The partial time derivative of the function f ALE
(−→χ ,t) in the ALE referential is

given by:

∂f ALE
(−→χ ,t)
∂t

=
∂f

(−→x , t)
∂t

+
∂
−→
ψ (−→χ ,t)
∂t

.∇−→x f
(−→x , t) , (1.56)

where ∂
−→
ψ (−→χ ,t)
∂t = −→v ALE is the ALE velocity. After applying Eq.1.5 to the function

f (−→x , t), we have:

df (−→x , t)
dt

=
∂f

(−→x , t)
∂t

+ −→v .∇−→x f
(−→x , t) (1.57)

Now subtracting Eq.1.56 to Eq.1.57, we finally obtain the relation between the

material time derivative and the partial time derivative in the ALE referential:

df

dt
=
∂f ALE

∂t
+
(−→v − −→v ALE) .∇−→x f (1.58)

We denote by −→w =
(−→v − −→v ALE) the convective velocity (difference between the

fluid’s velocity and the ALE domain velocity). The ALE description is a more

general description that has the limit cases:

• Lagrangian description If ΩALE
t = Ω0 then −→χ =

−→
X and

−→
ψ (−→χ ,t) =

−→
φ (
−→
X ,t)

since the functions are injective. Thus −→w = 0⇒ −→v = −→v ALE and we recover

the expression of the Lagrangian time derivative:

df

dt
=
∂f ALE

∂t

• Eulerian description If ΩALE
t = Ωt then −→χ = −→x and:

−→v ALE =
∂
−→
ψ (−→χ ,t)
∂t

=
∂
−→
ψ (−→x , t)
∂t

=
∂−→x
∂t

=
−→
0

Thus −→w = −→v and we recover the expression of the Eulerian time derivative:
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df

dt
=
∂f ALE

∂t
+ −→v .∇−→x f

1.2.2 Conservation Equations

The ALE formulation for the conservation equations are obtained by substi-

tuting the function f (−→x , t) in Eq.1.58 by the density, velocity vector and the

internal energy in the equations of the conservation of mass, conservation of

linear momentum and conservation of the energy, respectively. Thus, the ALE

conservation equations are given by:

• Conservation of mass

∂ρ

∂t
+
(−→v − −→v ALE) .∇−→x ρ+ ρ∇−→x .

−→v = 0 (1.59)

• Conservation of linear momentum

ρ
∂−→v
∂t

+
(−→v − −→v ALE) .∇−→x −→v −∇−→x .σ − ρ−→b = 0 (1.60)

• Conservation of energy

ρ
∂eint

∂t
+
(−→v − −→v ALE) .∇−→x eint −D : σ +∇−→x .

−→q − ρs = 0 (1.61)

The following box summarizes the ALE conservation equations in tensor nota-

tion.
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Lagrangian equations

• Mass conservation
dρ

dt
+ ρ∇−→x .

−→v = 0

• Linear momentum conservation

ρ
d−→v
dt
−∇−→x .σ − ρ

−→
b = 0

• Energy conservation

ρ
deint

dt
−D : σ +∇−→x .

−→q − ρs = 0

ALE equations

• Mass conservation

∂ρ

∂t
+
(−→v − −→v ALE) .∇−→x ρ+ ρ∇−→x .

−→v = 0

• Linear momentum conservation

ρ
∂−→v
∂t

+
(−→v − −→v ALE) .∇−→x −→v −∇−→x .σ − ρ−→b = 0

• Energy conservation

ρ
∂eint

∂t
+
(−→v − −→v ALE) .∇−→x eint −D : σ +∇−→x .

−→q − ρs = 0
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1.3 Material Models and Constitutive Equations

In the previous subsection, the continuum equations were derived that are to be

solved numerically in chapters 2 and 3. In total there are five scalar equations

(one for mass conservation, three for linear momentum conservation and one for

energy conservation) for eleven unknown scalars (the density, the three compo-

nents of the velocity vector, the internal energy and the six components of the

stress tensor).

The material models in continuum mechanics, are designed to model the be-

havior of continuum material bodies by empirical laws throughout their de-

formation. Material models define the link between the kinematic variables

(displacement vectors, strain tensors, ...) and dynamic variables (stress tensor).

Using an appropriate material model, the stress tensor can be deduced from

the kinematic variables and the system of conservation equations is now closed.

The constitutive equations do provide a solution to the stress tensor (six scalars

unknowns), which leaves five unknowns that are solved in the five equations.

In this subsection, we present the different material models for fluids and struc-

tures that are used in the numerical modeling in chapters 2 and 3.

1.3.1 Material Models for Structures

LS-DYNA MAT_001: Isotropic Linear Elasticity Materials For most solid

materials, the measured strains are functions of the applied forces. For linear

materials, when the load does not exceed the elastic limit of the material the

strains are proportional to the applied force. In one dimension, considering that

the stress can be defined as the ratio between the applied force to Area(σ = F
A ), it

follows that the stress is then proportional to the applied force and thus to the

strain ε (see Fig.1.4):

σ = E.ε (1.62)
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Figure 1.4 – Elastic-plastic behavior with isotropic and kinematic hardening
where l0 and l are the undeformed and deformed length of uniaxial tension
specimen, respectively [48]

The last statements are known as Hook’s law and do not apply to viscoelastic,

plastic, or viscoplastic materials. It can be generalized to multidimensional

problems through the use of the tensor notations:

σ = E : ε, (1.63)

or the use of vectors and matrix notations:

σ11

σ22

σ33

σ23

σ13

σ12


=



E11 E12 E13 E14 E15 E16

E21 E22 E23 E24 E25 E26

E31 E32 E33 E34 E35 E36

E41 E42 E43 E44 E45 E46

E51 E52 E53 E54 E55 E56

E61 E62 E63 E64 E65 E66





ε11

ε22

ε33

ε23

ε13

ε12


, (1.64)
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where ε is the second order Green-Lagrange strain tensor defined by:

εij =
1
2

∂ui∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi

+
3∑
k=1

∂uk
∂xi

∂uk
∂xj

 , i, j = 1,2,3 (1.65)

and E is the fourth order tensor of elastic coefficients defined by:

E =



λ+ 2µ

λ λ+ 2µ symmetric

λ λ λ+ 2µ

0 0 0 2µ

0 0 0 0 2µ

0 0 0 0 0 2µ


, (1.66)

where the Lamé material coefficients (λ,µ) are defined by:

λ =
Eν

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
, (1.67)

and

µ =
E

2(1 + ν)
, (1.68)

where E is the Young modulus and ν the Poisson ratio.

Finally, when substituting Eq.1.65 and Eq.1.66 into Eq.1.64, we obtain the ex-

pression of the Cauchy stress tensor in term of the strain tensor components:

σii = λ(ε11 + ε22 + ε33) + 2µεii i = 1,2,3,

σij = 2µεij i , j
(1.69)

LS-DYNA MAT_003: Elastic-Plastic Materials with Kinematic Hardening When

a solid continuum body is subjected to stresses characterized by multidimen-

sional stress field σ and reaches a certain yield stress σy , the material becomes

permanently stretched in such a way that the material does not return to its

original length when the force is removed. α is an internal variable used in the

measure of the plastic deformation.

In the elastic domain the stresses depend only on the state of the strain. Above

the elastic limit the yield stress changes with increasing plastic deformations.
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For elastic-plastic materials, the stresses are integrated in time:

σij(t + dt) = σij(t) + dt.σ̇ij(t), (1.70)

where σ̇ is the time derivative of Cauchy stress tensor defined by:

σ̇ij = σ∇ij + σikωkj + σjkωki (1.71)

in which ω is the spin tensor given by:

ωij =
1
2

(
∂vi
∂xj
−
∂vj
∂xi

)
(1.72)

and σ∇ is the Jaumann (co-rotational) stress rate given by:

σ∇ = E : ε̇ (1.73)

The LS-DYNA material model MAT_003 can model isotropic hardening, kine-

matic hardening or a combination of both varying a parameter β ∈ [0,1](see

Fig.1.5). The works published by Krieg and Key [70] form the basis for the model

implemented in LS-DYNA.

The yield condition φ(σ,α) is a function of the stress tensor σ and the internal

variable α. It is given by:

φ(σ,α) =
3
2

(
σdij −αij

)(
σdij −αij

)
− σ2

y = 0 (1.74)

The yield stress σy is defined by:

σy = σ0 + βEpε
p
ij , (1.75)

where

• σ0 is the initial yield stress.

• Ep is the plastic hardening modulus defined by:
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Figure 1.5 – Strain vs Stress curve for uniaxial stretching test using LS-DYNA
finite element solver [48]

Ep =
EtE
E −Et

(1.76)

• ε
p
ij is the effective plastic strain defined by:

ε
p
ij =

∫ t

0

(2
3
ε̇
p
ij ε̇

p
ij

) 1
2
dt, (1.77)

where the plastic strain rate ε̇pij is the difference between the total strain

rate ε̇ij and the elastic strain rate ε̇eij

ε̇
p
ij = ε̇ij − ε̇eij (1.78)
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Through the use of the Cowper-Symonds model [58], the yield stress is scaled by

a strain rate dependent factor f ac given by:

σy = f ac
(
σ0 + βEpεij

p
)
,

f ac = 1 +

√ε̇ij ε̇ijC


1
p

,
(1.79)

where the constants C and p are input user-defined parameters.

The internal variable α(t) is a time dependent parameter defined by:

αij(t+dt) = αij(t)
[
α∇ij

(
t +

dt
2

)
+αik(t)Ωkj

(
t +

dt
2

)
+αjk(t)Ωki

(
t +

dt
2

)]
dt, (1.80)

in which α∇ is the co-rotational rate of α

α∇ij = (1− β)
2
3
Epε̇

p
ij (1.81)

and

Ωij = ṘikRjk (1.82)

R is found through the application of the polar decomposition theorem (see [143,

48]).

The implementation of the method is described in details in [70, 59, 15, 48]

1.3.2 Material Models for Fluids

Unlike solids, any shear stress force applied to a fluid produces motion. The

stress tensor σ is expressed as a function of the strain rate tensor ε̇.

In this thesis, only compressible Newtonian fluids which shear stresses are pro-

portional to strain rates are considered (LS-DYNA MAT_009: MAT_NULL). The

constitutive equations for such fluids are given by:
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σ = −p
(
ρ,eint

)
Id + σd ,

σij = −p
(
ρ,eint

)
δij + σdij ,

(1.83)

where the pressure p
(
ρ,eint

)
is related to density and internal energy by an

equation of state (see next subsection), δij is the Kronecker symbol and the

deviatoric stress tensor σd is a linear function of the viscosity.

Newtonian Inviscid Fluids A fluid is said to be inviscid when the viscosity

coefficient is small enough and the effects of shear are negligible. For such fluids,

the components of the deviatoric stress tensor are identically equal to zero σij = 0.

The constitutive equation is reduced to the normal part of the stress tensor:

σ = −p
(
ρ,eint

)
Id ,

σij = −p
(
ρ,eint

)
δij

(1.84)

If both heat source and heat flux terms are neglected, and if Eq.1.84 is substituted

into the linear momentum and energy conservation equations, we can obtain

the fluid dynamics Euler equations(the mass conservation equation does not

change).

• Conservation of mass
dρ

dt
= −ρ∇−→x .

−→v (1.85)

• Conservation of linear momentum

ρ
d−→v
dt

= −∇−→x p+ ρ
−→
b (1.86)

• Conservation of energy

ρ
deint

dt
= −p∇−→x .

−→v (1.87)

Newtonian Viscous Fluids For Newtonian viscous fluids, the shear stresses

are proportional to the rate of strains. The constant of proportionality is the
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viscosity coefficient. The deviatoric stress tensor is given by:

σd =
[
λtr(D)

]
Id + 2µD,

σdij = λDkkδij + 2µDij ,
(1.88)

where λ and µ are viscosity coefficients. Considering Stoke’s relation λ+ (2µ/3) =

0 Eq.1.88 becomes:

σd = µε = µ

−2tr(D)

3
Id + 2D

 ,
σdij = µεij = µ

[
−2Dkk

3
δij + 2Dij

] (1.89)

If both heat source and heat flux terms are neglected, and if Eq.1.83 and Eq.1.89

are substituted into the linear momentum and energy conservation equations,

we obtain the fluid dynamics compressible Navier-Stokes equations (the mass

conservation equation remains unchanged):

• Conservation of mass

dρ

dt
= −ρ∂vi

∂xi
(1.90)

• Conservation of linear momentum

ρ
d−→v
dt

= −∇−→x p+µ
(
∇2
−→x
−→v

)
+

1
3
µ
(
∇−→x

(
∇−→x .
−→v

))
+ ρ
−→
b (1.91)

• Conservation of energy

ρ
deint

dt
= −p∂vi

∂xi
+

1
2
µεijεij (1.92)

1.3.3 Equations of State (EOS) for Fluids

The pressure was introduced as a new unknown in the set of governing equa-

tions. There are then five scalar equations for six unknowns (density, the three

components of the velocity vector, the internal energy and the pressure). In order
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to close both compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, an equation of

state (EOS) is needed in which the pressure p
(
ρ,eint

)
is expressed as a function

of the density and the internal energy.

The EOS for compressible media must be completed with the speed of sound

equation:

c =

√
dp

dρ

∣∣∣∣∣
s
, (1.93)

where s denotes the entropy.

According to the first law of thermodynamics we have:

T ds = deint + pd
(

1
ρ

)
, (1.94)

where T denotes the temperature. T is related to the internal energy by eint = cvT

where cv denotes the specific heat at constant volume.

In consideration that:

de =
∂eint

∂p
dp+

∂eint

∂ρ
dρ, (1.95)

d

(
1
ρ

)
= − 1

ρ2dρ, (1.96)

and that at constant entropy T ds = 0, Eq.1.93 becomes:

c2 =
dp

dρ
=

p
ρ2 − ∂e

int

∂ρ

∂eint
∂p

(1.97)

The EOS presented in this thesis are linear in volume and can be written in the

following form:

p
(
ρ,eint

)
= A(ρ) +B(ρ)eint (1.98)

We will briefly present the EOS used in this thesis for gases and liquids.
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Ideal gas (IG) EOS The ideal gas EOS is used to model gas compression and

expansion such as air, helium and water vapor. It is defined by:

p
(
ρ,eint

)
= (γ − 1)ρeint (1.99)

where γ = cp/cv is the ration between the specific heat at constant pressure cp
and the specific heat at constant volume cv .

Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) EOS The Jones-Wilkins-Lee EOS is commonly used

to model the thermodynamic behavior of explosives gas produced by detonation.

Jones [57] originally proposed the EOS in which the pressure was a function of

the relative volume and the temperature. Lately, Wilkins [155] provided another

expression of the pressure as a function of the relative volume and the internal

energy. Finally, Lee [78] extended both equations to provide the JWL EOS in its

final form:

pjwl
(
ρ,eint

)
= A

(
1−

ωρ

R1ρ0

)
exp

(
−R1

ρ0

ρ

)
+B

(
1−

ωρ

R2ρ0

)
exp

(
−R2

ρ0

ρ

)
+ωρeint,

(1.100)

where A,B,R1,R2 and ω are material dependent parameters (see [34]) and ρ0 is

the reference density of the explosive. The name Jones-Wilkins-Lee of the EOS

stands for the successive modifications of the EOS.

During the detonation process, the use of Eq.1.100 does not control the chemical

energy released. To consider those effects the computed pressure pjwl is multi-

plied a burn fraction factor η ∈ [0,1]. In LS-DYNA, two types of burn fractions

(η1 and η2) that are proposed based on the work of Wilkins [155] and Giroux [42]:

• η1 computation:

η1 =
2(t − tl)DCJ
3Ve/Aemax

if t > tl ,

η1 = 0 if t ≤ tl ,
(1.101)

where the ratio Ve/Aemax, between the element volume and its maximum

area, is a characteristic length. DCJ and tl are the detonation velocity and
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the lightning time, respectively.

• η2 computation:

η2 =
ρD2

CJ

PCJ

(
1−

ρ0

ρ

)
, (1.102)

where PCJ is the Chapman-Jouguet pressure.

The user can choose between η = 1 or η = η1 or η = η2 or η =max(η1,η2). When

η is equal to 1, η remains constant and is equal to 1 which corresponds to an

element that is burnt totally (fully transformed into gas). Finally the JWL EOS is

given by:

p
(
ρ,eint

)
= ηpjwl

(
ρ,eint

)
(1.103)

One may notice that for A = B = 0 and ω = γ − 1 we recover the ideal gas EOS

given in Eq.1.99.

Tait EOS The barotropic Tait’s EOS is often use to model both weakly-compressible

and compressible water flow and has different form in the literature. Thompson

[144] provides the most commonly used expression:

p(ρ) = B
[(
ρ

ρ0

)γ
− 1

]
+ p0, (1.104)

where B = ρ0c
2 is the bulk modulus, γ is a material dependent parameter. ρ0

and p0 are the reference density and pressure, respectively.

For barotropic EOS, the internal energy is not included in the computation of the

pressure. Thus, it is not required to solve the conservation of energy equation to

model the behavior of such fluids.

Stiffened Gas (SG) EOS In consideration of water under very high pressures

such as in UNDEX or WHs applications, another possible choice is the Stiffened

Gas EOS defined by:

p
(
ρ,eint

)
= (γ − 1)ρeint −γπ, (1.105)
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where γ and π are empirical material dependent parameters.

For π = 0 we recover the IG EOS given in Eq.1.99.

Mie-Gruneïsen (MG) EOS For applications where the material acts differently

when its under compression and expansion, the EOS must depend on the state

of the material. For such materials, the MG EOS can be used. It is defined by:

• In compression: µ = ρ0
ρ − 1 > 0

p
(
ρ,eint

)
=

ρ0c
2
[
1 +

(
1− γ0

2

)
µ− a

2µ
2
]

[
1− (S1 − 1)µ− S2

µ2

µ+1 − S3
µ3

(µ+1)2

]2 + (γ0 + aµ)eint, (1.106)

• In expansion: µ = ρ0
ρ − 1 < 0

p
(
ρ,eint

)
= ρ0c

2µ+ (γ0 + aµ)eint, (1.107)

where ρ0 is the initial density, c is the speed of sound, γ0 is the Gruneïsen coeffi-

cient, a is a volume correction coefficient. S1, S2 and S3 are fitting coefficients

provided by the Shock Hugoniot experimental data [88].
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1.4 Phase change Modeling: One-Fluid HEM Model

1.4.1 Cut-Off Model

The Cut-Off model is a pure phase model. The fluid is assumed to be cavitating

when it is below a pre-set cut-off pressure, which is usually the saturated water

pressure psat. When the pressure is lower than the cut-off pressure p ≤ psat
it is simply assumed to be equal to the cut-off pressure p = psat. To compute

the liquid water pressure (p > psat), any classical EOS for modeling water can

be used. Among the EOS defined in the previous subsection, one can choose

either the Tait EOS (Eq.1.104), SG EOS (Eq.1.105) or the MG EOS (Eq.1.106 and

Eq.1.107). Finally the one-fluid Cut-Off Model EOS becomes:

p = peos if p > psat

p = psat if p ≤ psat
(1.108)

Although the pressure maintains constant when pressure drops below the satu-

rated pressure, the density is still updated by solving the conservation of mass

equation (Eq.1.30 and Eq.1.59). Otherwise, if the density was kept constant

the sound would become zero. To artificially keep the system of conservation

equations hyperbolic, the speed of sound must be kept positive. In order to do

so, the following two methods are commonly used:

• I) Set the speed of sound to be constant. The saturated pressure psat and

the saturated density ρsat are used to compute the speed of sound.

• II) Compute the speed of sound based on the updated density and constant

cut-off pressure psat.

Fig.1.6 illustrates the pressure behavior versus density for water using the Tait

EOS (Eq.1.104) combined with the cut-off at temperature T = 293.15K . The

parameters for water are given in Tab. 1.1.
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B (Pa) ρ0 (kg/m3) p0 (Pa) γ psat (Pa)
3.3e+8 1000 1e+5 7.15 239.2

Table 1.1 – Tait EOS parameters for water at temperature T = 293.15K

Figure 1.6 – Water pressure versus density using Tait EOS combined with the
cut-off cavitation model (T = 293.15K)

1.4.2 Saurel et al. model

In this subsection we present the two models that we decided to study and

implement to model phase change in compressible flows: the pure phase cut-off
model that is already implemented in LS-DYNA and the model proposed by

Saurel et al. [124]. Both models have been extensively used and validated for

different applications [1, 2, 130, 24, 21, 68, 61, 67, 145].

Physical Assumptions and HEM equations

The method proposed by Saurel et al. [124] is used to model phase change

in inviscid non-barotropic compressible fluids. The method is based on the

following three main assumptions in the mixture region:

• The state variables ρ and eint are mean quantities of both liquid and vapor

phases. The mixture density ρm is a convex function of the vapor fraction

αv and both saturated liquid and vapor densities. The mixture internal
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energy eintm is a convex function of the vapor mass fraction Yv = ρv,satαv
ρ and

both saturated liquid and vapor internal energies:

ρm = αvρv,sat(T ) + (1−αv)ρl,sat(T ), (1.109)

eintm = Yve
int
v,sat(T ) + (1−Yv)eintl,sat(T ), (1.110)

where the subscripts l,v,m and sat denote the liquid phase, the vapor phase,

the mixture phase and the saturated state of the fluid, respectively.

The vapor fraction αv is defined by:

αv =
Vv
Vm

=


0 if ρm ≥ ρl,sat(T )

ρm−ρl,sat(T )
ρv,sat(T )−ρl,sat(T ) if ρv,sat(T ) ≤ ρm ≤ ρl,sat(T )

1 if ρm ≤ ρv,sat(T )

(1.111)

where Vv is the vapor volume and Vm is the total mixture volume (see

Fig.1.7).

The vapor mass fraction Yv is defined by:

Yv =
ρv,sat(T )αv

ρm
(1.112)

In a similar way we define the liquid fraction αl and the liquid mass

fraction Yl such that αv +αl = 1 and that Yv +Yl = 1.

• The liquid and vapor phases are in kinematic equilibrium:

−→v l,sat = −→v v,sat (1.113)

• The liquid and vapor phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium:

pl,sat(T ) = pv,sat(T ) = psat(T ) (1.114)

Tl,sat = Tv,sat = Tsat (1.115)

In this thesis, the academic and the industrial applications involving phase

change are solved using Euler’s equations (Eq.1.85, Eq.1.86 and Eq.1.87) under

the assumptions for the mixture quantities (Eq.1.109 to Eq.1.115) as proposed
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Figure 1.7 – Left: Discrete vapor bubbles. Right: Fringe levels of the vapor
fraction αv using the homogeneous model representation (Eq.1.111).

in the original paper of Saurel et al. [124].

conservation of mass
dρm
dt

= −ρm∇−→x .
−→v (1.116)

conservation of linear momentum

ρm
d−→v
dt

= ∇−→x p (1.117)

conservation of energy

ρm
deintm
dt

= −p∇−→x
−→v (1.118)

More details on the derivation and the investigation of the HEM equations are

provided in [27, 46, 71].

To close the HEM set of equations (Eq.1.116, Eq.1.117 and Eq.1.118), we need to

provide an EOS that preserves the hyperbolic character of the HEM equations

and that handles continuous phase transition (between liquid to vapor and be-

tween vapor to liquid), shock wave generation and its propagation.

In the two next subsections, we present the model used to define the physical

properties of the saturated water, the EOS and sound speed equation which

are based on the physical properties of water. The speed of sound is computed
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using the simplified Wallis formula [154] in the mixture phase to preserve the

hyperbolic character of the HEM equations.

In summary, the HEM model is a three equations model in which the density

and the energy are mixture state variables. The model assumes that the pressure,

the velocity and the temperature of the two phases are in equilibrium. The HEM

model is conservative, hyperbolic (using Wallis formula [154]) and guarantees

that the jump conditions are unique. A further advantage of the HEM model is

that it does not require any empirical parameters to model phase change.

Physical parameters of saturated water

In the previous subsection, we defined mixture state variables in function of the

fluid’s parameters at the saturation state. The pressure, liquid density and vapor

density at saturation state are given by the Oldenbourg polynomials [127]:

ln

(
psat(T )
pcr

)
=
Tcr
T

6∑
i=1

aiθ(T )âi , (1.119)

ρl,sat(T )
ρcr

= 1 +
6∑
i=1

biθ(T )b̂i , (1.120)

ln

(
ρv,sat(T )
ρcr

)
=

6∑
i=1

ciθ(T )ĉi , (1.121)

where θ(T ) is the temperature function defined by:

θ(T ) = 1− T
Tcr

(1.122)

pcr = 22.064.106P a,Tcr = 647.096K and ρcr = 322.0kg/m3 are the critical pres-

sure, temperature and density for water, respectively. The coefficients of the

Oldenbourg polynomials for water are given in Tab.1.2. The saturation equations

(Eq.1.119, Eq.1.120 and Eq.1.121) are validated against NIST data provided on-

line from [82]. The saturation pressure equation (Eq.1.119) is plotted in Fig.1.8

and saturation density equations for both liquid and vapor phases (Eq.1.120 and
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Eq.1.121) are plotted in Fig.1.9.

Index a b c â b̂ ĉ
1 -7.85823 1.99206 -2.02957 1 1/3 2/6
2 1.83991 1.10123 -2.68781 1.5 2/3 4/6
3 -11.7811 -0.512506 -5.38107 3 5/3 8/6
4 22.6705 -1.75263 -17.3151 3.5 16/3 18/6
5 -15.9393 -45.4485 -44.6384 4.0 43/3 37/6
6 1.77516 6.75615×105 -64.3486 7.5 110/3 71/6

Table 1.2 – Parameters of the saturation equation for water taken from [127]

Figure 1.8 – Water saturation pressure vs temperature. The red line represents
the pressure from Schmidt (Eq.1.119) and the crossed circle symbol represents
NIST pressure data from [82].
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Figure 1.9 – Water saturation density vs temperature. The red and green lines
represent the liquid and vapor densities from Schmidt (Eq.1.120 and Eq.1.121),
respectively. The crossed square and the cross symbols represent the liquid
and vapor NIST densities data from [82].

Equation of State and Speed of Sound

Liquid Phase (αv = 0) To model compressible pure liquid water at high pres-

sure (such as in UNDEX applications) three EOS are commonly used:

• The Tait EOS: Eq.1.104.

• The stiffened gas EOS: Eq.1.105.

• The Mie-Gruneïsen EOS: Eq.1.106 and Eq.1.107.

Among those three equations, only the Tait EOS is independent of temperature.

Saurel et al. [124] suggests to include a temperature dependency that subsitutes

the reference density ρ0 by the saturated liquid water density ρl,sat(T ) and the

reference pressure p0 by the saturated water pressure psat(T ) in the original Tait

EOS. The pressure in the liquid water region is computed using the modified

Tait EOS defined by:

p = p (ρ(T ),T ) = B
[(

ρ(T )
ρl,sat(T )

)γl
− 1

]
+ psat(T ), (1.123)
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where B = 3.3× 108P a and γl = 7.15 (see [109, 130]). The pressure psat(T ) and

the density ρl,sat(T ) are defined in Eq.1.119 and Eq.1.120, respectively. The

associated internal energy equation for pure liquid water phase eintl is given by:

eintl (T ) = Cv,l(T − T0) + el0, (1.124)

where Cv,l = 4180J.kg−1.K−1, T0 = 273.15K and el0 = 617J/kg are the specific

heat of liquid water at constant volume, the reference temperature and the

reference energy at the reference temperature T0, respectively. The speed of

sound of the liquid water phase cl(T ) is given by:

cl(T ) =
√

γl
ρ(T )

(p+B) (1.125)

As discussed in Saurel et al. [130] and Sezal’s thesis report [130], the modified

Tait EOS (Eq.1.123) gives the best approximation for IAPWS data [153]. Thus, it

was finally selected to model liquid water.It is noticed that for ρ(T ) = ρl,sat(T )

the saturation pressure p(ρl,sat(T ),T ) = psat is recovered.

Vapor phase (αv = 1) The pressure in the water vapor phase region is com-

puted using the IG EOS (Eq.1.99):

p = p (ρ(T ),T ) = ρ(T )RT , (1.126)

where R = 461.5J.kg−1.K−1 is the specific gas constant for vapor water. The

associated internal energy equation for pure water vapor phase eintv is given by:

eintv (T ) = Cv,v(T − T0) +Lv,0 + el0, (1.127)

where Cv,v = 1410.8J.kg−1.K−1, T0 = 273.15K , Lv,0 = 2753.3 × 103J/kg and

el0 = 617J/kg are the specific heat of water vapor at constant volume, the refer-

ence temperature, the latent heat of vaporization of water at reference tempera-

ture T0 and the reference energy at the reference temperature T0, respectively.

The speed of sound of the water vapor phase cv(T ) is given by:
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cv(T ) =
√
γvRT , (1.128)

where γv = 1.327 is the adiabatic coefficient of the water vapor.

Mixture phase (0 < αv < 1) In the mixture region the pressure is assumed to

be in equilibrium between both liquid and vapor phases (p = pl(T ) = pv(T ) =

psat(T )). This equilibrium is also assumed in the temperature in the mixture

region (T = Tl = Tv = Tsat).

The mixture internal energy eintm is obtained by combining Eq.1.109, Eq.1.110,

Eq.1.124 and Eq.1.127:

ρm(T )eintm (T ) =
[
αvρv,sat(T )eintv (T ) + (1−αv)ρl,sat(T )eintl (T )

]
(1.129)

For the special case ρm(T ) = ρl,sat we have αv = 0 and we recover Eq.1.124

(eintm (T ) = eintl (T )). In a similar way, for the special case ρm(T ) = ρv,sat we have

αv = 1 and we recover Eq.1.127 (eintm (T ) = eintv (T )).

The speed of sound in the mixture region cm is computed using the simplified

Wallis formula [154] (cm = cwallis):

1

ρm(T )c2
wallis

=
αv

ρv,sat(T )c2
v

+
1−αv

ρl,sat(T )c2
l

(1.130)

The approximation of the mixture speed of sound using the Wallis formula

is shown in Fig.1.10 for T = 293.15K . The Wallis speed of sound formula

increases the stability of the numerical simulation (see [130, 24, 61]) in addition

to preserving the hyperbolicity of the system.

Numerical Procedure: To Solve numerically the HEM conservation equations

(Eq.1.116, Eq.1.117 and Eq.1.118), the mixture variables ρm, −→v and eintm are

obtained at a given time tn. In order to compute the solution at the next time

step (tn+1 = tn +∆t) a leap frog time integration scheme (see section 2.1) is used

in which the mixture variables are updated on half a time step tn+1/2 = tn +∆t/2.

We denote by (.)n+1/2 a variable at time tn+1/2, where (.) can be replaced by any

time dependent variable that has been previously defined. The HEM pressure
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and the speed of sound at half a time step are computed as follows:

Figure 1.10 – Water vapor fraction vs mixture speed of sound at saturation for
T = 293.15K using Wallis equation (Eq.1.130).
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Inputs: ρn+1/2
m , en+1/2

m (obtained from Eq.1.116, Eq.1.117 and Eq.1.118)

• Temperature estimation: T n+1/2

1. Define initial guess Ti = T n+1/2
0 , i = 0. (T n+1/2

0 = T n−1/2 was

found to be a good starting value using fixed-point method).

2. Considering the inputs ρn+1/2
m and en+1/2

m to be numerical values

(solved by at previous time step and integrated in time), solve

the non-linear equation Eq.1.129 iteratively (Newton or fixed-

point method) to obtain the solution Ti+1.

3. Compute the error and check the convergence:

– IF |Ti+1 − Ti | < tol THEN T n+1/2 = Ti+1.

– ELSE Ti = Ti+1 and repeat step 2 until the solution con-

verges.

• Parameters of saturated water computation:
We compute:

– αv using Eq.1.111.

– psat(T n+1/2) using Eq.1.119.

– ρv,sat(T n+1/2) using Eq.1.120.

– ρl,sat(T n+1/2) using Eq.1.121.

• Pressure and speed of sound computation:

– IF αv = 0 THEN

Compute pn+1/2, cn+1/2
m using Eq.1.123 and Eq.1.125, respec-

tively.

– IF 0 < αv < 1 THEN Compute cn+1/2
m using Eq.1.130 and pn+1/2 =

psat(T n+1/2).

– IF αv = 1 THEN Compute pn+1/2, cn+1/2
m using Eq.1.126 and

Eq.1.128, respectively.

Outputs: pn+1/2, cn+1/2
m



Chapter2
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian and

Fluid Structure Interaction

There are two ways to implement ALE equations, which correspond to the two

approaches taken to implement the Eulerian viewpoint in fluid mechanics. The

first way solves the fully coupled equations for computational fluid mechanics;

this approach used by different authors can handle only a single material in

an element as described for example in [108]. The alternative approach is re-

ferred to as an operator splitting method, where the ALE governing equations

(Eq.1.59, Eq.1.60 and Eq.1.61) are solved in two sequential steps, separating the

time derivation operator (see [26, 17, 134]). The analysis performed by Chorin

et al. [26] shows that, at its best, the method is second order accurate.

Let φ
(−→x , t) be a function of the space variable −→x and time variable t. We con-

sider the hyperbolic equation defined by:

∂φ
(−→x , t)
∂t

+ −→w .∇−→x φ
(−→x , t) = S

(−→x , t) , (2.1)

where φ
(−→x , t) is the solution, −→w is the convective velocity defined in subsection

1.3.1 and S
(−→x , t) is the source term. Instead of solving Eq.2.1 directly, using the

operator splitting method we solve the two following equations sequentially:

49
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∂φ
(−→x , t)
∂t

= S
(−→x , t) , (2.2)

∂φ
(−→x , t)
∂t

+ −→w .∇−→x φ
(−→x , t) = 0 (2.3)

The first step is called the Lagrangian step (indeed Eq.2.2 is equivalent to Eq.2.1

if −→w = 0). The second step is called the Eulerian step and corresponds to the

transport equation of the quantity φ
(−→x , t) at the convective velocity −→w . Neglect-

ing the heat source term s and the heat flux vector −→q , we obtain the two sets of

equations to be solved numerically by applying the operator splitting method
to the ALE equations (Eq.1.59, Eq.1.60 and Eq.1.61):

• Lagrangian step equation:

∂ρ
∂t + ρ∇−→x .

−→v = 0

ρ∂
−→v
∂t −∇−→x .σ − ρ

−→
b = 0

ρ∂e
int

∂t −D : σ = 0

(2.4)

• Eulerian step equation:

∂ρ
∂t + −→w .∇−→x ρ = 0

ρ∂
−→v
∂t + −→w .∇−→x

−→v = 0

ρ∂e
int

∂t + −→w .∇−→x eint = 0

(2.5)

The Lagrangian step (Eq.2.4) is solved using a finite element method (FEM),

whereas the Eulerian step equations (Eq.2.5), which is also called the transport

or advection step, is solved using a finite volume method (FVM).

Eulerian step equations (Eq.2.5) are rewritten in its conservative form in order to

compute the FVM solution. Considering the Jacobian Jψ of the function ψ(−→χ ,t),
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the conservative form of Eq.2.5 is given by:

∂(ρJψ)
∂t + Jψ∇−→x (ρ−→w ) = 0

∂(ρ−→v Jψ)
∂t + Jψ∇−→x (ρ−→w ⊗ −→v ) = 0

∂(ρeintJψ)
∂t + Jψ∇−→x (ρeint−→w ) = 0

(2.6)

From a numerical point of view, the material velocity −→v is the velocity of the

nodes of the Lagrangian mesh. The convective velocity −→w = −→v − −→v ALE is the

velocity of the nodes in the more general ALE mesh. In particular, if the ALE

velocity −→v ALE is set to −→v then −→w = 0 and the grid is fixed and referred to the

Eulerian mesh. To sequentially solve the Lagrangian equations by FEM and

the conservative Eulerian equations by FVM, we first allow the mesh to deform

according to the material velocity in the Lagrangian phase. Secondly the finite

volume fluxes are computed and the convection variables are projected to the

ALE mesh. The two steps are illustrated in Fig.2.1 for both Eulerian and ALE

formulation [133].

In this chapter, we present the ALE and FSI numerical solutions implemented

in LS-DYNA [48] that were used to solve the continuum equations described

in the two previous chapters. We first describe the FEM approximation of the

Lagrangian step equations(Eq.2.4), then the FVM approximation of the conser-

vative form of the Eulerian step equations (Eq.2.6). Thirdly, we describe the

ALE multi-material formulation that is needed to model multiphase flows, and

finally, the FSI coupling algorithms implemented in LS-DYNA.

At the end of the chapter, we present numerical examples and discuss the valida-

tion, the limitations, the advantages and the drawbacks of the different methods.
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Figure 2.1 – One-dimensional advection for the Eulerian formulation (left) and
the ALE formulation (right)[133].
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2.1 Time integration: Leapfrog (Verlet) method

The numerical solution is computed using the explicit Leapfrog time integration

scheme. The method is based on a central finite difference approximation of the

time derivative.

Let us consider the time dependent function f (t) and a time-step ∆t. The Taylor

series for f (t +∆t/2) and f (t −∆t/2) are given by:

f (t +∆t/2) = f (t) +
(
∆t
2

)
.
df (t)
dt

+
1
2!

(
∆t
2

)2

.
d2f (t)
dt2

+
1
3!

(
∆t
2

)3

.
d3f (t)
dt3

+O
(
(∆t)4

)
(2.7)

f (t −∆t/2) = f (t)−
(
∆t
2

)
.
df (t)
dt

+
1
2!

(
∆t
2

)2

.
d2f (t)
dt2

− 1
3!

(
∆t
2

)3

.
d3f (t)
dt3

+O
(
(∆t)4

)
(2.8)

When Eq.2.8 is subtracted from Eq.2.7 and the result is divided by ∆t, we obtain

an approximation for the time derivative of the function f (t):

ḟ (t) =
df (t)
dt
'
f (t + 1

2∆t)− f (t − 1
2∆t)

∆t
(2.9)

And finally the expression of f (t + 1
2∆t):

f (t +∆t/2) ' f (t −∆t/2) +∆t.ḟ (t) (2.10)

The approximation in Eq.2.9 is second order accurate and conditionally stable.

The computational time-step ∆tcpu is limited by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy

(CFL) condition (see [30, 29, 17]) to ensure the stability of the explicit time

integration scheme, and thus the convergence. The CFL condition for an element

ei is defined by:

∆tcpu ≤ ∆teicrit =
leic
cei
, (2.11)

where ∆teicrit is the critical time-step of the element ei . It is defined as the ratio

between the characteristic length leic of the element and the speed of sound cei

through the material in the element.

In practice, the critical time-step ∆teicrit is computed for all the elements
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(i = 1,Nelts) and the computational time-step is taken as:

∆tcpu = f ac.min
ei

(∆teicrit), (2.12)

where f ac is a scaling factor between 0 and 1.

Replacing the function f (t) in Eq.2.10 by the density ρ(t), the internal energy

eint, the velocity vector −→v (t) and the position −→v (t) we have:

ρ(t +∆t/2) = ρ(t −∆t/2) +∆t.dρ(t)
dt

eint(t +∆t/2) = eint(t −∆t/2) +∆t.de
int(t)
dt

−→v (t +∆t/2) = −→v (t −∆t/2) +∆t.d
−→v (t)
dt

−→x (t +∆t) = −→x (t) +∆t.−→v (t +∆t/2)

(2.13)

Numerical Implementation At the beginning of the computation (time t0) the

quantities ρ(t0), eint(t0), −→v (t0), −→x (t0) and the time derivatives ρ̇(t0), ėint(t0), −̇→v (t0)

are known.

At the first time-step, the variables ρ(t0), eint(t0) and −→v (t0) are updated on half

time-step t = t0 +∆t/2 and the variable −→x (t0) on a full time-step t = t0 +∆t by:

ρ(t0 +∆t/2) = ρ(t0) + 1
2∆t.ρ̇(t0)

eint(t0 +∆t/2) = eint(t0) + 1
2∆t.ė

int(t0)

−→v (t0 +∆t/2) = −→v (t0) + 1
2∆t.
−→̇
v (t0)

−→x (t0 +∆t) = −→x (t0) +∆t.−→v (t0 +∆t/2)

(2.14)

At each subsequent time-step, the density, internal energy and velocity are
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updated to half-time-step:

ρ(t) = ρ(t −∆t/2) + 1
2∆t.ρ̇(t −∆t)

eint(t) = eint(t −∆t/2) + 1
2∆t.ė

int(t −∆t)

−→v (t) = −→v (t −∆t/2) + 1
2∆t.
−→̇
v (t −∆t)

(2.15)

At the end of the subsequent time-step the density, internal energy, velocity and

position vectors are updated according to the Leapfrog scheme (Eq.2.10):

t = t +∆t

ρ(t +∆t/2) = ρ(t −∆t/2) +∆t.ρ̇(t)

eint(t +∆t/2) = eint(t −∆t/2) +∆t.ėint(t)

−→v (t +∆t/2) = −→v (t −∆t/2) +∆t.
−→̇
v (t)

−→x (t +∆t) = −→x (t) +∆t.−→v (t +∆t/2)

(2.16)
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2.2 Lagrangian FE formulation: Lagrangian phase

2.2.1 Weak formulation

In the Lagrangian formulation, the resolution of the mass conservation equation

is trivial. Indeed, in consideration of the definition of the Jacobian Jφ of the

transformation function
−→
φ

(−→
X ,t

)
between the Eulerian coordinates −→x and the

Lagrangian coordinates
−→
X , we have:

ρ
(−→
X ,t

)
Jφ

(−→
X ,t

)
= ρ

(−→
X ,0

)
Jφ

(−→
X ,0

)
= ρ

(−→
X ,0

)
(2.17)

Thus the mass conservation equation is solved algebraically using Eq.2.17.

In FEM, we seek a weak solution of the continuum equations based on an in-

tegral formulation. For the sake of clarity, the equations in this subsection are

expressed in suffix notations, except when it is mentioned.

Let U0 and U be the functions spaces defined by:

δvi

(−→
X ,t

)
∈U0 , U0 = {δvi |δvi ∈H1 , δvi = 0 on Γ

−→v }, (2.18)

vi

(−→
X ,t

)
∈U , U = {vi |vi ∈H1 , vi = vbdyi on Γ

−→v }, (2.19)

where H1 is the first order Sobolev space and δvi is the virtual velocity (test

function) defined to be zero on the boundary Γ
−→v .

To obtain the weak formulation, we first multiply the linear momentum con-

servation equation by the test function δvi and we integrate the result over the

spatial domain Ω: ∫
Ω

δvi

(
ρ
∂vi
∂t
−
∂σji
∂xj
− ρbi

)
dΩ = 0 (2.20)

Considering that:
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∫
Ω

δvi
∂σji
∂xj

dΩ =
∫
Ω

[
∂(δviσji)

∂xj
− σji

∂δvi
∂xj

]
dΩ (2.21)

And applying the Gauss theorem to the right hand side first term in Eq.2.21

integral, we have:

∫
Ω

∂(δviσji )
∂xj

dΩ =
∫
Γ
−→v
δviσji .njdΓ︸             ︷︷             ︸

= 0 due to definition of U0 in Eq.2.18

+
∫
Γ
−→
t δviσji .njdΓ

∫
Ω

∂(δviσji )
∂xj

dΩ =
∫
Γ
−→
t δvitidΓ

(2.22)

Substituting the right hand side of Eq.2.22 into Eq.2.21 and replacing the result

in Eq.2.20, we finally obtain the weak formulation for the linear momentum

equation: ∫
Ω

[
∂δvi
∂xj

σji − δviρbi + δviρ
∂vi
∂t

]
dΩ−

∫
Γ
−→
t
δvitidΓ = 0 (2.23)

Eq.2.23 can be expressed in term of the virtual powers:

δP = δP int − δP ext + δP kin = 0, (2.24)

where
δP int =

∫
Ω

∂δvi
∂xj

σjidΩ,

δP ext =
∫
Ω
δviρbidΩ+

∫
Γ
−→
t δvitidΓ ,

δP kin =
∫
Ω
δviρ

∂vi
∂t dΩ

(2.25)

There are several element technologies to discretize the continuum model into a

FE mesh. Most of them are present in FE commercial codes [48, 119, 9, 4]. In the

next subsection, we present the two finite element technologies implemented in

LS-DYNA that are used in this thesis:

• The eight-node solid hexahedron element to model Langrangian structures
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and ALE fluids.

• The four nodes Belytschko-Lin-Tsay (BLT) shell element to model thin

plate structures.

Let us denote by δeint the virtual internal energy. The weak formulation for the

energy conservation equation can be developed in a similar way. It is given by:∫
Ω

δeint
∂eint

∂t
dΩ−

∫
Ω

δeint
∂vi
∂xj

σijdΩ−
∫
Ω

δeintviρbidΩ = 0 (2.26)

2.2.2 Internal and Hourglass forces computation

Let us consider the subdivision of the problem domain Ω into a set of k finite

element Ωek such that Ω = ∪ekΩek , the FEM approximates the solution of the

field variables xiI (
−→
X ,t) and viI (

−→
X ,t) at each node I of the FE mesh.

Let us consider the basis of the linear shape functions NI (
−→
X ) that satisfy:

NI (
−−→
XJ ) =

 1 if I = J

0 if I , J
(2.27)

and ∑
I

NI (
−→
X ) = 1 (2.28)

The expressions of the field variables xi(
−→
X ,t), vi(

−→
X ,t) and δvi(

−→
X ,t) in the basis

of the shape functions NI (
−→
X ) are given by:

xi(
−→
X ,t) = xiI (t)NI (

−→
X ) (2.29)

vi(
−→
X ,t) = viI (t)NI (

−→
X ) (2.30)

δvi(
−→
X ,t) = δviI (t)NI (

−→
X ) (2.31)
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Substituting Eq.2.29 and Eq.2.30 into Eq.2.25, we have:

δP int = δviI
∫
Ω

∂NI
∂xj
σjidΩ

δP ext = δviI
[∫
Ω
NIρbidΩ+

∫
Γ
−→
t NI tidΓ

]
δP kin = δviI

∂viJ
∂t

∫
Ω
NINJρdΩ

(2.32)

Now, substituting Eq.2.32 into Eq.2.24, we have:

δviI

[∫
Ω

∂NI
∂xj

σjidΩ−
(∫

Ω

NIρbidΩ+
∫
Γ
−→
t
NI tidΓ

)
+
∂viJ
∂t

∫
Ω

NINJρdΩ

]
= 0

(2.33)

Since the test functions δvi are arbitrary, Eq.2.33 can only be satisfied if the term

between the square brackets [.] is zero. This result leads us finally to the FE

discrete equation in matrix form:

Mc.A = Fext −Fint, (2.34)

where:

• Mc is the consistent mass matrix defined by:

Mc
IJ =

∫
Ω

NINJρdΩ (2.35)

• AI is the I-node unknown acceleration vector defined by:

AiI =
∂viI
∂t

(2.36)

• FintI is the I-node internal force vector defined by:

FintiI =
∫
Ω

∂NI
∂xj

σjidΩ (2.37)

• FextI is the I-node external force vector defined by:
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FextiI =
∫
Ω

NIρbidΩ+
∫
Γ
−→
t
NI tidΓ (2.38)

The solution of Eq.2.34 is obtained by solving a system of linear equations that

is CPU time consuming. Therefore, the consistent mass matrix Mc is replaced

by a diagonal lumped mass matrixM lump that is defined by:

M
lump
IJ =


∫
Ω
NIρdΩ if I = J

0 if I , J
(2.39)

Using the lumped mass matrix instead of the consistent mass matrix, the acceler-

ations at each node I of the FE mesh are simply given by:

AI =
(
FextI −F

int
I

)
/M

lump
II (2.40)

The results for the integral
∫
Ω

(.)dΩ is obtained by summing up all the elementary

results
∫
Ω

(.)dΩ =
∑
k

∫
Ωek

(.)dΩek .

In the previous equations, the shape functions are expressed in terms of the

spatial coordinates in the current configuration. For computational purposes,

it is common to express the shape functions in terms of the so-called parent

domain, in which a reference element is defined in a local parametric coordinate

system (ξ,η,ζ) ∈ [−1,1]3 for three-dimensional problems ((ξ,η) ∈ [−1,1]2 for

two-dimensional problems, respectively).

At this stage, we have defined three different domains for a three-dimensional

finite element Ωek :

• The parent domain is expressed in terms of the local parametric coordinates

(ξ,η,ζ).

• The current element domain is expressed in terms of the Eulerian coordi-

nates −→x (t).

• The initial reference domain is expressed in terms of the Lagrangian coor-

dinates
−→
X .

And the different mapping functions:
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• From the parent domain to the initial reference domain:
−→
X (ξ,η,ζ).

• From the parent domain to the current element domain: −→x (ξ,η,ζ, t).

• From the initial reference domain to the current element domain:
−→x =

−→
φ (
−→
X ,t).

Let us consider the integral of the function f (x) over the current finite element

Ωek . Using the mapping −→x (ξ,η,ζ), the integrals over the finite element Ωek are

calculated by:∫
Ωek

f (−→x )dΩek =
∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1
f (ξ,η,ζ)det[Jac(ξ,η,ζ)]dξdηdζ, (2.41)

where det[Jac(ξ,η,ζ)] is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix Jac(ξ,η,ζ) de-

fined by:

Jac(ξ,η,ζ) =



∂x1
∂ξ

∂x1
∂η

∂x1
∂ζ

∂x2
∂ξ

∂x2
∂η

∂x2
∂ζ

∂x3
∂ξ

∂x3
∂η

∂x3
∂ζ


(2.42)

The integrals can be evaluated numerically using a quadrature rule. To evaluate

the right hand side integral in Eq.2.41, we select a reduced one-point (at the

central point (0,0,0)) Gauss quadrature defined by:∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1
f (ξ,η,ζ)det[Jac(ξ,η,ζ)]dξdηdζ = 8f (0,0,0)det[Jac(0,0,0)] (2.43)

The two main advantages of the reduced one-point Gauss quadrature rule are

the CPU time saved (compared to fully integrated) and its ability to overcome

the numerical locking phenomena (see [15]).

The counterparts of the one-point integration is the introduction of Hourglass
modes (also called zero energy modes) [134, 15] that threaten the accuracy of

the FE solution. Additional stabilization hourglass forces, which are denoted

by Fhrg , need to be added to the total force vector to correct the parasite modes.
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Figure 2.2 – Eight-node solid hexahedron element [48].

Finally, adding hourglass stabilization, Eq.2.40 becomes:

AI =
(
FextI −F

int
I +FhrgI

)
/M

lump
II (2.44)

We will now describe the expression of the shape functions and the computation

of the internal and hourglass forces for both eight-node solid hexahedron and

four nodes BLT shell element technologies.

Eight-node solid hexahedron elements The expression of the reference eight-

node solid hexahedron element shape functions are defined in the parent domain

by:

NI (ξ,η,ζ) = (1 + ξξI )(1 + ηηI )(1 + ζζI ), (2.45)

where I is the node index, from 1 to 8. The nodal parameters are given in Fig.2.2.

Internal nodal forces evaluation:

The internal nodal force vector FintI can be rewritten in matrix form:
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FintI =
∫
Ωek

BTI .σdΩek , (2.46)

where

σ = [σ11,σ22,σ33,σ12,σ23,σ31]T (2.47)

and

BI =



∂NI
∂x1

0 0

0 ∂NI
∂x2

0

0 0 ∂NI
∂x3

∂NI
∂x2

∂NI
∂x1

0

0 ∂NI
∂x3

∂NI
∂x2

∂NI
∂x3

0 ∂NI
∂x1



(2.48)

The terms in the matrix BI (Eq.2.48) are given by the mapping function from the

parent domain to the current element domain:

∂NI
∂x1

∂NI
∂x2

∂NI
∂x3


= Jac−1(ξ,η,ζ).



∂NI
∂ξ

∂NI
∂η

∂NI
∂ζ


, (2.49)

where Jac(ξ,η,ζ) is the Jacobian matrix defined in (Eq.2.42). Finally, the integral

in (Eq.2.46) is evaluated using the one-point rule given in Eq.2.43.

Hourglass nodal forces evaluation:

The hourglass modes (see Fig.2.3) are parasite modes and a threat to the ac-

curacy of the FE solution and more generally to the stability of explicit FE
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Figure 2.3 – The hourglass modes of an eight-node solid hexahedron element
[38, 48].

codes. The hourglass deformation modes are orthogonal to the strain calculation.

Kosloff and Frazier [69] proposed to add hourglass forces in the form of a viscous

damping or a small elastic stiffness that limits the formation of those undesirable

modes. Let us consider the four base vectors Γ k (k = 1,2,3,4) that are related to

the hourglass modes, which are defined by:

Γ 1 = [ +1 +1 −1 −1 −1 −1 +1 +1 ]T

Γ 2 = [ +1 −1 −1 +1 −1 +1 +1 −1 ]T

Γ 3 = [ +1 −1 +1 −1 +1 −1 +1 −1 ]T

Γ 4 = [ −1 +1 −1 +1 +1 −1 +1 −1 ]T

(2.50)
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The four hourglass velocity rates q̇k (k = 1,2,3,4) are defined by:

q̇1 = [
∑8
I=1 Γ

1
I .v1I

∑8
I=1 Γ

1
I .v2I

∑8
I=1 Γ

1
I .v3I ]T

q̇2 = [
∑8
I=1 Γ

2
I .v1I

∑8
I=1 Γ

2
I .v2I

∑8
I=1 Γ

2
I .v3I ]T

q̇3 = [
∑8
I=1 Γ

3
I .v1I

∑8
I=1 Γ

3
I .v2I

∑8
I=1 Γ

3
I .v3I ]T

q̇4 = [
∑8
I=1 Γ

4
I .v1I

∑8
I=1 Γ

4
I .v2I

∑8
I=1 Γ

4
I .v3I ]T

(2.51)

Finally, the node I hourglass force vector is given by:

F
hrg
I =

1
4
ρcQhrg(Ve)

2/3



∑4
k=1 q̇

k
1.Γ

k
I

∑4
k=1 q̇

k
2.Γ

k
I

∑4
k=1 q̇

k
3.Γ

k
I


, (2.52)

where ρ, c, Qhrg and Ve are the density, the speed of sound, an input dimensional

scaling coefficient and the volume of the element, respectively. Qhrg is a user-

defined constant value that is usually set between 0.05 and 0.15.

Four-nodes BLT shell elements Shell elements are degenerated solid elements

in which all the quantities are computed with respect to the mid-surface (see

Fig.2.4). There are two main theories that describe the motion of shells:

• Kirchoff-Love (KL): The normal vector to the mid-surface remains straight

and normal. Shear deformations are not possible.

• Mindlin-Reissner (MR): The normal vector to the mid-surface remains

straight. Shear deformations are possible.

The BLT shells belong to the Continuum-Based shells (CB) family. The main

assumptions for the BLT shells are the following:

• The normal stress to the mid-surface σ33 is zero (Plane stress theory).

• The fiber remains straight (Modified MR kinematic assumption).
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Figure 2.4 – Shell element representation: a degenerated solid element [51].

The BLT shell element was originally proposed by Belytschko et al. [13]. The BLT

shells are continuum based elements that combine a co-rotational coordinate

system and a velocity-strain formulation. The BLT shells are present in most of

the explicit FE commercial codes [4, 9, 48, 119] due its robustness and its fast

computation.

Most of the shell elements are low degree interpolation elements. The area of

the elements, is interpolated from the nodes by bilinear functions.

The co-rotational assumption avoids the complexity of non-linear mechanics

by embedding a coordinate system in the element. The decision to use velocity-

strain in the formulation facilitates the constitutive evaluation, because the

conjugate stress is the more familiar Cauchy stress.

Co-rotational coordinates:

Let nI (I = 1,2,3,4) be the element’s four corner nodes, and (−−→r21 = −−−−→n2n1 ,
−−→r31 =

−−−−→n3n1 ,
−−→r42 = −−−−→n4n2 ) be an embedded coordinate system that deforms with the

element.

The different steps to compute the co-rotational coordinate system (shown in

Fig.2.5) are as follows:

• Calculate a unit vector normal to the main diagonal of the element as:

s3i = (−−→r31 × −−→r42 )i , (2.53)

|| −→s3 ||=
√
s231 + s232 + s233, (2.54)
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Figure 2.5 – Local coordinates on a shell element [48].

ê3i =
s3i
|| −→s3 ||

, (2.55)

where the superscript (.̂) denotes the variables in the local coordinate

system.

• Establish a local x axis x̂ approximately along the edge between n1 and n2.

We calculate a unit vector ê1 parallel to the vector r21 as

s1i = r21i − (r21i .ê3i) ê3i (2.56)

ê1i =
s1i
|| s1i ||

(2.57)

• The remaining vector is deduced from the two previous ones taking the

cross product such that:

ê2i = (
−→̂
e3 ×

−→̂
e1 )i (2.58)

The orthogonal transformation matrix R between the global and local coordinate

systems is defined by:
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R =



ê11 ê12 ê13

ê21 ê22 ê23

ê31 ê32 ê33


(2.59)

Let A = (A1,A2,A3)T be a vector defined in the global coordinate system and

Â = (Â1, Â2, Â3)T its definition in the local co-rotational coordinate system. The

transformation from A to Â is given by:

Â1

Â2

Â3

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Â

=



ê11 ê12 ê13

ê21 ê22 ê23

ê31 ê32 ê33

︸               ︷︷               ︸
R

.



A1

A2

A3

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

(2.60)

The inverse transformation from Â to A is given by:

A = RT .Â (2.61)

Velocity-strain and displacement:

The velocity of any point in the BLT shell is defined by:

vi = vmi − (
−→̂
z .
−→̂
e3 ×

−→
θ )i , (2.62)

where vmi , ẑi and θi are the velocity of the mid surface, the distance along the

fiber direction (thickness) of the element and the angular velocity vector, respec-

tively. The corresponding co-rotational velocity-strain components are given by:

ˆ̇εij =
1
2

(
∂v̂j
∂x̂i

+
∂v̂i
∂x̂j

)
(2.63)
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Substituting Eq.2.63 into Eq.2.62, we have:

ˆ̇ε11 =
∂v̂m1
∂x̂1

+ ẑ
∂θ̂2

∂x̂1
, (2.64)

ˆ̇ε22 =
∂v̂m2
∂x̂2
− ẑ∂θ̂1

∂x̂2
, (2.65)

2 ˆ̇ε12 =
∂v̂m1
∂x̂2

+
∂v̂m2
∂x̂1

+ ẑ
(
∂θ̂2

∂x̂2
− ∂θ̂1

∂x̂1

)
, (2.66)

2 ˆ̇ε23 =
∂v̂m3
∂x̂2
− θ̂1, (2.67)

2 ˆ̇ε31 =
∂v̂m3
∂x̂1

+ θ̂2, (2.68)

where v̂m, θ̂m and x̂m are evaluated in term of the shape functions NI (ξ,η)

defined in the parent space:

v̂m =NI (ξ,η)vI (2.69)

θ̂m =NI (ξ,η)θI (2.70)

x̂m =NI (ξ,η)xI (2.71)

The shape function NI (ξ,η) (I = 1,2,3,4) are defined by:

N1 =
1
4

(1− ξ) (1− η) (2.72)

N2 =
1
4

(1 + ξ) (1− η) (2.73)

N3 =
1
4

(1 + ξ) (1 + η) (2.74)

N4 =
1
4

(1− ξ) (1 + η) (2.75)

Using a reduced one-point integration, the co-rotational velocity-strain com-

ponents and the shape functions are evaluated at the center of the element

(ξ = 0,η = 0). Eq.2.64, Eq.2.65, Eq.2.66, Eq.2.67 and Eq.2.68 become:
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ˆ̇ε11 = B1I v̂
m
1I + ẑB1I θ̂2I (2.76)

ˆ̇ε22 = B2I v̂
m
2I − ẑB2I θ̂1I (2.77)

2 ˆ̇ε12 = B1I v̂
m
2I +B2I v̂

m
1I + ẑ

(
B2I θ̂

m
2I −B1I θ̂

m
1I

)
(2.78)

2 ˆ̇ε23 = B1I v̂
m
3I +NI θ̂2I (2.79)

2 ˆ̇ε31 = B2I v̂
m
3I −NI θ̂1I (2.80)

Where Bkj = ∂NI
∂x̂k
, k = 1,2 are the shape functions derivative evaluated at the

center of the element (ξ = 0,η = 0).

The co-rotational stress rates ˆ̇σn+1/2
ij are computed using the appropriate con-

stitutive equation and the computed velocity-strains ˆ̇εn+1/2
ij at time tn+1/2. The

co-rotational stresses σ̂n+1
ij at time tn+1 is obtained through a time integration:

σ̂n+1
ij = σ̂nij +∆t. ˆ̇σn+1/2

ij (2.81)

Stress resultant and Internal nodal forces evaluation:

The resultant force and moment vectors are defined in the co-rotational lo-

cal coordinate system by:

f̂ Rij =
∫
σ̂ijdẑ, (2.82)

m̂Rij = −
∫
ẑσ̂ijdẑ, (2.83)

where σ̂ij (i, j = 1,2,3) are the stress tensor components evaluated in the co-

rotational local coordinates system at each integration point through the thick-

ness. The integrals are computed using a numerical quadrature rule (Gauss or

Trapezoidal).

Through the use of the definition of the velocity-strain, and by recalling that
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there are five integration points through the thickness, we can deduce the re-

sultant forces and moments integrating the stress through the thickness of the

shell.

Invoking the principle of virtual power and performing a one-point Gauss

quadrature, we have:

F̂intI = Area



(
B1I f̂

R
11 +B2I f̂

R
12

)
(
B2I f̂

R
22 +B1I f̂

R
12

)
κ
(
B1I f̂

R
13 +B2I f̂

R
23

)
 , (2.84)

m̂intI = Area



(
B2Im̂

R
22 +B1Im̂

R
12 −

κ
4 f̂

R
23

)
−
(
B1Im̂

R
11 +B2Im̂

R
12 −

κ
4 f̂

R
13

)
0

 , (2.85)

where Area and κ are the area of the element and the shear factor correction

coefficient, respectively.

Finally, the vector forces and moments are obtained in the global coordinate

system using Eq.2.61:

FintI = RT .F̂intI (2.86)

mintI = RT .m̂intI (2.87)

Hourglass nodal forces evaluation:

The hourglass nodal forces implemented in LS-DYNA follows the formulation

developed by Belytschko et al. [13] where the hourglass modes were general-

ized. In the original papers, the different steps in the computation of the nodal

hourglass vector FhrgI are described as follows:
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• Definition of the only hourglass vector Γ :

Γ =
[

+1 −1 +1 −1
]T

(2.88)

• Computation of the element matrix B, given explicitly in the co-rotational

coordinate system:

B =
1

2.Area



ŷ2 − ŷ4 x̂4 − x̂2

ŷ3 − ŷ1 x̂1 − x̂3

ŷ4 − ŷ2 x̂2 − x̂4

ŷ1 − ŷ3 x̂3 − x̂1


(2.89)

• Computation of the element vector γ :

γ =



Γ1 − (
∑4
k=1 Γk .x̂k)B11 − (

∑4
k=1 Γk .ŷk)B12

Γ2 − (
∑4
k=1 Γk .x̂k)B21 − (

∑4
k=1 Γk .ŷk)B22

Γ3 − (
∑4
k=1 Γk .x̂k)B31 − (

∑4
k=1 Γk .ŷk)B32

Γ4 − (
∑4
k=1 Γk .x̂k)B41 − (

∑4
k=1 Γk .ŷk)B42


(2.90)
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• Computation of the hourglass strain rates q̇:

q̇m1 =
∑4
k=1γk .θ̂1k

q̇m2 =
∑4
k=1γk .θ̂2k

q̇b1 =
∑4
k=1γk .v̂1k

q̇b2 =
∑4
k=1γk .v̂2k

q̇b3 =
∑4
k=1γk .v̂3k



, (2.91)

where the superscripts b and m denote the hourglass modes associated

with bending and membrane forces, respectively.

• Computation of the general hourglass stress rates Q̇:

Q̇m1 = C1q̇
m
1

Q̇m2 = C1q̇
m
2

Q̇b1 = C2q̇
b
1

Q̇b2 = C3q̇
b
2

Q̇b3 = C3q̇
b
3



, (2.92)

where: 

C1 = 1
8rm (E.h.Area)

∑2
i=1

∑4
k=1Bik

C2 = 1
192rθ

(
E.h3.Area

)∑2
i=1

∑4
k=1Bik

C3 = 1
12rw

(
κ.G.h3

)∑2
i=1

∑4
k=1Bik

, (2.93)

where rm, rθ and rw are user-defined constants with values between 0.01
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and 0.05, respectively. h, E and G represent the element thickness, Young

modulus and shear modulus, respectively.

• Computation of the general hourglass stresses rates Q integrating in time

the hourglass stress rates Q̇.

• Computation of the nodal hourglass forces F̂hrgI and moments m̂hrgI vectors

(I = 1,2,3,4) in the co-rotational coordinate system:

F̂
hrg
I =



γIQ
m
1

γIQ
m
2

γIQ
b
3


(2.94)

m̂
hrg
I =



γIQ
b
1

γIQ
b
2

0


(2.95)

• Computation of the nodal hourglass forces FhrgI and moments mhrgI vectors

(I = 1,2,3,4) in the global coordinate system:

F
hrg
I = RT .F̂hrgI (2.96)

m
hrg
I = RT .m̂hrgI (2.97)

2.2.3 Shock Viscosity

The non-linear hyperbolic characteristic of the conservation laws may naturally

introduce a discontinuous strong solution, even for smooth initial conditions

(see [146, 11]). This difficulty can be overcome by treating the problem from

a different angle by seeking a weak solution (based the weak formulations

Eq.2.23 and Eq.2.26) instead of a strong solution, which would lead to the jump
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Figure 2.6 – Riemann Problem: Propagation of the discontinuous variables at
shock speed U .

Rankine-Hugoniot relations at the discontinuous interface (see Fig.2.6). The

Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations are in one-dimension given by:

(ρ1 − ρ0)U = ρ1(v1 − v0) Conservation of mass

p1 − p0 = ρ0U (v1 − v0) Conservation of momentum

eint1 − e
int
0 = p1−p0

2 .ρ1−ρ0
ρ1ρ0

Conservation of energy

(2.98)

Where U is the shock speed. Combining the three equations, we have:

eint0 − e
int
1 =

1
2

(p0 + p1)(v0 − v1) (2.99)

The strong solution must be continuous and derivable, whereas the weak solu-

tion requires must only be continuous. As mentioned in [134], the drawback of

this approach is the loss of the unity of the solution [76]. An additional entropy

condition must be satisfied by adding viscous terms to the system of equations

to guarantee that the computed solution is the physical one [50].

The method proposed by Von Neumann and Richtmeyer [102] allows for the

automatic processing of shock waves without solving the non-linear Rankine-

Hugoniot relations through the use of a costly iterative root finding method.
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At the shock front, the thermodynamic irreversibility results in an in-supply

of entropy. The idea of the Von Neumann and Richtmeyer bulk viscosity is

to introduce into the equations, a dissipative viscous term that represents this

irreversibility. An additional pressure term q is added to the physical pressure p

in the shock layer. The original "bulk" pressure proposed by Von Neumann and

Richtmeyer [102] is defined by the following quadratic term:

q =

 ρl2cC1tr(ε̇)2 if tr (ε̇) < 0 (compression)

0 if tr (ε̇) ≥ 0 (tension)
(2.100)

Where C1 and lc are a user-defined value (taken to be 1.5 for most of the prob-

lems) and a characteristic length (lc =
√
area in 2D and lc = 3

√
volume in 3D),

respectively. The quadratic pressure term q is added to the linear momentum

and energy conservation equations.

The added quadratic pressure term smooths the shock among a few elements

(typically three to six elements for C1 = 1.5). The smoothed solution presents

no discontinuity and prevents numerical oscillations (referred to as Gibb’s phe-
nomena in an attempt to approximate a discontinuous function through a series

of continuous functions, see Fig.2.7) at the discontinuous interface.

Even if the discontinuity has been smoothed, Von Neumann and Richtmeyer

[102] showed that the Rankine-Hugoniot relations (Eq.2.98 and Eq.2.99) remain

valid at a large scale. Additionally, in the removal of the numerical oscillations,

the physical correct solution is obtained by adding the necessary entropy as

discussed in [50].

A linear term is added to the bulk pressure in Eq.2.100 by [72] to remove the

spurious oscillations behind the shock. The final form of the bulk pressure is

given by:

q =

 ρlc
[
C1lctr (ε̇)2 −C2ctr (ε̇)

]
if tr (ε̇) < 0 (compression)

0 if tr (ε̇) ≥ 0 (tension)
, (2.101)

where C2 and c are a use-defined value (taken to be 0.06 for most of the prob-
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Figure 2.7 – Sod shock tube pressure [132]: Lagrangian solution with (red) and
without (blue) bulk viscosity.

lems) and the element sound speed, respectively.

A generalized bulk viscosity tensor Qij can be developed in term of the strain

rates tensor ε̇ij :

Qij =

 ρlc
[
C1lcε̇

2
ii −C2cε̇ii

]
δij + cρlcε̇ij if tr (ε̇) < 0 (compression)

0 if tr (ε̇) ≥ 0 (tension)
(2.102)

2.2.4 Energy computation

Pressure is related to the internal energy through the EOS (Eq.1.99). The internal

energy is evaluated using one-point integration such as stresses evaluation. Thus,

the energy conservation equation is simplified to the following form:

ρėint =Dij(σij +Qij) (2.103)

By splitting the normal and deviatoric parts, we have:

ρėint =
(
Ddij +

1
3
Dkkδij

)(
σdij − pδij +Qdij +

1
3
Qkkδij

)
(2.104)
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Considering the symmetry of the bulk viscosity tensor Qij , we finally obtain:

ρėint =
(
σdij +Qdij

)
Ddij +

(1
3
Qkk − p

)
V , (2.105)

where:

• V is the elementary volume defined by: V =
∫
Ωe
dΩe.

In applying a central finite difference scheme to Eq.2.105 and considering that

the volumic strain rate tr(ε̇) = ∆V /(V∆t), we obtain the discretized equation for

the total specific energy E = ρeintV :

En+1 = En +∆t
[(
σdij

n+1/2
+Qdij

n+1/2
)
Ddij

n+1/2
V n+1/2

]
+

(
1
3Qkk

n+1/2 − pn+1/2
)
∆V n+1/2

, (2.106)

where the quantities at time t = tn+1/2 are given by:

Ddij
n+1/2

= 1
2

(
Ddij

n
+Ddij

n+1
)

σdij
n+1/2

= 1
2

(
σdij

n
+ σdij

n+1
)

Qdij
n+1/2

= 1
2

(
Qdij

n
+Qdij

n+1
)

pn+1/2 = 1
2

(
pn + pn+1

)
(2.107)

The equation Eq.2.106 is implicit, since the pressure is a function of the energy

and the density (Eq.1.99). It can be rewritten:

En+1 = E − 1
2p

n+1(En+1,ρn+1)∆V n+1/2

E = En +∆t
[(
σdij

n+1/2
+Qdij

n+1/2
)
Ddij

n+1/2
V n+1/2

]
+

(
1
3Qkk

n+1/2 − pn
)
∆V n+1/2

, (2.108)

where all the known variables are regrouped in the variable E. Through the use

of Eq.1.99 to evaluate the pressure, we finally obtain an explicit expression of
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the pressure at time t = tn+1:

pn+1 = A(ρn+1)+B(ρn+1)E
1+ 1

2B(ρn+1)∆V n+1/2

En+1 = E − 1
2p

n+1∆V n+1/2

(2.109)

If the pressure is a non-linear function of the internal energy in the EOS (Eq.1.99)

then the energy is computed by using an iterative root finder method.

2.2.5 Summary of the Lagrangian phase

At time t = tn, the stresses, the pressure, the internal forces, the external

forces, the hourglass forces, the bulk viscosity are know.

1. Computation of the nodal accelerations at time t = tn.

2. Computation of the nodal velocities at time t = tn+1/2.

3. Computation of the nodal displacements at time t = tn+1 and update

of the lagrangian mesh.

4. Computation of the bulk viscosity and hourglass forces at time t =

tn+1.

5. Computation of the internal energy at time t = tn+1.

6. Computation of the pressure at time t = tn+1.

7. Computation of the new time-step with respect to the CFL criteria.
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2.3 Eulerian FV Formulation: Advection Phase

For the sake of clarity, we consider the pure Eulerian phase in which the ALE

velocity is zero. The Jacobian in Eq.2.6 becomes Jψ = 1. In this particular case,

the variables computed in the Lagrangian phase are projected onto the fixed

Eulerian grid. For further details on the ALE smoothing and more general

arbitrary cases, see [48].

In the advection phase, the physically conserved variables ρ, ρvi and ρeint are

transported from the position obtained at the end of the Lagrangian phase to

the ALE grid by solving Eq.2.6 using a finite volume Godunov method. Among

the different schemes present in LS-DYNA, this thesis uses the following two

methods:

• The first order Donor Cell scheme [43]: fast, monotone, conservative and

diffusive.

• The second order Van Leer MUSCL (Monotonic Upwind Schemes for Con-

servation Laws) scheme [79]: slow (compared to the Donor Cell scheme),

monotone, conservative and dispersive.

As discussed in [134], the Lagragian phase, at its best, is second order accu-

rate. Thus, schemes higher than the second order cannot improved the overall

solution. Fig.2.8 shows the two schemes effects on the transport of a constant

function.

Once again, through the use of the operator splitting technique, the multidimen-

sional advection can be solved by splitting the spatial derivatives into a set of one

dimension transport equations that are solved sequentially (see [16]). However,

a particular attention should be paid to the mesh structure[134].
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Figure 2.8 – Comparaison of the first and second order Godunov schemes for
one dimensional advection [105].

2.3.1 Godunov methods for one dimensional transport equa-

tion

In order to describe the two Godunov methods, let us consider the nonlinear

hyperbolic transport equation:

∂φ

∂t
+ a(x)

∂φ

∂x
= 0, (2.110)

where φ is the transported function and a(x) is the transport velocity.

Let xj , (j = 1, ...,N ) and N be the coordinates of the node j and the total number

of nodes, respectively. We denote by φnj−1/2 and φnj+1/2 the values of the function

φ to the left and to the right of the node j, respectively.

φn(x) = φnj+1/2 , x ∈]xj ,xj+1[ (2.111)

The evaluation of the function φ in Eq.2.111 is suitable for the transport of

centered values such as ρ and ρeint (ρ and eint are evaluated at the center of the
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element during the lagrangian step using Eq.2.43) contrary to the nodal values

such as the linear momentum ρvi (vi are evaluated at the nodal positions during

the lagrangian step). The treatment of linear momentum advection presented in

the next subsection is based on the following Godunov advection schemes.

"Donor Cell" (Upwind) scheme

By applying the backward finite difference scheme we obtain the donor cell

method in its non-conservative form:

φn+1
j−1/2 = φnj−1/2 + aj

∆t
2∆x

 φnj−1/2 −φ
n
j+1/2 if aj > 0

φnj+1/2 −φ
n
j−1/2 if aj < 0

, (2.112)

Eq.2.112 is expressed in its into conservative form by:

φn+1
j−1/2 = φnj−1/2 +

∆t
∆x

(
f
φ
j − f

φ
j+1

)
, (2.113)

where the finite volume fluxes f φj are defined by:

f
φ
j =

aj
2

(
φnj−1/2 +φnj+1/2

)
+
| aj |

2

(
φnj−1/2 −φ

n
j+1/2

)
(2.114)

Van Leer (MUSCL) scheme

In the donor cell scheme, we assumed that the distribution of the function φ is

constant in each cell. The Van Leer scheme is obtained by replacing the constant

distribution with a higher order interpolation function ( see Fig.2.10).

Instead of defining a piecewise function, let us define a piecewise linear function.

Thus we have:
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Figure 2.9 – Description of the Donor Cell advection method [105].

φnj+1/2(x) = Snj+1/2

(
x − xnj+1/2

)
+φnj+1/2, (2.115)

where:

Snj+1/2 =
1
2

(
sign(sL) + sign(sR)

)
×min

(
| sL |, | snj+1/2 |, | s

R |
)

(2.116)

sL =
φnj+1/2 −φ

n
j−1/2

2∆xj+1/2
(2.117)

sR =
φnj+3/2 −φ

n
j+1/2

2∆xj+1/2
(2.118)

And snj+1/2 is a second order approximation of the slope.

To avoid having new extreme values at the next incrementation, and thus oscilla-

tion, we constraint snj+1/2 such as:

smin < snj+1/2 < s
max,where:

smin =min(φj−1,φj ,φj+1), and
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smax =max(φj−1,φj ,φj+1).

That leads us to the definition of the fluxes:

f
φ
j =

aj
2

(
φ−j +φ+

j

)
+
| aj |

2

(
φ−j −φ

+
j

)
, (2.119)

where:

φ+
j = Sj+1/2

(
xc − xnj+1/2

)
+φnj+1/2 (2.120)

φ−j = Sj−1/2

(
xc − xnj−1/2

)
+φnj−1/2 (2.121)

and:

xc = xnj +
1
2
∆taj (2.122)

Figure 2.10 – Description of the Van Leer advection method [105].
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2.3.2 Advection for the linear momentum equation

In order to solve the linear momentum advection at the nodal positions, Amsdem

and Hirt [8] proposed to create a dual finite volume mesh by shifting the original

mesh by half of the cell size such that:

φdualj = φorigj+1/2 (2.123)

Applying to the linear momentum equation variables the evaluation of the trans-

ported quantity by the second order Van Leer method (Eq.2.115), one obtain the

evaluation of the linear momentum at the nodal value j:

Mdual
j vdualj =Morig

j v
orig
j +

1
2

(
(ρv)origj−1 V

orig
j−1 − (ρv)origj+1 V

orig
j+1

)
(2.124)

The different steps that lead to Eq.2.124 are given in detail in [134].

Summary of the Eulerian phase

The conservative variables ρ and ρeint has been computed at the center of

the elements. The conservative variable ρvi is computed at the nodes.

1. A new grid is generated, either by the Lagrangian mesh relaxation

(ALE computation) or by going back to the fixed Eulerian grid.

2. The centered conservative variables are projected to the new grid

using Eq.2.113 or Eq.2.115.

3. The nodal velocities are projected to the new grid using Eq.2.124.
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2.3.3 ALE Multi-Material formulations

To model multiphase flows in fixed Eulerian or ALE grids, we consider multi-

material elements such that the Njk different materials within a finite element

Ωk are mixed. The subscript jk denotes the index j of the material contained in

the mixed element k. In a multi-material we distinguish:

• The Njk individual materials within the mixed element Ωk that are gov-

erned by their own constitutive equations (pjk (e
int
jk
,ρjk ), ε̇jk , σjk , ...). To each

individual material jk = 1, ..,Njk is associated a volume fraction αjk such

that:
0 ≤ αjk ≤ 1

∑Njk
jk=1αjk = 1

(2.125)

• The mixed element Ωk is governed by a mixture theory [134] in which the

pressure equilibrium between the Njk materials and the mean strain rates

ε̇mjk satisfy:

ε̇mk =

Njk∑
jk=1

αjk ε̇jk (2.126)

Contrary to the phase change model described in chapter1, in which the density

and pressure of the element are mixture quantities each material has its own

density. The pressure of the different materials within the element are assumed

to be in equilibrium. The equilibrium pressure is enforced by:

pik (e
int
ik
,ρik ) = pjk (e

int
jk
,ρjk ) f or i , j

peq = αjkpjk (e
int
jk
,ρjk )

(2.127)

where peq denotes the equilibrium pressure.

TheNjk volume fraction are obtained by solving the non-linear equations (Eq.2.127)

with the additional constraint
∑
jk
| αjk |= 1.

Benson [17] provided an expression of the change in the volume fraction ∆αjk
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by using the non-linear Newton-Raphson algorithm:

∆αjk =
peq − pjk
∂pjk
∂αjk

(2.128)

Considering that the sum
∑
j αjk +∆αjk = 1, the pressure equilibrium is obtained

by combining equations Eq.2.127 and Eq.2.128.

2.3.4 Volume of Fluid (VOF) method for interface tracking

The simplest way to track the interface between the different materials is to

consider the Lagrangian framework where the material is attached to mesh. The

Lagrangian formulation, in which the mesh moves with the material, is mainly

used to solve problems in solid mechanics. It can be used for fluids and FSI prob-

lems in which the deformation is small. The main limitation of the Lagrangian

formulation is mesh distortion for large deformation and moving structures,

since the fluid is solved on a moving domain as a result of the structure motion.

The VOF method consists of constructing the discontinuous material inter-

face within the element using its volume and the volume of the surrounding

neighbors. The technique implemented in LS-DYNA is the Piecewise Linear
Interface Construction (PLIC) proposed by Youngs (see [162] and [161] for 2D

and 3D problems, respectively). The PLIC method follows the early Simple Line
Interface Calculation (SLIC) method proposed by Noh and Woodward [103].

The PLIC method approximate the interface by a linear plane(segement in 2D

and planes in 3D). The parametric equation of the plane at the material interface

in an element Ωk is defined by:

−→x .−→n +C = 0, (2.129)

where:

1. The normal −→n to the plane is computed by:
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−→n =
∇−→x (αk)
||∇−→x (αk)||

(2.130)

2. d = −→x .−→n is the distant function of the element computed based on the

volume fractions. López and Hernández [85] explained the procedure

in depth to compute the distance function. An open source package of

FORTRAN routines is also provided for generalized convex polygons.

3. C is a constant.

The last term to define is the gradient of the volume fractions ∇−→x (αk). For the

sake of clarity, the computation will be presented for the 2D case, as the com-

putation can then easily extended to the 3D case. Let us consider the centered

element (see Fig.2.11) defined by:

Ω(i+1/2,j+1/2) =]x(i, j),x(i, j + 1)[×]x(i, j + 1),x(i + 1, j + 1)[ (2.131)

We denote by α(i+1/2,j+1/2) the volume fraction of element Ω(i+1/2,j+1/2) and by

αE, αN , αW , αS , αNE, αNW , αSW and αSE the volume fractions of the eastern,

northern, western, southern, northeastern, northwestern, southwestern and

southeastern (E,N,W,S,NE,NW,SW and SE in Fig.2.11) neighbors of the centered

element Ω(i+1/2,j+1/2), respectively. According to Youngs [162], the gradient of

the volume fraction is given by:

∂α(i+1/2,j+1/2)

∂x1
=
α∗E −α

∗
W

x1E − x1W
, (2.132)

∂α(i+1/2,j+1/2)

∂x2
=
α∗N −α

∗
S

x2N − x2S
, (2.133)

where x1(.) are the centroid x1-coordinates of the eastern and western neighbors

and x2(.) are the centroid x2-coordinates of the northern and southern neighbors.

The quantities α∗(.) are defined by:
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α∗E = 1
4 [αSE + 2αE +αNE]

α∗W = 1
4 [αSW + 2αW +αNW ]

α∗N = 1
4 [αNW + 2αN +αNE]

α∗S = 1
4 [αSW + 2αS +αSE]

(2.134)

Figure 2.11 – Representation of the finite volume Ω(i+1/2,j+1/2) and its 8 neigh-
bors.
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2.4 One-step ALE time integration summary

For the sake of clarity, we present in the schema bellow the different steps fol-

lowed to solve the single-material Navier-Stokes equations expressed in the ALE

formalism during one time-integration step.

The common Lagrangian phase steps for both ALE and Lagrangian formulations

are displayed in blue boxes. Whereas, the specific advection phase steps are

displayed in yellow boxes.

σ , Qbulk, p and eint

Nodal forces: Fhrg ,
Fint and Fext

Nodal accelera-
tions,velocities and
displacement

Computation of the
new ALE grid

Projection of the con-
served variables from
the Lagrangian grid to
the ALE grid

Which formulation ?ALE LAG
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2.5 Fluid Structure Coupling methods

The coupling between the fluid and the structure acts at the interface between

the fluid part and the solid part. Let Γs and Γf be the solid and fluid domain

boundaries, respectively. The fluid structure interface Γf si is defined by Γf si =

Γs ∩ Γf . The coupling between the fluid and the structure acts at the interface

Γf si where fields are transferred between the fluid and the structure: the fluid

pressure is transferred to the structure while the nodal velocities of the fluid are

constrained to be equal to the nodal velocities of the structure. At both sides of

the boundary Γf si , we have:

• Continuity of the velocity: −→v s = −→v f .

• Continuity of the stresses normal components: σs.
−→n s = σf .

−→n f .

The easiest way to numerically simulate the fluid structure interaction is to

consider fluid and structure meshes to be connected that share common nodes.

The common nodes at the fluid structure interface are set to be Lagrangian

(viALE = 0), which enforces the continuity of the velocities. The strategy to

compute the stress components at the center of the element makes the numerical

resolution of the continuity of the stress normal components easier. If the

stress normal components were computed at the nodes of the mesh, projections

schemes (similar to the advection of the velocity) would be required. This method

is referred to as the Lagrangian coupling. The method is simple and robust,

but limited to high mesh distortion problems. However, an ALE smoothing

(re-meshing) of the grid can be used to overcome these problems (see [48].

There are two main strategies to solve FSI in LS-DYNA:

• Constraint-based method: Conserves momentum, stable but does not

conserve energy.

• Penalty-based method: Conserves momentum and energy, but less stable

than the constraint-based method. History variables are transported in the

direction of the flow which makes it delicate to prevent leakage through

the FSI interface, especially for high pressure and tangential flows to the

structure [52, 105].
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Brief descriptions of the two methods are presented in the next subsections.

More details are provided in [10, 120, 134, 48].

2.5.1 Constraint-based coupling method

In constraint-based method, a coupling method based on contact algorithm is

used. The coupling method was initially developed for fluid structure coupling,

in which the fluid was modeled using an ALE or Eulerian formulation and the

structure was modeled using a classical Lagrangian formulation. This coupling

has been generalized to general material models with ALE formulation.

Constrained coupling is based on tied contact code, where nodes on the slave

interface are constrained to move with those on the master interface as described

in [14]. From previous experience, tied contact has been successfully used

in automotive and aerospace industries; it is stable and consistent, conserve

momentum and satisfies the action reaction principle at the interface contact.

Unlike contact algorithm in which a contact interface is defined though the

interface mesh, in the coupling method, the structure node is embedded inside

ALE of fluid element as described in Fig.2.12.

The coupling algorithm can be described though the following phases:

1. For each structure node, search for the fluid element that contains it.

To ensure the search is efficient, the bucking sorting algorithm that is

described in [48] can be used.

2. Distribute the nodal mass of the structure node msi to the fluid element

nodes mfi . The distribution is based on the parametric coordinates of the

structure node inside the ALE element:

m
f
i =mfi +Ni .m

s
i , (2.135)

where Ni is linear shape function evaluation at node i.

3. Distribute structure nodal force Fsi and momentum Ms
i from structure
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nodes to fluid element nodes:

F
f
i = F

f
i +Ni .F

s
i

M
f
i = M

f
i +Ni .M

s
i

(2.136)

4. Based on new nodal forces and new momentum on the ALE element nodes,

acceleration and velocity can be updated. After the finite elements are

processed and assembled, the new nodal acceleration and velocity of the

ALE nodes are given by:

a
f
i = F

f
i /m

f
i

v
f
i = M

f
i /m

f
i

(2.137)

5. Finally, the structure nodes are constrained to have the same acceleration

and velocity as the ALE element. The structural accelerations and velocities

are given by:
as =

∑
i=1,sNi .a

f
i

vs =
∑
i=1,sNi .v

f
i

(2.138)

Figure 2.12 – Mesh of the fluid, the structure and the fluid-structure interface.
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2.5.2 Euler-Lagrange penalty coupling method

The Euler-Lagrange coupling is a method that combines the ALE multi-material

formulation described in the previous subsection and the classical master-slave

penalty contact method (see [140, 110]) that is commonly used to solve contact

problems in solid mechanics. The Lagrangian structure is always the slave part,

and the Eulerian fluid is always the master part (see [134]).

In the Euler-Lagrange coupling the structure is embedded in an Eulerian fixed

mesh. This Eulerian fixed mesh will contain the Lagrangian structure and the

ALE fluid (single or multi-material) that flows through the mesh using the ad-

vection scheme to update velocity and history variables. Since the fluid flows

through a fixed mesh, there is no mesh distortion that allows the limitations

of constrained based method to be overcome (see [48, 140]) as a result of mesh

great deformation. The Euler-Lagrange method also guarantees the conservation

of momentum and energy, whereas constrained based method fails to conserve

the total energy.

The coupling forces between the fluid and the structure are similar to contact

forces and are defined by:

F = k.d, (2.139)

where F is the force applied to both the master and slave nodes in opposite direc-

tions, k is the contact stiffness, and d is a depth penetration that is incrementally

updated at each time-step. Indeed if at time t0 we have d0 = 0, then at time

tn+1 = tn +∆t the penetration vector is updated by:

−→
d n+1 =

−→
d n +

(−→v s − −→v f )∆t, (2.140)

where −→v s is the structure velocity at the slave node and −→v f is the fluid velocity

at the fluid node. A sketch of the coupling method is shown in Fig.2.13.
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There exist many definitions for the stiffness k, and a good value of the stiffness

should reduce the loss in energy conservation and prevent fluid leakage through

the structure. In this study, the stiffness used is given in [166] and is defined as:

k = pf
KA2

V
, (2.141)

where K is the bulk modulus of the fluid element in the coupling that contains

the slave node, V is the volume of the fluid element that contains the master

node, A is the average area of the structure elements connected to the master

node, and 0 ≤ pf ≤ 1 is a scalar factor introduced to avoid numerical instabilities.

Figure 2.13 – Euler-Lagrange FSI coupling method in one step.
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2.6 Numerical Applications

2.6.1 Validation and benchmark test cases

One dimension cavitation shock tube The one-dimensional cavitation was

proposed by [84] and is defined as follows:

• The computational domain is a 1m long tube Ω = [−0.5,0.5].

• The tube is filled with water at initial temperature of T = 293K and pres-

sure of 10e + 8. the initial liquid water saturation density, liquid water

density and internal energy are computed using Eq.1.119, Eq.1.123 and

Eq.1.124.

• The initial velocity is:

v(x,0) =



−100m/s if x ∈= [−0.5,0[

100m/s if x ∈=]0,0.5]

0m/s if x = 0

• The problems is solved for 800 elements.

The two streams move in the opposite directions, which yields left and right

rarefaction waves. An expansion area is generated at the center of the tube that

forms a cavitation bubble. The results are plotted in red in Fig. 2.14, Fig.2.15,

Fig.2.16 and Fig.2.17 and the reference results from [84] are plotted in blue.

Although the same phase change model is used for both simulations, different

numerical schemes are used to solve the governing equations.
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Figure 2.14 – Pressure along the tube where the computed solution and the
reference solution [84] are in blue points and continuous red line, respectively.

Figure 2.15 – Density along the tube where the computed solution and the
reference solution [84] are in blue points and continuous red line, respectively.
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Figure 2.16 – Void fraction along the tube where the computed solution and the
reference solution [84] are in blue points and continuous red line, respectively.

Figure 2.17 – Velocity along the tube where the computed solution and the
reference solution [84] are in blue points and continuous red line, respectively.
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2.6.2 Simulation of Water Hammers in nuclear power plants

This work is part of a collaboration between EDF technical unit (EDF UTO),

which was in charge of the validation of the development in LS-DYNA through

benchmarks and the practical use in real life applications and the university of

Lille. The different LS-DYNA simulations are compared to the experimental

data.

In this collaborative work, the experience gained through the years on the topic

of WHs by EDF engineers and researchers was very helpful and allowed us to

face the problem from a numerical point of view.

WHs are hydraulic transient phenomena. They occur when the flow conditions

of a fluid contained in a pipe are locally modified (pump start-up or stop, valve

closure). A shock is generated and expressed by the discontinuity of the fluid

variables (density, pressure, fluid velocity).

In nuclear power plants, such WHs occur in water supply pipes. Due to the high

energy and the quantity of water in motion, there is a real threat to the nuclear

safety. It can be violent and can cause damage to the structure (plasticity of

pipes and even the rupture of brackets supporting pipes). Those fast dynamic

phenomena are of the order of 10−3 seconds in time, and the actual sensors

on nuclear power plants are not accurate enough to capture pressure waves.

Through numerical simulation, one can attain a better understanding of these

complex phenomena.

Under a certain configuration, the fluid may be put in tension and the local

pressure may fall below the saturated vapor pressure, which gives arise to

cavitation, small liquid-free zones (“bubbles” or “voids”). Such phenomena

occur mostly near industrial apparels such as pumps, propellers, impellers and

control valves. The rapid collapse of cavitation produces strong shock waves

that may harm the interacting structure. Using the FSI capabilities of LS-DYNA,

two test cases with experimental data will be investigated using the Cut-Off and

HEM phase-change models presented in chapter1.
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Theory of WHs A brief description of the theory and the main equations are

presented in this paragraph to understand the phenomenon. For further details,

explanations and numerical methods applied to solve WHs, see [131, 41, 40, 7,

20].

The valve slam WH, also called “the classic WH”, has always been the heart of

the research on WHs. Simpson is one of the early pioneers who worked actively

on the experimentation of these phenomena. We simulate here the “Simpson’s

experience” [131] performed in 1986 on the classic WH, which provides a good

validation test case. It contains a complex physic to be modeled: shock wave

propagation, cavitation and fluid-structure interaction. A sketch of the experi-

mental setup and the theoretical behavior is given in Fig.2.18 [20].

Joukowsky and Allievi gave the basis on WH’s classical theory through their

theoretical analysis. Considering 1D normal pressure wave, the rise of pressure

∆P is given by the Joukowsky’s equation:

∆P = −ρcL∆V (2.142)

Where cL, ∆P , ∆V and ρ denote the pressure wave speed, the rise of pressure,

the change of the fluid’s velocity and the fluid’s density, respectively.

The pressure wave speed is estimated from Korteweg’s equation:

cL =

√
K/ρ

1 + (K/E).(D/e)
(2.143)

Where K , ρ, E, D and e denote the fluid’s bulk modulus, the fluid’s density, the

young modulus of the structure, the inner diameter and the pipe’s thickness,

respectively.

Let us denote by τ the time period for a pressure wave to travel back and forth

between the valve and the water reservoir. The time period is given by τ = 2.L/cL,

where L is the length of the elastic pipe.

We assume a zero prescribed velocity at the closed valve as well as a pressure

boundary condition at the outlet of the water reservoir. Thus according to
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Figure 2.18 – A short duration pressure pulse. (a) Reservoir-pipe-valve system.
(b) Wave paths in distance-time plane. (c) Piezometric head history at valve
[20].

Eq.2.142, the change in pressure always occurs at the closed valve, and the

change in velocity always occurs at the reservoir-pipe junction.

Let us denote by Pr , t0, P0 and V0 the pressure in the reservoir, the valve closure

time, the initial pressure and initial velocity at t0, respectively. At time, t = t0,

a pressure wave P = P1 = P0 + ∆P is generated at the closed valve (imposed

V = 0, but not modeled) and is propagated from the valve to the reservoir at the

pressure wave velocity cL.

According to the Eq.2.142, when the pressure wave reaches the reservoir at time

t0 + τ/2, it is reflected due to the prescribed constant pressure at the reservoir

(P = Pr), and thus travels from the reservoir to the valve leaving water at pressure

P = Pr and V = −V0.

When the pressure wave reaches back, the valve is at time t = t0 + τ , and the

confined water in the pipe is entirely at pressure P = Pr . The change of velocity

from −V0 to 0 generates a pressure drop in the cylinder at the maintained

reservoir location. The pressure drop ∆P is given by P = P2 = Pr −∆P .
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Recalling that P0 = Pr , thus we have P2 < P0 and the pressure drops below the

initial pressure. Depending on the saturation pressure Psat, two scenarios are

possible:

• Case 1: P2 > Psat

– At time t = t0 + 3τ
2 , the pressure wave reaches the reservoir and is once

again reflected to the valve. This time V = V2 = V0 and V2 > 0 (because

Pr > P2).

– The pressure wave P = Pr reaches the valve at time t = t0 + 2.τ . The

entire water is at pressure P = Pr , and the new overpressure is P =

Pr +∆P1, it takes us back to the previous step at time t = t0 + τ .

– Neglecting the dissipative (numerical and physical at the FSI interface)

a periodical cycle is obtained.

• Case 2: P2 < Psat

The pressure at the valve drops to the water vapor pressure and the new

pressure wave is propagated at the liquid vapor pressure. In order to use

Eq.2.142 we must know the new wave propagation velocity depending on

the vapor-water mixture.

To proceed in the analytical study, we add the two following hypothesis:

– Only a vapor pocket at the valve is formed during the propagation of

the pressure wave from the valve to the reservoir. We suppose that

the size of the vapor pocket is very small in comparison to the pipe’s

length. This assumption allows us to consider the pure phase “Cut-off
model” that will be considered as a reference solution to validate the

“HEM phase-change model”.

– The vapor pocket imposes its pressure to the pressure wave as the

reservoir acts as a fixed pressure boundary condition.

Including the two previous assumptions, we are able to complete Eq.2.142.

According to Mostowsky(1929), unlike case 1 the reversed direction veloc-
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ity is no more imposed to be zero, but instead, decreases to:

V0 −∆Vcv = V0 −
g(Pr + Psat)

cL
(2.144)

Now we have a system of two reservoirs (reservoir-vapor cavity). The pres-

sure wave is reflected by the vapor cavity until the vapor pocket collapses

at time t = t1, accelerating the water to the closed and giving arise to a new

WH. The new rise of pressure is less than the first one, but the superposi-

tion of the two pressure waves gives a greater rise of pressure. In Fig.2.18,

the superposition of pressures occurs at time t = t0 + 3τ which corresponds

to the point B.

Simpson’s experiment In Simpson’s experience [131], WH due to the rapid

closure of the valve described in the previous paragraph are investigated. The

problem’s parameters are given in Tab.2.1. FEM model are shown in Fig.2.19

and Fig.2.20.

Fluid parameters Structure parameters
Pressure (bar) 3.419 Inside Diameter (mm) 19.05
Temperature (K) 296.46 Thickness (mm) 1.6
Density (kg/m3) 997.55352 Length (m) 36
Initial Velocity (m/s) 0.4 Density (kg/m3) 8960

Elastic Modulus (GP a) 120

Table 2.1 – Fluid’s material model parameters
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Figure 2.19 – 1D FEM model.

Figure 2.20 – 3D FEM model.

The main objectives of the experimental investigations are:

• To demonstrate that considering FSI coupling is mandatory. The short

duration of the pressure pulse and its impact on the structure are investi-

gated.

• To study the cavitation effects that are generated near the valve and the

condensation of the vapor that leads to a second shock wave.

A first one dimensional simulation is performed in order to highlight the conse-

quences of neglecting the elasticity of the pipe and the FSI (over-estimation of

the pressure peak, over-estimation of the celerity of the pressure wave, ...) and

the validation of the HEM phase change model compared to the cut-off model.

Since only a small amount of void fraction is created at the end of the pipe

(closed valve), the hypothesis given in the theoretical paragraph (for analytical
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study) justifies the use of a pure phase Cut-off model and the validation of both

the Cut-off and HEM phase change cavitation models for the valve slam WH. A

second three dimensional simulation is performed using the HEM phase-change

cavitation models and the LS-DYNA fluid-structure interaction coupling algo-

rithm. The obtained results will be validated in comparison with the experiment.

The numerical setups for the two simulations are the following:

• 1-D simulation without FSI:

– HEM phase change and Cut-off models are considered.

– Fluid part is modeled by 67600 Eight-node solid hexahedron ALE

elements.

– The flow is constrained to be 1D setting the velocity in Y-direction

and Z-direction to be equal to zero.

– The closed valve is modeled imposing the velocity to be zero at the

valve location.

• 3-D simulation with FSI:

– Only the HEM phase change model is considered.

– Fluid part is modeled by 216000 Eight-node solid hexahedron ALE

elements.

– Structure part is modeled by 86400 Belytschko-Lin-Tsay Lagrangian

shell elements.

– Lagrangian coupling where common nodes between the ALE and

Lagrangian parts are merged. The radial expansion of the pipe is

small enough so that it does not perform ALE re-meshing to the

moving boundary.

Results for the first 1-D simulation are shown in Fig.2.21 in terms of the pressure

time history of the fluid at the closed valve. The blue, green and red curves

represent the LS-DYNA HEM phase-change results, the LS-DYNA cut-off results
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and the experimental results, respectively.

In consideration that the 1D simulation is equivalent to a 3D simulation with a

stiff pipe (very high modulus or pipe’s thickness), the pressure wave velocity cL is

equal to the water speed of sound in accordance to Eq.2.143. It can be seen from

Eq.2.143 that cL decreases when the Young Modulus and/or the pipe’s thickness

decreases. The more stiff the pipe, the more cL is close to the water speed of

sound. From replacing in Eq.2.142 cL by the speed of sound and comparing

the LS-DYNA results to the experimental result in Fig.2.21, it can be seen that

the pressure peak and the wave speed propagation are over-estimated when

neglecting the elasticity of the pipe and fluid-structure coupling effects.

However, 1-D cases are pertinent to compare different solutions for the same

problems. A good correlation is observed between “cut-off ” and “HEM phase-

change” models. The oscillations occurring at time t = 0.12s when the vapor

pocket located at the valve condensates, can be explained by the huge change

in speed of sound in the fluid mixture when the void fraction is very small as a

result of the Wallis Eq.1.130 (see Fig.1.10).

The results from the second 3-D simulation are shown in Fig.2.22 and Fig.2.23

in terms of pressure and void fraction time history of the fluid at the closed

valve, respectively. The blue, green and red curves represent the LS-DYNA HEM

phase-change results, the WAHA code [41] (1-D simulation with correction of the

wave propagation speed by Eq.2.143) and the experimental results, respectively.

Pressure values from LS-DYNA simulation have been compared to both exper-

imental data and WAHA code results. The mono-phase WH is well simulated

according to the first pressure peak in Fig.2.22, while the second one is slightly

over-estimated due to the brutal condensation of the water steam pocket. When

the FSI is considered the pressure wave propagation speed is recovered well.

Fig.2.23 shows through the void fraction that the different stages of the phase

change phenomenon has been modeled: its generation as liquid water turns to

saturated vapor (0 < α < 1) followed by its condensation as saturated vapor turns

to liquid water (α = 0).
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Figure 2.21 – Pressure time history at the closed valve for the 1-D simulation.
The blue, green and red curves represent the LS-DYNA HEM phase-change
results, the LS-DYNA cut-off results and the experimental results, respectively.

Figure 2.22 – Pressure time history at the closed valve for the 3-D simulation.
The blue, green and red curves represent the LS-DYNA HEM phase-change re-
sults, the reference Waha code for WHs simulation results and the experimental
results, respectively.
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Figure 2.23 – Void Fraction computation using the LS-DYNA HEM phase-
change model at the valve for the 3-D simulation.

Cold Water Hammer Test Facilities (CWHTF) The Cold Water Hammer Test

Facility (CWHTF) was designed and built at Forschungszentrum Rossendorf

for the WAHALoad European project [41] to study the FSI effects during the

WH phenomenon that result from the sudden condensation of a saturated vapor

pocket.

This test case was chosen to investigate the performance of the presented phase

change model for the simulation of WH in which classical pure phase model such

as the cut-off model cannot be used due to initial presence of a non-negligible

amount of saturated vapor pocket. The investigation of the collapse of the vapor

is programmed in two phases:

1. Replace the water vapor by vacuum (density is considered but pressure is

zero) and simulate the projection of the water column on the rigid plate.

2. Model the collapse of the bubble using the HEM phase change model.

At the current stage, the first phase is completed and the results are presented

in this thesis and the second phase is on going. We are still in an early phase of

the validation of the model and further investigation needs to be done on simple

test cases before confronting this complex industrial case.
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The experiment consist of a water tank, a equipped pipe, a closed end (rigid

disk) and a valve in the middle of the pipe that separates the pipe into two parts:

a left part linked to the water tank and a right part linked to a rigid disk at the

closed end (see Fig.2.24). The full CWHTF experimental setup is modeled by:

• A water tank with a stiff wall. A 1bar constant pressure is imposed at the

junction between the left part of the pipe and the water tank.

• An isotropic linear elastic pipe.

• A valve opens at time t = 0.2s. The valve opening is fast (21ms) and can

be considered an instantaneous opening (EDF R&D performs internal

investigations that confirm that the kinematic of the valve opening has a

neglecting impact on the dynamic response of the structure).

• Two supports at the pipe-tank junction and at the valve.

• A rigid disk.

The parameters for the CWHTF experimental setup are given in Tab.2.2, Tab.2.3

and Tab.2.4.
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Figure 2.24 – Sketch of CWHTF experimental setup [7].

Parameters Pipe Tank

External diameter(mm) 219 800

Shell thicnkess (mm) 6 6

Curvature radius at elbows (mm) 306 -

Pipe’s total length (m) 3.285 -

Height (m) - 1.2

H1 −H0 (m) 0.3

Internal volume (litres) 124 750

Design pressure (bar) 60 10

Plastic pressure (bar) 90 -

Failure pressure (bar) 226 -

Table 2.2 – Geometry and design properties for the structure parts
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Parameters Steel Water

Young modulus E (GP a) 200 -

Poisson ratio 0.3 -

Density (kg/m3) 7850 997

Speed of sound (m/s) 5856 1450

Temperature (K) - 293.16

Saturation pressure (bar) - 29e−3

Pressure in the tank - 1

Table 2.3 – Material model parameters

Stiffness KS1
x KS1

y KS1
rotz

K21
x KS2

y KS2
rotz

Values (N/m) 2.35e+ 7 1e+ 4 1e+ 2 1e+ 9 2.27e+ 7 1e+ 3

Table 2.4 – Stiffness of the support S1 at the pipe-tank junction and the support
S2 at the opening valve

At the beginning, the valve is opened and the pipe is entirely filled with cold

water at atmospheric pressure. Then, the valve is closed and the remaining air is

evacuated in the right part, such that only liquid water and steam at saturation

remain at the right part of the valve. Thus far, the water tank and the left part of

the pipe are at atmospheric pressure and the right part of the pipe composed of

liquid water at the saturation pressure and above a vapor pocket at saturation

pressure closed to the end. At time t = 0.2sec, the valve is opened and due to

the difference in pressure between the left and the right part, the liquid water

is accelerated in the direction of the closed end, compressing the vapor pocket

until it collapses and triggers the WH.

The finite element model is shown in Fig.2.25 in which the blue, green, red

and yellow elements represent the water tank, the liquid water at atmospheric

pressure, the saturated liquid water and the vacuum (replacing saturated water

steam), respectively. The structure is modeled by BLT shell elements. A La-

grangian coupling is used in combination with the ALE re-meshing algorithm
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due the displacement of the Lagrangian rigid disk. Since the saturated vapor

is replaced by vacuum material (pressure is zero). The value of the saturated

pressure 29e−3bar is removed from the fluid pressure.

The results from the first CWHTF simulation are shown in Fig.2.26 and Fig.2.27

in terms of pressure time history of the fluid at the pressure sensor (located at

100mm from rigid disk) and in Fig.2.28 in terms of the vertical displacement

(x-direction in Fig.2.25) time history of the rigid disk. No experimental data are

provided for the structural displacements.

Pressure results are in good agreement with experimental data for the first pres-

sure peak, but slightly delayed for the second one. To highlight the FSI effects,

the vertical and horizontal displacements amplitude of the rigid disk are shown

in Fig.2.28 and Fig.2.29, respectively.

The HEM model results are shown in Fig.2.30. The results are qualitatively ac-

ceptable but are not good enough to be validated. The first WH, due to the impact

on the rigid plate, appears sooner than the experiment and is over-estimated.

Acknowledgment I would like to thank Romain Ceyrolle, Bernard Cohen and

Sylain Durel from EDF-UTO for the help they provided to add the supports

to the initial CWHTF LS-DYNA models, without which the results would be

inaccurate.
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Figure 2.25 – FEM of CWHTF experimental setup: blue, green, red and yellow
elements represent the water tank, the liquid water at atmospheric pressure,
the liquid water at the saturation pressure and the initial saturated water steam,
respectively.

Figure 2.26 – Pressure time history at the sensor located at 100 mm from the
rigid disk.
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Figure 2.27 – Local zoom on the first peak of pressure.

Figure 2.28 – Vertical displacement of the rigid disk.
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Figure 2.29 – Horizontal displacement of the rigid disk.

Figure 2.30 – HEM model pressure time history at the sensor located at 100
mm from the rigid disk.
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2.6.3 Simulation of CFRP shell structures subjected to water

shock waves

This work is part of a collaboration between the University of Narvik (NUC -

Norway), which was in charge of the experimental tasks, and the University of

Lille (USTL - France) which was in charge of the numerical tasks. The project

was sponsored by the Norwegian Research Council under the PETROMAKS
grant no 200585.

The work attempts to recapture the results presented in the study [66]. A

different numerical methodology is used to model the same behavior. However,

the; current study involves not only structure modeling as provided in the earlier

study but also fluid behavior using multi-material ALE methods. The focus of

this study is to validate the numerical simulation of ALE and FSI using LS-DYNA

to be able to model the complex fluid behavior in a shock tube and the structural

stresses generated in a adjoin CFRP test sample.

Shock tube experimental setup:

Installation The shock tube consists of two main parts: the driver section and

the driven section (Fig.2.31) [66, 55, 62]. The driver section contains compressed

air, which is released into the driven section in order to create a shock wave.

This is generally triggered with a burst plate or high speed valve. In the given

experiments, the shock wave is generated in water by releasing high pressure

air through high speed valve. The shock wave propagates through water in the

driven section [66, 55, 62]. At the end of the driven section, a T-section is fitted

that enables a secure mount of a test specimen (Fig.2.32).

In these experiments, three pressure sensors (one static and two piezoelectric

sensors) are placed at three different places in the shock tube to capture the

propagation of the shock wave. The test specimen is mounted with a rosette

strain gage in order to capture the strains created by the shock wave impact

(Fig.2.32).
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Figure 2.31 – The shock tube: Driver section to the right (containing compressed
air) and driven section to the left containing uncompressed water and a T-
section for mounting the test specimen.[66]

Figure 2.32 – Left: Rosette strain gage attached to a CFRP specimen using
cyanide-based glue. The three-colored wires are connections to three strain
gages at 45o angles. The strain gage is placed in the geometric center of the
plate. Right: The T-section. The CFRP specimen is mounted in the T-section
where the three-colored wires are connection of the rosette strain gage.[66, 62]

Experimental results It was found that strain profile is a linear mapping

of driven pressure profile, as can be seen from Fig.2.33. The experiments are
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repeated on the same test piece to confirm the validity of the results. Repeated ex-

periments proved that CFRP test pieces can withstand shock pressure (Fig.2.33).

However, it is worth noting that applied shock pressure in these experiments

did not result in strains for more than 25% of strain limit for rupture. It can be

deduced that material behaves linearly under shock pressure.

Figure 2.33 – Left: Driven pressure profile in shock tube. Right: Rosette strain
gages response from four layers CFRP specimen. Noise in strains after 0.16s is
due to experimental setup.[66]

Shock tube numerical setup:

In this work mutliphysics numerical analysis was carried out on a CFRP test

piece subjected to shock wave attached to a tube. This setup has been commonly

used to test material under dynamic loading [66]. In the previous work [66, 63],

FSI effects were not considered and were lacking in the total response of the

structures due to the damping effects of the water on the CFRP displacement

as it goes in its vibrations modes exposed to the cyclic pressure loading (Fig.2.33).

To complete the previous work, the T-section of the shock tube, including the

water contained inside the tube and the test piece are modeled using LS-DYNA.

The simulation starts when the shock wave reaches the entrance of the section,

the time history of the pressure is recorded by the experimental setup as an

input pressure (in the green FEM elements in Fig.2.35).
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Here, the physics of the shock wave in the fluid mediums and the composite

shell material were strongly coupled using the advanced Euler-Lagrange FSI

method described in subsection 2.5.2. The pipe walls are stiff enough to not

consider the FSI effects between the water and the stiff pipe. However due to the

fluid’s viscosity and the effects at the boundary, stick boundary conditions are

used at the fluid-pipe interface by constraining the fluid’s velocity to be zero in

order to model the friction at the pipe’s wall. The CAD model of the simulated

setup (see Fig.2.31) is shown in Fig.2.34. A sketch of the testing section (see

Fig.2.32) describes the fluid structure interface in Fig.2.35.

Figure 2.34 – Shock Tube ALE Model: red shows the pressurized section with
air, blue shows the section filled with water at 1 atm and the T-section is the
testing section of the shock tube where material sample is placed.
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Figure 2.35 – Testing Section FSI Model: Green, blue, yellow and brown meshes
show the connection between the T-section and rest of the shock tube, the water
section, the composite shell elements and the atmospheric air, respectively.

Constitutive material models Both fluids (water and air) are considered to

be Newtonian and compressible (Eq.1.83). For the pressure computation, the

Ideal gas EOS and Mïe-Gruneisen EOS are used for the air and the fluid, respec-

tively. The different material models parameters are given in Tab.2.5, Tab.2.6

and Tab.2.7.

The carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) quasi-isotropic shell structure is

modeled by a linear isotropic material (Eq.1.69). The homogenization strategy

was proposed by Narvik University, where the input material model parameters

were obtained through experimental MTS® study [66]. Validation of the homog-

enized parameters for the numerical study were also provided in [66] against

experimental data using the commercial FEM code ANSYS [9].

The same equations and parameters were used in this paper to simulate the

dynamic behavior of the composite shell CFRP subjected to water shock waves.

The parameters are given in Tab.2.8.
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Material Density (kg/m3) Dynamic Viscosity
Air 1.28 1.983e−5

Water 998 1e−3

Table 2.5 – Fluid’s material model parameters

Material γ eint

Air 1.4 2.5e+5

Table 2.6 – Ideal gas EOS parameters

Material s Speed of sound c(m/s1) V 0 = 1
1+ν

Water 1.9 1480 0.999954272

Table 2.7 – Mie-Gruneisen EOS parameters

Material (Homog.) Density (kg/m3) Young Modulus Poisson ratio
CFRP 1760 2.6751e10 0.2

Table 2.8 – Composite shell’s material model parameters

Comparison between experimental and numerical results:

The shock tube was modeled using the ALE method. The shock wave was gener-

ated by the interaction of high pressure air with water at atmospheric pressure.

This interaction generated a shock wave that propagates along the tube filled

with water.

Experimental and numerical results are compared in terms of X-strain at the

location of the strain gages at the top of the composite shell on its center, as

shown in Fig.2.32. Fig.2.37 shows the comparison between the strongly coupled

numerical simulation and the experimental simulation results.

Results from the shock tube experimental setup and the numerical simulations

using LS-DYNA proved that under dynamic loading, CFRP E720 composite
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behaves linearly. A good agreement between strongly coupled simulations and

experimental results confirm that FSI capabilities of LS-DYNA can be used

to model deforming structures under dynamic loading especially in the cases

discussed. Numerical simulations might help to reduce the total number of

experimental tests that can be money and time consuming.

Figure 2.36 – Left: Visualization of the shock front propagation in the shock
tube T-section. Right: Vizualisation of the CFRP Von-Mises stresses.

Figure 2.37 – Comparison between experimental (in red) and numerical (in
blue) X-strain results taken at the top of the composite shell at its center.



Chapter3
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

Method

3.1 Standard Weakly-Compressible SPH (WC-SPH)

method

In this section, we present the basics and concepts of the standard WC-SPH

method which is the most commonly used and present in many commercial

codes [4, 48, 118]. For a more detailed lecture on the theoretical aspects of the

method and the major challenges (convergence, numerical stability, boundary

condition and adaptivity), there are many books on the SPH method that one

can cite [83, 151, 152].

3.1.1 Basic concepts of the standard SPH formulation

Let us consider a scalar function f of the position vector −→x defined on a domain

Ω. The function f (−→x ) can be defined by the following convolution product:

f (−→x ) =
∫
Ω

f (−→y )δ(−→x − −→y )d−→y , (3.1)

123
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where the Dirac delta function δ(−→x − −→y ) is defined by:

δ(−→x − −→y ) =

 1 if −→x = −→y
0 if −→x , −→y

(3.2)

The first step in deriving the discret SPH schemes is to approximate the Dirac

delta function by the kernel function W
(−→x − −→y ,h) (illustrated in Fig.3.1) that

satisfies the three following conditions:

• Delta function property:

lim
h→0

W
(−→x − −→y ,h) = δ(−→x − −→y ) (3.3)

• Unity condition: ∫
Ω

W
(−→x − −→y ,h) = 1 (3.4)

• Compact condition:

W
(−→x − −→y ,h) = 0 if | −→x − −→y |≥ κh (3.5)

Where κ is a constant related to the kernel function. The value of κ is

discussed later.

The kernel approximation of the function f is finally obtained by replacing the

kernel function in Eq.3.1:

< f (−→x ) >=
∫
Ω

f (−→y )W
(−→x − −→y ,h)d−→y (3.6)

The kernel approximation is second order accurate [83]. Through the substitu-

tion of the function f (−→x ) by its spatial derivative, we have:

< ∇−→x .f (−→x ) >=
∫
Ω

[∇−→x .f (−→x )]W
(−→x − −→y ,h)d−→y (3.7)
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Figure 3.1 – Kernel function scaled to κ = 2 and its support domain.

Considering that:

< ∇−→x .f (−→x ) >=
∫
Ω

∇−→x .[f (−→x )W
(−→x − −→y ,h)]d−→y −∫

Ω

f (−→x ).∇−→xW
(−→x − −→y ,h)d−→y

(3.8)

And through the use of the divergence theorem on the first integral in the right

hand-side, we have:

< ∇−→x .f (−→x ) >=
∫
Γ

f (−→x )W
(−→x − −→y ,h) .−→n Γ︸                           ︷︷                           ︸

= 0 due to Eq.3.5

−
∫
Ω

f (−→x ).∇−→xW
(−→x − −→y ,h)d−→y (3.9)

The kernel approximation of the derivative < ∇−→x .f (−→x ) > is given by:

< ∇−→x .f (−→x ) >≈ −
∫
Ω

f (−→x ).∇−→xW
(−→x − −→y ,h)d−→y (3.10)

The approximate sign ≈ in Eq.3.10 is used because the first integral in the right

hand-side in Eq.3.9 is zero only if the compact support domain of the kernel

function is included in the computation domain Ω.

Particle approximation

Unlike FEM models, the SPH discrete model is mesh-less, composed of discrete

particles i (see Fig.3.2) of discrete mass mi .
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Figure 3.2 – FEM model left (Mesh and nodes) and SPH model right (particles).

Let i be a SPH particle located at the position −→xi . We denote by Di the set

of Ni particles contained in the kernel support domain centered at particle i.

The particle approximation of the continuum equation Eq.3.5 is obtained by

replacing the continuous integral with a discrete Riemann sum:

f sph(−→xi ) =
∑
j∈Di

mj
ρj
f (−→xj )W

(−→xi − −→xj ,h) , (3.11)

where Vj is the neighbor particle j volume given by Vj =
mj
ρj

.

For numerical purposes, kernel functions with compact support domain (Eq.3.5)

are considered making the sum in Eq.3.11 finite.

Let q =
|−→xi −−→xj |

h . The following kernel functions are used in the literature:

• Gaussian function truncated at three smoothing length distance (κ = 3):

W
(−→xi − −→xj ,h) =

 αd
hd
exp

[
−q2

]
q ≤ 3

0 q > 3
, (3.12)

where d = 1,2,3 is the dimension of the problem and αd is a normalization

factor given by 1/
√
π,1/π and 1/(π

√
π) for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D problems,

respectively.
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• M4 cubic spline function truncated at two smoothing length distance

(κ = 2):

W
(−→xi − −→xj ,h) =

αd
hd


1
4(2− q)3 − (1− q)3 0 ≤ q < 1
1
4(2− q)3 1 ≤ q < 2

0 q ≥ 2

, (3.13)

where d = 1,2,3 is the dimension of the problem and αd is a normalization

factor given by 2/3,10/(7π) and 1/(π) for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D problems,

respectively.

• M5 quartic spline function truncated at two smoothing length distance

(κ = 2.5):

W
(−→xi − −→xj ,h) =

αd
hd


(5

2 − q)4 − 5(3
2 − q)4 + 10(1

2 − q)4 if 0 ≤ q < 1
2

(5
2 − q)4 − 5(3

2 − q)4 if 1
2 ≤ q <

3
2

(5
2 − q)4 if 3

2 ≤ q <
5
2

0 if q ≥ 5
2

,

(3.14)

where d = 1,2,3 is the dimension of the problem and αd is a normaliza-

tion factor given by 1/24,96/(1199π) and 1/(20π) for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D

problems, respectively.

• M6 quintic spline function truncated at two smoothing length distance

(κ = 3):

W
(−→xi − −→xj ,h) =

αd
hd


(3− q)5 − 6(2− q)5 + 15(1− q)5 if 0 ≤ q < 1

(3− q)5 − 6(2− q)5 if 1 ≤ q < 2

(3− q)5 if 2 ≤ q < 3

0 if q ≥ 3

,

(3.15)

where d = 1,2,3 is the dimension of the problem and αd is a normaliza-

tion factor given by 1/120,7/(478π) and 1/(120π) for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D

problems, respectively.

Unlike FEM, in which the shape functions are expressed in terms of one space
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variable (e.g. position vector −→x ) the kernel smoothing functions are expressed

in terms of two space variables : The distance r =| −→xi − −→xj | and the smoothing

length h. For a given particle, to increase the number of neighbors within its

compact support domain by increasing the smoothing length does not improve

the overall convergence.

For example, in consideration of the cubic spline kernel scaled by κ = 2, in-

creasing the number of neighbors by increasing the value of κ to κ = 3 (or any

greater value) is not a good practice. It is recommended to use higher order

kernels (for example the Gaussian, the quartic or the quintic kernels) to increase

the number of neighbors. The counterpart for using higher order kernels is

the increase of the CPU time since more particles are involved in the neighbors

search algorithm and in the SPH discrete sums. This is one of the reasons why

most of the commercial software uses by default the cubic spline kernel scaled

by κ = 2.

For now, let us consider that the smoothing length is constant. We adopt the

following notations:

• fi = f (−→xi ) and fj = f (−→xj )

• −−→xij = −→xi − −→xj and −−→xji = −→xj − −→xi

• xij =|| −−→xij ||=|| −−→xji ||= xji

• Wij =W
(−→xi − −→xj ,h)

• ∇iWij = ∇−→xiWij =
(
∂Wij

∂xi1
,
∂Wij

∂xi2
,
∂Wij

∂xi3

)
.

Since the kernel is only a function of the space variable, the derivative of the

kernel function is given by:

∇iWij =
−−→xij
xij

∂Wij

∂xij
= −
−−→xji
xij

∂Wij

∂xij
(3.16)

Substituting Eq.3.16 into Eq.3.10, we obtain a first particle approximation for

the derivative of the function f :
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∇sph1
−→x f =

∑
j∈Di

mj
ρj
fj .∇iWij (3.17)

If f is a constant field, Eq.3.17 does not guarantee that ∇sphf = 0. Let us consider

the following identity:

∇−→x f = ∇−→x (1.f )− f ∇−→x (1) (3.18)

Applying the SPH approximation in Eq.3.17 to Eq.3.18, we obtain a second

approximation for the derivative of f :

∇sph2
−→x fi =

∑
j∈Di

mj
ρj

(
fj − fi

)
.∇iWij (3.19)

This new formulation guarantees that ∇sphf = 0 for constant fields f = 0. But, the

formulation in Eq.3.19 is not conservative when applied to the linear momentum

equation.

A last conservative formulation was proposed by Monaghan [94]. Let us consider

the following equation:

∇−→x f
ρ

= ∇−→x

(
f

ρ

)
+
f

ρ2∇−→x ρ (3.20)

Applying the SPH approximation in Eq.3.17 to Eq.3.20, we obtain a third ap-

proximation for the derivative of the function f :

∇sph3
−→x fi = ρi

∑
j∈Di

mj

 fjρ2
j

+
fi
ρ2
i

 .∇iWij (3.21)

Convergence and renormalization techniques

It is well known from previous studies [149, 150, 104] that the particle approxi-

mations are exact only if the condition h
dx →∞ is satisfied. Numerically, it would

require an infinite number of particles which is computationally impossible. It

is a severe limitation to the method because the consistency and the convergence

are not guaranteed and thus it affects the accuracy of the standard SPH method.
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In order to improve the standard SPH solution a renormalization technique is

introduced.

Even for disordered particles, the derivative of constant functions can be repre-

sented exactly (far from a boundary) by the standard SPH using the symmetrical

approximation for the gradient operator in Eq.3.19. However, it is not the case

for linear functions. In order to improve the accuracy of the SPH Method a

re-normalized operator has been introduced by Randles and Libersky [121]. The

employed technique enforces the exact representation of constant and linear

functions and its first derivative through the introduction of renormalization

matrices Bi (for a given particle i), which correct the first derivative of the kernel

function ∇iWij in Eq.3.17, Eq.3.19 and Eq.3.21. The re-normalized SPH formula-

tion for the second approximation of the first derivative (Eq.3.19) of the function

∇Ran−→x fi is given by:

∇Ran−→x fi =

∑
j∈Di

mj
ρj

(fj − fi).∇iWij

 : Bi (3.22)

Enforcing the condition the exact particle approximation for the function f =

a−→x + b:

a : I = a

∑
j∈Di

mj
ρj
−−→xij .∇iWij

 : Bi (3.23)

We identify the matrix Bi to be:

Bi =

∑
j∈Di

mj
ρj
−−→xij .∇iWij


−1

(3.24)

In addition to the improvement of the consistency of the method, Lanson [75]

and Vila [150] have also shown that the renormalization technique relax the

convergence criterion h
dx → ∞ to be h

dx → O(1), which improves the global

convergence of the method.
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3.1.2 SPH approximation of the Euler equations

Conservation equations

In the previous subsection, we defined the basic concepts of the SPH method

and three approximations for the first derivative of a function f . The second

approximation satisfies the principle of action-reaction, but fails to conserve

the linear momentum, whereas the third approximation is the opposite of the

second. In this section, we derive the SPH discrete compressible Euler equations

of conservation through the use of Eq.3.19 and Eq.3.21. In LS-DYNA, the WC-

SPH approximation for the Euler equations is given by:

• WC-SPH conservation of mass:

dρi
dt

= ρi
∑
j∈Di

mj
(−→vj − −→vi ) .Bi∇iWij , (3.25)

• WC-SPH conservation of momentum:

d−→vi
dt

= ρi
∑
j∈Di

mj

 piρ2
i

+
pj

ρ2
j

+Πij

Bi∇iWij , (3.26)

• WC-SPH conservation of the energy:

deinti
dt

=
1
2

∑
j∈Di

mj

 piρ2
i

+
pj

ρ2
j

+Πij

(−→vi − −→vj ) .Bi∇iWij , (3.27)

where Bi is the particle i renormalization matrix (Eq.3.24) and Πij is an added

dissipation pressure term, similar to the bulk viscosity q in FEM, in order to treat

problems involving discontinuities in the flow variables such as shock waves.

The additional dissipative pressure term Πij was proposed by Monaghan and

Gingold [97] and is systemically used to add stability to the numerical scheme

even for weakly-compressible applications.
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Monaghan and Gingold (1983) artificial viscosity

The Monaghan-type artificial viscosity Πij for WC-SPH is equivalent to the

Von-Neumann and Richtmeyer bulk viscosity for FEM in the sense that it is

activated only in compression for approaching particles and that it converts the

kinetic energy into heat in the shock layer.

The absence of a mesh in SPH methods subjects it to potential unphysical pen-

etrations of approaching particles from different materials. Monaghan-type

viscosity [97] prevents such unphysical penetration that makes the simulation

unstable, and which the majority of the time, makes the particles blow and

effectively ends the simulation. Continuum and particle approaches for the

derivation of the term Πij are provided in [32].

Let us denote by cij = 1/2(ci + cj), ρij = 1/2(ρi +ρj) and hij = 1/2(hi +hj) the mean

speed of sound, the mean density and the mean smoothing length between two

particles i and j, respectively. The artificial viscosity Πij is defined by:

Πij =


−αΠcijφij+βΠφ2

ij

ρij
−−→vij .−−→xij < 0

0 −−→vij .−−→xij ≥ 0

, (3.28)

where −−→vij = −→vi − −→vj , −−→xij = −→xi − −→xj and:

φij =
hij
−−→vij .−−→xij

| xij |2 +ϕ2 (3.29)

αΠ and βΠ in Eq.3.28 are the linear and the quadratic coefficients, which are

usually set to 1.0 and 2.0, respectively. ϕ = 0.1hij is introduced to avoid dividing

by zero (machine order).

Variable smoothing length

The smoothing length h is a key parameter in the SPH method. In the absence

of a mesh, the support domain Di of a particle i that contains the interacting

j particles is centered in i and has a radius of κhi . Thus, it is entirely defined
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by the smoothing length hi of the particle i and the chosen kernel function (κ

parameters). Since the method is Lagrangian and because the particles are not

linked by FE mesh, a law of evolution of the smoothing is needed in order to

update it such that the number of particles remains as much constant as possible

and that the stability of the method is not affected.

The more a region is dense (high density) the more particles are present. Thus, a

simple way to update the smoothing length is to define it as a function of the

average density:

h = h0

(
ρ0

ρ

)1/d

, (3.30)

where h0,ρ0 and d are the initial smoothing length, the initial density and the

dimension of the problem, respectively.

In LS-DYNA, the smoothing length is updated according to Benz [19] integrating

in time the smoothing length as follows:

dh(t)
dt

= −1
d

h(t)
ρ

dρ

dt
(3.31)

The initial smoothing length h0 is computed as follows in LS-DYNA:

1. For each particle i, compute the distance di = mini dij , where dij is the

distance between the particles i and j.

2. Compute the distance d0 = maxi di .

3. Compute the initial smoothing length h0 = 1.23d0.

Neighbors search (NS) algorithms

For a particle i of smoothing length hi , only the particles j in a radius of κhi
interact with the particle i and are integrated in the discrete sums in Eq.3.25,

Eq.3.26 and Eq.3.27. Due to the Lagrangian and mesh-less nature of the method,

the neighbors search step is repeated at each time step. The neighbors search

(NS) is the most CPU time consuming task. Thus, direct brute force search
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methods, which is of the order of O(N 2
sph) (where Nsph is the total number of

SPH particles) is simply impractical.

For weakly-compressible applications, the density is almost constant and there-

fore it is the same for the smoothing length according to Eq.3.30 and Eq.3.31. A

bucket sort algorithm is used in LS-DYNA [48], where the spatial domain is split

into cubic boxes for 3-D problems (resp. square cells for 2-D problems) where

an edge size of κh is suited for such problems with a nearly constant smoothing

length. For a given particle i, the neighbors search is limited to the box in which

it is located and its direct 26 neighbor boxes for 3-D problems (resp. 8 cells for

2-D) problems. The neighbors search area is truncated compared to brute force

algorithm and a substantial computational time is therefore spared.

For applications with a great variation of smoothing length such us blasts in

air or underwater explosions, the density variation is such that in the expan-

sion area the particles smoothing length can be two or even three times greater

than its initial value. In these particular cases, the smoothing length may cover

more than one direct neighboring box and neighbors are missing in the support

domain. Tree-search algorithms are preferred in such cases.

Boundary conditions: Ghost particle method

The ghost particle method is a robust and easy to implement method to model

solid wall boundary conditions with either slip or stick boundary conditions at

the wall (see [28, 35, 104]). When a particle i is close to the boundary (orthogonal

distance lesser than κhi), it is symmetrized across the boundary, which gives

arise to a new ghost particle Gi . Density, pressure and internal energy values are

copied from the parent particle i to the ghost child particle Gi (see Fig.3.3). The

velocity of the ghost particle Gi is defined by:

• Slip boundary conditions:

−−→vGi = −→vi − 2.(−→vi .−→n )−→n , (3.32)
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Figure 3.3 – Creation of ghost particles [104].

• Slick boundary conditions:
−−→vGi = −−→vi , (3.33)

where −→n is the normal to the wall boundary.

Using the ghost particle method, mathematical consistency is restored at the

boundary for particle with a truncated domain. A more general multiple tan-
gent boundary method is proposed by Yildiz [160] to deal with complex bound-

aries.

Time integration and time step control

The explicit Leapfrog time integration method described in section 2.1 (Eq.2.14,

Eq.2.15 and Eq.2.16) is also used for the evolution in time of the SPH discrete

conservation variables (Eq.3.25, Eq.3.26 and Eq.3.27) and the smoothing length

(Eq.3.31).

The stability CFL condition for the explicit WC-SPH scheme is given by:

∆tcpu ≤ ∆tcriti =
hi
ci
, (3.34)

where ∆tcriti is the critical time step of the particle i. It is defined as the ratio

between smoothing length hi of the particle and speed of sound ci .
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In practice, the critical time step ∆tcriti is computed for all the SPH particles

(i = 1,Nsph) and the computational time step is taken as:

∆tcpu = f ac.min
i

(∆tcriti ), (3.35)

where f ac is a scaling factor taken between 0 and 1.

3.1.3 Simulation of UNDEX with FSI using LS-DYNA SPH-FEM

coupling

Experimental tests for explosive detonation in fluid and the impact on surround-

ing structures, are costly to perform. The ALE formulation is considered as a

reference solution to validate the SPH formulation since it has been validated

against experiments in many applications involving explosions, blast impact

and shock waves [77, 12].

For this problem ALE multi-material and SPH formulation are used to solve

the problem up until the physical termination time. In order to compare ALE

and SPH formulations and to check the limits of the SPH formulation. In this

example, we consider a simple structure in water subjected to blast loading

generated through the detonation of explosive material. The FEM Structure and

ALE Fluids are modeled using eight-node solid elements, whereby the SPH ele-

ments are generated at the center of the ALE elements. A sketch of the problem

is illustrated in Fig.3.4.

Compressible Euler equations are solved for the fluid parts with the JWL EOS

(Eq.1.100) for the explosive and MG EOS (Eq.1.106 and Eq.1.107) for the water.

The structure part is modeled the with the elastic-plastic material model de-

scribed in subsection 1.3.1. The initial parameters are given in Tab.3.1, Tab.3.2,

Tab.3.3 and Tab.3.4 (cm,g,ms and P a).

Density Detonation velocity Chapman-Jouget Pressure
1.7 0.753 0.255

Table 3.1 – LS-DYNA material model parameters for the explosive
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A B R1 R2 ω E0 V0
5.4094 0.0937260 4.5 1.1 0.35 0.08 0.0

Table 3.2 – LS-DYNA JWL EOS parameters for the explosive

Density Cut-off pressure Dynamic viscosity
1.0 -1.0E-6 0.0

Table 3.3 – LS-DYNA material model parameters for the water

C S1 S2 S3 γ0 a E0 V0
0.1484 1.979 0.0 0.0 0.11 3.0 0.0 0.0

Table 3.4 – LS-DYNA MG EOS parameters for the water

Figure 3.4 – Sketch of the ALE-FEM model (left) and the SPH-FEM model
(right).

The FSI is modeled for both ALE-FEM and SPH-FEM problems using a kinematic

type contact algorithm at the fluid structure interface. The kinematic constraint-

based method (subsection 2.5.1) is used where constraints are imposed on the

displacement and the velocity of the contact interface, as well as impenetrability

condition. In addition, a smoothing algorithm is used with the ALE formulation,

which constrains the nodes to move uniformly along straight lines, to overcome

high mesh distortion problems preserving mesh integrity.

Slip boundary conditions are applied to the ALE elements at the top, left and
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bottom boundaries, whereas the structure is fixed at the top and constrained

to move in the X-direction at the bottom. The definition of proper boundary

conditions for WC-SPH formulation is one of the great challenges in the SPH

theory. Several techniques have been developed in order to enhance the desired

conditions, to stop particle from penetrating solid boundaries and also to com-

plete the kernel function that is truncated by the physical domain for a particle

close to the boundary. The ghost particle method described in the previous

subsection is used for its robustness and accuracy.

As recommended in [83], the quadratic coefficient βΠ = 10.0 is voluntarily cho-

sen to be a much more bigger value than the commonly used value βΠ = 2.0

to prevent unphysical penetration of explosive particles in water, as the linear

coefficient αΠ = 1.0. This inter-penetration of particles leads to oscillations and

instabilities that blow up the particle and corrupt the computation. This strategy

of tuning the parameter βΠ is problem dependent and is a severe limitation to

the method when applied to engineering problems. In the next subsection, we

see that FC-SPH schemes overcome this limitation and offer a stable and robust

SPH numerical solution for shock propagation in multiphase media.

Two simulations were performed to investigate the accuracy of the WC-SPH

formulation in comparison to ALE formulation. The first simulation uses the

same number of elements for both ALE and SPH methods, such that the space

step dx separating two particles in the SPH case or the length of an element in

the ALE case is the same. In the second simulation, the WC-SPH model is refined

by two in both directions in order to improve the accuracy of the simulation

and to see how does the WC-SPH solution behave compared to the ALE solution.

In both simulations, WC-SPH particles are generated at the center of the ALE

elements, as it is shown in Fig.3.5.

To illustrate pressure wave propagation through water material, Fig.3.6 shows

the pressure fringe at time t = 60ms from both ALE and non-refined WC-SPH

simulations. At this time of the simulation, the structure is not deformed, since

the shock wave has not yet reach the structure, and it can be seen that the WC-

SPH formulation effectively qualitatively represents the physics as the shock
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Figure 3.5 – SPH particles generation for the non-refined simulation (left) and
the refined simulation (right).

front and the expansion waves have the same shape in both ALE and non-refined

WC-SPH solutions.

In order to quantitatively compare the solutions, the structure is examined where

the X-displacement and the X-velocity time curve of a node on the structure

are plotted in Fig.3.7 and Fig.3.8. The Von-Mises Stress time curve of an FEM

element on the structure is plotted in Fig.3.9 for both ALE and non-refined

WC-SPH formulations up to time t = 130ms. In an analysis of the ALE and

WC-SPH curves, we can clearly see that is physics is well-modeled as the two

solutions have the same shape, although they are not fitting in term of:

• Impact time: 60ms and 70ms for ALE and WC-SPH, respectively.

• Impact power: The maximum velocity and Von-Mises stresses are smaller

in WC-SPH results than in ALE results.

For the refined WC-SPH model, the pressure fringe is plotted at time t = 60ms in

Fig.3.10, which shows the propagation of the shock wave in the water. Fig.3.11,

Fig.3.12, Fig.3.13 and Fig.3.14 show a good correlation between the two results

and that the accuracy of the method has improved refining the WC-SPH. It can

be observed that in practice the WC-SPH solution is more CPU time consuming

than ALE methods, as we require a smaller space step to reach the accuracy of

ALE methods.

However, it is important to highlight the ability of the WC-SPH method, which

due to its pure Lagrangian nature, can naturally handle complex flows involving
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multiple materials. In the case of ALE formulation, it is needed to add to the

mixture theory and VOF interface tracking algorithm methods that are much

more complex to implement than WC-SPH methods.

Non-refined WC-SPH results

Figure 3.6 – Pressure contour for the ALE and the non-refined WC-SPH models
at time t = 60ms.

Figure 3.7 – X-displacement of the structure at its base for the ALE and the
non-refined WC-SPH models.
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Figure 3.8 – X-Velocity of the structure at its base for the ALE model and the
non-refined WC-SPH models.

Figure 3.9 – Von Mises stress of the structure at its center for the ALE and the
non-refined WC-SPH models.
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Refined WC-SPH results

Figure 3.10 – Pressure contour of the ALE model and the refined WC-SPH
models at time t = 60ms.

Figure 3.11 – Von Mises stress of the FEM structure subjected to the shock wave
in the ALE and the refined WC-SPH models at time t = 130ms.
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Figure 3.12 – X-displacement of the structure at its base for the ALE and the
refined WC-SPH models.

Figure 3.13 – X-Velocity of the structure at its base for the ALE and the refined
WC-SPH models.
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Figure 3.14 – Von Mises stress of the structure at the middle for ALE and
refined WC-SPH models.

3.1.4 Limitations of the WC-SPH method for shocks

In the absence of a FE mesh, the smoothing length hi is the space variable that

defines the support domain for a particle i. A key assumption in the WC-SPH

method is the omission of the smoothing length space variable in the derivation

of the kernel in Eq.3.16. For weakly compressible such as dam breaks, the

density is almost constant and according to Eq.3.30 and Eq.3.31, the smoothing

length is almost constant as well. So the assumptions of considering that the

kernel is only a function of the space variables −→x stands.

In the fully compressible regime, the WC-SPH method introduces instabilities in

the contact discontinuity between materials with different densities for a system

of particles with non-equal masses. The higher the density ratio is between two

materials in contact, the higher the amplitudes of numerical oscillations are at

the contact discontinuity. In the previous simulation, the density ratio of 1.7 is

acceptable. Thus, the standard WC-SPH method can solve UNDEX problems

involving FSI through the use of the advanced FSI techniques implemented in

the commercial code.

In order to show the limits of the method for compressible multiphase flow
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problems involving shocks, let us consider the classical 1-D Sod shock tube

problem with a density ration of 4.

Problem description:

Two fluids with different densities, pressures and internal energies that are

initially separated are put into contact. Two waves are generated: an expansion

wave traveling from the low pressure to the high pressure region and a shock

wave traveling the opposite direction. The initial conditions are given in Tab.3.5.

p ρ eint vx γ
Left region 1.0 1.0 2.5 0.0 1.4

Right region 0.1795 0.25 1.795 0.0 1.4

Table 3.5 – IG EOS parameters for the left and right regions

Mesh and Geometry:

The meshes consist of 1200× 1× 1 elements for ALE simulation and 1200× 1× 1

particles for the WC-SPH simulation, both covering the domain:

−0.6 ≤ x ≤ 0.6

−0.01 ≤ y ≤ 0.01

−0.01 ≤ z ≤ 0.01

At time t = 0.2, the pressure and the density profiles for both ALE and WC-SPH

simulations are compared to the exact solution in Fig.3.15 and Fig.3.16, respec-

tively. The location of the shock, the location of both the tail and head of the

rarefaction of the ALE simulation match quantitatively to the exact solution.

The expansion and shock waves are reproduced accurately, but instabilities are

clearly highlighted in the contact discontinuity region.

The Pressure results for the similar Sod shock tube test case with a density ratio

of 8 is shown in Fig.3.17. This tendency is amplified for higher density ratio is
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confirmed.

Conclusion:

It is shown that the straightforward use of the WC-SPH formulation is unsat-

isfactory for the simulation of multiphase problems with high density ratio.

SPH-to-SPH coupling method [159] was developed in LS-DYNA to overcome

this limitation. However, the method is not robust, as the contact stiffness is a

problem depending parameter that is hard to a priori define. No robust general

rule exists to define the contact stiffness, which makes the method difficult to

use in an industrial context. Another important aspects to investigate, are the

effects of the coefficients αΠ and βΠ in the Monaghan-type artificial viscosity. In

the classical dam break example, Cueille [32] showed that the stability is not

guaranteed for all αΠ and βΠ values. It was suggested to consider αΠ ∼ 1 and

βΠ = αΠ/2 but with no guarantee on the consistency of the WC-SPH results. In

the next section, robust fully-compressible SPH schemes following the philoso-

phy of the works from Price [113, 22, 115] are developed and validated against

ALE results for multiphase flow shock problems with high density ratio (up to

200).

Figure 3.15 – Pressure along the tube length for a density ratio of 4 at time
t=0.2. Exact solution is in red, ALE solution is in green with crosses and the
WC-SPH solution is in blue.
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Figure 3.16 – Density along the tube length for a density ratio of 4 at time t=0.2.
Exact solution is in red, ALE solution is in green with crosses and the WC-SPH
solution is in blue.

Figure 3.17 – Density along the tube length for a density ratio of 8 at time t=0.2.
Only the WC-SPH solution is presented.
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3.2 Fully-Compressible SPH (FC-SPH) schemes

In the previous section, the enhanced WC-SPH schemes implemented in the vast

majority of commercial codes for modeling weakly compressible fluid flows are

based on the following two key steps:

• Derivation of the gradient operator of the kernel considering that the

smoothing length is constant (Eq.3.16).

• Correction of the gradient operator through renormalization techniques

(Eq.3.24).

In this section, we present the extension of WC-SPH schemes to FC-SPH schemes:

the mass-based scheme from Price [113] and the extended number-density
scheme from [54] to fully-compressible regime for handling shock problems

with high density ratio of the order of 100− 200. The two schemes were selected

among a selection of schemes previously investigated by Zisis et al. [168].

It is shown through multiphase 1D and 2D shock problems, that the fully

compressible number density scheme provides a robust and stable solution. An

additionnal artificial dissipation term proposed by [168] is added to the mass

conservation equation to increase the overall stability. For all the following

test cases, we decided to keep the same input parameters and to use only the

truncated Gaussian kernel to prove the robustness of the FC-SPH schemes.

3.2.1 Density estimate

In the FC-SPH formulation from Price [115], the key step is the density estimate.

Using the Lagrangian, consistent discrete equations of motion are derived from

the density estimate. In theory, the consistency of the numerical scheme implies

that a good density estimate will lead to a good particle approximation. Thus,

the equations of motion that are solved must be consistent with the density

estimate equation.

Improving the density estimate is a major challenge in Lagrangian SPH methods.

It was seen in section 2.2.1 that in Lagrangian FEM method the mass conservation

equation (Eq.3.17) is solved algebraically, and thus the density computation is
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trivial. The difficulty in the estimation of the SPH density is due to the absence

of a FE mesh. Serrano et al. [129] and Heb and Springel [53] use dual Delaunay

or Voronoi tessellation to obtain a better estimation of the density.

To overcome the limitation of the WC-SPH, we consider the smoothing length

to be variable and linked to density in the fully compressible regime. The

evaluation of the first derivative of the kernel function is done with respect to

both space variables: the position vector −→x and the smoothing length h.

For a given particle i, a standard method to link the smoothing length hi to

density ρi is obtained by:

ρih
3
i = constant, (3.36)

where the constant has a unit of mass. To introducing the massm in the constant,

the smoothing length is coupled to the density as follows:

h(ρ(t)) = η
(
ρ(t)
m

) 1
d

(3.37)

where d is the dimension of the problem and η is a coupling constant with the

optimal reported value η = 1.2 [95, 114].

The time derivative of the kernel function is given by:

dWij

dt
=
dWij(h(ρ(t)))

dt
= (−→vi − −→vj ).∇iWij(hi) +

∂Wij

∂hi

dhi
dt
, (3.38)

where:
dhi
dt

=
∂hi
∂ρi

dρi
dt
, (3.39)

Mass-based scheme: m-scheme

A first integral form of the discrete SPH density is obtained by replacing the

function f in Eq.3.11 by the density ρ:

ρi =
∑
j∈Di

mjWij(hi(ρi)) (3.40)

Since the smoothing length hi is itself a function of the density ρi , solving Eq.3.41

would require an iterative solver and can be CPU time expensive.
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An alternative way is to consider the differential form of Eq.3.41. To Take the

time derivative of the density in Eq.3.41, one has:

dρi
dt

=
∑
j∈Di

mj
dWij(hi)

dt
(3.41)

Substituting Eq.3.38 in Eq.3.41, we finally obtain the differential form for the

density estimate:
dρi
dt

=
1
Ωi

∑
j∈Di

mj(
−→vi − −→vj ).∇iWij(hi), (3.42)

where

Ωi = 1− ∂hi
∂ρi

∑
j∈Di

mj
∂Wij(hi)

∂hi
(3.43)

The Ω-factor is a correction factor related to the compression state of the particle.

We can remark that for the particular case Ω = 1 Eq.3.43 is equivalent to the

discrete WC-SPH mass conservation Eq.3.25.

Number-density scheme: n-scheme

An alternative integral form for density estimate in the weakly-compressible

was provided by Hu and Adams [54] and is based on number-density. This new

formulation takes out from the sum over the neighbors, the mass variable in

order to reduce the instabilities at the contact discontinuity when modeling mul-

tiphase flows with different densities. The integral form of the number-density

estimate is given by:

ρi =mi
∑
j∈Di

Wij(hi(ρi)) (3.44)

The differential form is obtained taking the time derivative of Eq.3.44:

dρi
dt

=mi
∑
j∈Di

dWij(hi)

dt
(3.45)
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Substituting Eq.3.38 in Eq.3.45, we have:

dρi
dt

=
mi
Ωi

∑
j∈Di

(−→vi − −→vj ).∇iWij(hi), (3.46)

where:

Ωi = 1−mi
∂hi
∂ρi

∑
j∈Di

∂Wij(hi)

∂hi
(3.47)

3.2.2 FC-SPH equations of motion and energy

In this subsection, we present another approach to derive the discrete SPH

equations of motion based on the Lagrangian formalism that remains fully

conservative. Let us consider the Lagragian function defined as the difference

between the kinetic and the internal energies per unit mass such that:

L =
∫
Ω

ρ
(1
2
−→v .−→v − eint(ρ,s)

)
d−→x (3.48)

Replacing the continuous integral in Eq.3.48 by a discrete Riemann sum, we

have:

L =
∑
j

mj

(1
2
−→vj .−→vj − eint(ρj , sj)

)
, (3.49)

where the sum j is over all the particles of the domain Ω.

Let us now consider the Euler-Lagrange equation given by:

d
dt

(
∂L
∂−→vi

)
− ∂L
∂−→xi

= 0 (3.50)

The first term in Eq.3.50 is given by:

∂L
∂−→vi

=
∂

∂−→vi

∑
j

mj

(1
2
−→vj .−→vj − eint(ρj , sj)

)
=mi

−→vi (3.51)
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The second term in Eq.3.50 is given by:

∂L
∂−→xi

= −
∑
j

∂eintj∂pj ∂pj∂−→xi
+
∂eintj
∂ρj

∂ρj

∂−→xi

 (3.52)

∂L
∂−→xi

= −
∑
j

∂eintj∂pj dpjdρj
+
∂eintj
∂ρj

︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
= pj /ρ

2
j due to Eq.1.97

∂ρj

∂−→xi
(3.53)

Finally the second term is given by:

∂L
∂−→xi

= −
∑
j

pj

ρ2
j

∂ρj

∂−→xi
(3.54)

The discrete FC-SPH equations of motion are obtained combining Eq.3.50,

Eq.3.51 and Eq.3.52 and the appropriate density estimate (Eq.3.40 or Eq.3.46) to

compute the spatial derivative of the density.

Mass-based scheme: m-scheme

The spatial derivative of the density for the m-scheme using Eq.3.40 is given by:

∂ρj

∂−→xi
=

1
Ωj

∑
k

mk∇jWjk(hj)(δij − δik) (3.55)

The equation of motion for the m-scheme is:

d−→vi
dt

= −
∑
j∈Di

mj

 pi
Ωiρ

2
i

∇iWij(hi) +
pj

Ωjρ
2
j

∇iWij(hj)

 , (3.56)

where Ω is defined by Eq.3.43.

Number-density scheme: n-scheme

The spatial derivative of the density for the n-scheme using Eq.3.44 is given by:
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∂ρj

∂−→xi
=
mj
Ωj

∑
k

mk∇jWjk(hj)(δij − δik) (3.57)

The equation of motion for the n-scheme is:

d−→vi
dt

= − 1
mi

∑
j∈Di

piV 2
i

Ωi
∇iWij(hi) +

pjV
2
j

Ωj
∇iWij(hj)

 , (3.58)

where Ω is defined by Eq.3.47 and V is the volume for a particle defined by

V =m/ρ.

Energy equation

Combining the conservation equations of mass and energy, we have:

deinti
dt

=
pi
ρ2
i

dρi
dt

(3.59)

Once the FC-SPH discrete time derivative of the density is computed (Eq.3.42 or

Eq.3.46), the time derivative of the internal energy is obtained algebraically by

solving Eq.3.59.

3.2.3 Monaghan (1997) Artificial viscosity and time step con-

trol

Artificial viscosity compensates for errors caused by the subtle assumption of

a differentiable Lagrangian function [114, 115]. A generic form of artificial

diffusion, based on the Riemann solvers for each conserved variable appears in

[96, 95, 114].

The artificial viscosity terms added to the momentum and energy equations are

given by:
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d−→vi
dt

∣∣∣∣
diss

=


∑
j
mj
ρij

(
αvvsig,vvij x̂ij · ∇iWij

)
if vij · x̂ij < 0

0 if vij · x̂ij ≥ 0

(3.60)

deinti
dt

∣∣∣∣
diss

=


−
∑
j
mj
ρij

(
1
2αvvsig,v(vij · x̂ij)2 −αevsig,eeij

)
x̂ij · ∇iWij if vij · x̂ij < 0

0 if vij · x̂ij ≥ 0

(3.61)

Where

vij = −→vi − −→vj (3.62)

x̂ij =
(−→xi − −→xj )

|| −→xi − −→xj ||
(3.63)

eij = ei − ej (3.64)

ρij =
1
2

(ρi + ρj) (3.65)

vsig,{v,e} =
√
c2
i + β{v,e}(vij · x̂ij)2 +

√
c2
j + β{v,e}(vij · x̂ij)2 − (vij · x̂ij) (3.66)

∇iWij =
1
2

(
∇iWij(hi) +∇iWij(hj)

)
(3.67)

The parameters α{v,e} are equivalent to the linear and quadratic Monaghan-type

artificial viscosity parameters αΠ and βΠ that are used for the WC-SPH scheme.

The optimal parameters are chosen as αe = 0.5, βe = 1.0, αv = 1.0 and βv = 2.0.

For problems with a large density ratio, the differential form of mass conservation

introduces spurious blips at the contact discontinuity. One possible way to treat

this issue is to solve the integral form of mass conservation (Eq.3.40 or Eq.3.44)

with the drawback of increasing the overall CPU time by iteratively solving

the continuous density integral equation (Eq.3.40 or Eq.3.44). Another way to

treat this issue is to solve the differential form of the discrete FC-SPH mass

conservation equation (Eq.3.42 or Eq.3.46) adding an artificial dissipative term

to the mass equation [167, 169, 168, 172] in order to capture shocks in density
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and to smear out instabilities in the distribution of pressure across contact

discontinuities. The necessity for an artificial term in the evolution of energy is

relaxed.

The diffusive mass flux term added in the equation of mass conservation is given

by:
dρi
dt

∣∣∣∣
diss

=
∑
j

mj
αρ(pi − pj)
ρijvsig,ρ

x̂ij · ∇iWij , (3.68)

where vsig,ρ is obtained replacing {v,e} by ρ into Eq.3.68. The parameters αρ = 0.5,

βρ = 1.0, αv = 1.0 and βv = 2.0 will remain unchanged for all the test cases in

order to assess the robustness of the FC-SPH schemes.

The stability CFL condition for the explicit FC-SPH scheme is given by:

∆tcpu ≤ ∆tcriti =
hi

ci+ || −→vi ||
, (3.69)

where ∆tcriti is the critical time step of the particle i. It is defined as the ratio

between the smoothing length hi of the particle and the sum between the speed

of sound ci and norm of the velocity || −→vi ||. The final time step ∆tcpu is chosen

such as:

∆tcpu = f ac.min
i

(∆tcriti ) (3.70)

Where f ac is a scaling factor taken between 0 and 1.
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• Smoothing length definition

hi = η
(
ρi
mi

) 1
d

• Mass scheme: m-scheme

– Conservation of mass

dρi
dt = 1

Ωi

∑
j∈Dimj(

−→vi − −→vj ).∇iWij(hi)

Ωi = 1− ∂hi∂ρi

∑
j∈Dimj

∂Wij (hi )
∂hi

– Conservation of linear momentum

d−→vi
dt

= −
∑
j∈Di

mj

 pi
Ωiρ

2
i

∇iWij(hi) +
pj

Ωjρ
2
j

∇iWij(hj)


• Number density scheme: n-scheme

– Conservation of mass

dρi
dt = mi

Ωi

∑
j∈Di (

−→vi − −→vj ).∇iWij(hi)

Ωi = 1−mi
∂hi
∂ρi

∑
j∈Di

∂Wij (hi )
∂hi

– Conservation of linear momentum

d−→vi
dt

= − 1
mi

∑
j∈Di

piV 2
i

Ωi
∇iWij(hi) +

pjV
2
j

Ωj
∇iWij(hj)


• Conservation of energy

deinti
dt

=
pi
ρ2
i

dρi
dt

• Artificial dissipation terms ( if vij · x̂ij < 0 )

dρi
dt

∣∣∣∣
diss

=
∑
j

mj
αρ(pi − pj)
ρijvsig,ρ

x̂ij · ∇iWij

d−→vi
dt

∣∣∣∣
diss

=
∑
j

mj
ρij

(
αvvsig,vvij x̂ij · ∇iWij

)
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3.2.4 Comparison of FC-SPH schemes

Three 1-D shock-tube tests with different density ratios are studied to assess the

FC-SPH schemes. In order to show the robustness of the FC-SPH, we use for all

test cases:

• The truncated Gaussian kernel function (Eq.3.12).

• Artificial dissipation in mass and momentum with the parameters αρ = 0.5,

βρ = 1.0, αv = 1.0 and βv = 2.0.

• In order to achieve equal "volumes" for the SPH system, the unit domain is

divided in 1600 intervals of equal length ∆xo and one particle is placed in

the middle of each interval. The mass of each particle is assigned according

to the initial density distribution, as: mi = ρo,i∆xo.

• The SG EOS (Eq.1.105) for two first test cases. For the last case, the air is

modeled with the SG EOS and the water is modeled with the Tait EOS.

The first test is the classical shock-tube benchmark referred to as the Air-Air
shock tube with a density ratio of 8, which has been addressed since the early

development of SPH [97] and its solution within the standard variational SPH

framework is extensively examined in [114].

The second test was proposed by Saurel et al. [125] and involves a multiphase

medium with high pressure liquid water in the left region and low pressure

air in the right region, with discontinuous initial density distribution and fluid

parameters. It is referred to as Water-Air shock tube with a density ratio of 20.

The third and last test involves a multiphase medium with high pressure air

in the left region and low pressure water in the right region, and also includes

discontinuous initial density distribution in fluid parameters as well. It is similar

to Narvik’s shock tube and referred to as the Air-Water shock tube with a density

ratio of 200.

They are both Riemann problems and admit exact solutions, which can be

obtained through the procedure described in [112]. The initial parameters for

the three problems are given in Tab.3.6 and Tab.3.7.
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Air-Air Water-Air Air-Water

xl 0.5 0.7 1.0
xr 0.5 0.3 1.0

Table 3.6 – Shock tube lengths

p0 ρ0 vx γ π c

Left Air 1.0 1.0 0.0 5./3. 0.0 -
Right Air 0.1 0.125 0.0 5./3. 0.0 -

Left Water 1.e+9 1000 0.0 4.4 6.e+8 -
Right Air 1.e+7 50 0.0 1.4 0.0 -

Left Air 94.33e+5 5.65087 0.0 1.4 0.0 -
Right Water 0 1000 0.0 7.5 - 1480.

Table 3.7 – Initial data and parameters

Results and discussions:

In Fig.3.18 and Fig.3.19 the m-scheme and the n-scheme solutions at t = 0.2

are presented for the Air-Air shock tube, respectively. A constant time step of

∆t = 10−4 is used. Both schemes are in agreement with the exact result, except at

the contact discontinuity where a small hump is present in the pressure variable

and spurious oscillations in velocity. However, the hump is small in comparison

to the WC-SPH solution and the results have consequently been improved (see

Fig.3.17).
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In Fig.3.20 and Fig.3.21 the m-scheme and the n-scheme solutions at t = 0.0023

are presented for the Water-Air shock tube, respectively. A constant time step of

∆t = 10−7 is used. The tendency shown in the previous Air-Air test case is con-

firmed in this case. Spurious oscillations developed in the contact discontinuity.

However, the shock waves and rarefaction are solved accurately and the spurious

oscillations do not affect the global accuracy far from the contact discontinuity.

In the last test case, only the n-scheme managed to solve the problem. In Fig.3.22,

the n-scheme solution at t = 0.025 is presented for the Air-Water shock. A con-

stant time step of ∆t = 10−8 is used. It was observed that the m-scheme was

unable to solve the strong shock problem and to capture the contact discontinu-

ity; the solution blows up. Fig.3.20 and Fig.3.21 the m-scheme and the n-scheme
solutions at t = 0.0023 are presented for the Water-Air shock tube, respectively.

A constant time step of ∆t = 10−7 is used.

From the previous test cases, we can conclude that the n-scheme performs better

than the m-scheme to model shock problems in fully-compressible multiphase

flows. It is also important to remark that the FC-SPH schemes are very diffusive.

For the next 2-D validation test cases, we retain the n-scheme. In absence of an

exact solution, the FC-SPH results are compared to the reference ALE results.
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1D Air-Air (density ratio of 8)

Figure 3.18 – Mass scheme results for the 1D air-air shock tube: the FC-SPH
results are in blue and the exact solutions are in red.

Figure 3.19 – Number density scheme results for the 1D air-air shock tube: the
FC-SPH results are in blue and the exact solutions are in red.
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1D Water-Air (density ratio of 20)

Figure 3.20 – Mass scheme results for the 1D water-air shock tube: the FC-SPH
results are in blue and the exact solutions are in red.

Figure 3.21 – Number density scheme results for the 1D water-air shock tube:
the FC-SPH results are in blue and the exact solutions are in red.
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1D Air-Water (density ratio ∼ 200)

Figure 3.22 – Number density scheme results for the 1D air-water shock tube:
the FC-SPH results are in blue and the exact solutions are in red.
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3.3 Assessment: 2-D Validation and Comparison with

ALE solution

In order the assess the FC-SPH n-scheme, we study the three following 2-D

multiphase shock problems:

1. A square Air-Air shock-chamber defined on

Ω = {| x |≤ 2.5∩ | y |≤ 2.5} is modeled with high pressure air in its center de-

fined on Ωhigh = {| x |≤ 0.5∩ | y |≤ 0.5} and low pressure air around defined

on Ωlow = Ω \Ωhigh. The ALE and FC-SPH simulations are composed of

the same number of elements: 250,000 each.

Considering the symmetry of the problem, only one-fourth of the problem

is modeled. Ghost particles with slip boundary conditions are used to

model the solid walls. Both fluids are modeled with the SG EOS, and the

parameters are the same ones used for the 1-D test case in Tab.3.7.

2. The UNDEX shock-chamber test case presented in section 3.1.3 is revisited

with the FC-SPH n-scheme. The FSI feature has not been yet implemented

in the in-house SPH code developed throughout this thesis. As a result,

the coupled structure in Fig.3.4 is replaced by a solid wall modeled with

ghost particles. A square Explosive-Water shock-chamber defined on

Ω = {| x |≤ 13∩ | y |≤ 13} is modeled with a high pressure explosive in its

center defined on Ωhigh = {| x |≤ 0.5∩ | y |≤ 0.5} and a low pressure water

around defined on Ωlow = Ω \Ωhigh. The ALE and FC-SPH simulations are

composed of the same number of elements: 250,000 each.

Considering the symmetry of the problem, only one-fourth of the problem

is modeled. Ghost particles with slip boundary conditions are used to

model the solid walls. JWL EOS and the MG EOS are used to model the

explosive and water materials, respectively. The physical parameters are

given in Tab.3.1, Tab.3.2, Tab.3.3 and Tab.3.4.

3. The 2D UNDEX near a Planar Wall present in [156], in which three nu-

merical simulations are considered: The reference ALE model, the coarse

FC-SPH model and the refined FC-SPH model composed of 26,000 finite
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elements, 26,000 and 156,000 equi-spaced SPH particles, respectively. The

two different SPH resolutions were chosen in order to compare the FC-

SPH solution to the ALE one in term of accuracy and to highlight, that in

practice, we need much more SPH particles to reach the accuracy of ALE

methods at the expense of an considerable increase of the overall CPU time.

The computational domain is defined on Ω = {| x |≤ 6.0m∩−6.0m ≤ y ≤ 3.0m},
in which the planar wall is located at the top boundary y = 3m. The explo-

sive is modeled by a high pressure gas defined on

Ωhigh =
{
(x,y), r =

√
x2 + y2 ≤ 1

}
through the use of the IG EOS, in which

γ = 2.0, ρ = 1270kg.m−3 and p = 8.29e + 8P a.. While the water is defined

on Ωlow = Ω \Ωhigh through the use of the Tait EOS, in which γ = 7.15,

ρ = 1000kg.m−3, p = 1.e + 5P a. and the cut-off pressure pc is set to the

saturation pressure pc = 230P a.

The simulation is run up to time t = 6.0ms and the time history results

(pressure and density) are taken at the point P (0.0,3.0). The different stages

of the simulation are the following:

• At time t = 1.5ms, the shock generated by the explosion reached the

solid planar wall at the top of the computational domain and it is

reflected (see Fig.3.30).

• At time t = 2.0ms, the reflected shock wave has reached the gas bubble

and it gave arise to a rarefaction wave that propagates toward the

solid planar wall (see Fig.3.31).

• At time t = 3.0ms, the rarefaction wave is reflected on the solid planar

wall and it gives arise to a low pressure region near the wall (see

Fig.3.32).

• At time t = 4.0ms, cavitation appears in the low region (see Fig.3.33).

• At time t = 5.0ms, the cavitation in the low region collapses and it

gives arise to a compression wave propagating toward the gas bubble

(see Fig.3.34).

The results for the Air-Air shock-chamber, the UNDEX shock-chamber and the

UNDEX near a planar wall test cases are presented in subsections 3.3.1, 3.3.2
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and 3.3.3, respectively. From both test cases, it can be seen that the FC-SPH

n-scheme succeeds in resolving the two problems. However, it can be seen in

both the UNDEX shock-chamber and the UNDEX near a planar wall test cases

that the n-scheme is much more diffusive than the ALE methods.

One solution to limit the diffused region is to refine the number of particles

at the cost of increasing the overall CPU time, as shown in the third test case.

Another possible solution to limit the diffusion is to use switches [100, 95,

114] in the artificial dissipation terms to limit the dissipative effects away from

discontinuities.

3.3.1 Air-Air shock-chamber results

Figure 3.23 – 2-D Air-Air density results at time t = 50: ALE (left) and FC-SPH
n-scheme (right).
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Figure 3.24 – 2-D Air-Air pressure results at time t = 50: ALE (left) and FC-SPH
n-scheme (right).

Figure 3.25 – 2-D Air-Air pressure profile along the length (Y − axis = 0): ALE
(blue curve with squares) and FC-SPH n-scheme (red curve with triangles).
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3.3.2 2D UNDEX results

Figure 3.26 – UNDEX pressure results at time t = 10ms: ALE (left) and FC-SPH
n-scheme (right).

Figure 3.27 – UNDEX pressure results at time t = 50ms: ALE (left) and FC-SPH
n-scheme (right).
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Figure 3.28 – UNDEX pressure results at time t = 80ms: ALE (left) and FC-SPH
n-scheme (right).

Figure 3.29 – UNDEX pressure profile along the length (Y − axis = 0) at time
t = 50ms: ALE (blue curve with squares) and FC-SPH n-scheme (red curve with
triangles).
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3.3.3 2D UNDEX near a Planar Wall [156] results

Figure 3.30 – Pressure contour at time t = 1.5ms: refined FC-SPH, reference
solution [156] and ALE solution are at the top, the center and the bottom of the
figure, respectively.
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Figure 3.31 – Pressure contour at time t = 2.0ms: refined FC-SPH, reference
solution [156] and ALE solution are at the top, the center and the bottom of the
figure, respectively.
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Figure 3.32 – Pressure contour at time t = 3.0ms: refined FC-SPH, reference
solution [156] and ALE solution are at the top, the center and the bottom of the
figure, respectively.
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Figure 3.33 – Pressure contour at time t = 4.0ms: refined FC-SPH, reference
solution [156] and ALE solution are at the top, the center and the bottom of the
figure, respectively.
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Figure 3.34 – Pressure contour at time t = 5.0ms: refined FC-SPH, reference
solution [156] and ALE solution are at the top, the center and the bottom of the
figure, respectively.
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Figure 3.35 – Pressure time history at the center of the solid planar wall
P (0.0,3.0): the coarsed FC-SPH, refined FC-SPH and ALE solutions are plotted
in green, red and blue, respectively.

Figure 3.36 – Density time history at the center of the solid planar wall
P (0.0,3.0): the coarsed FC-SPH, refined FC-SPH and ALE solutions are plotted
in green, red and blue, respectively.
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3.4 In-house SPH Code

Due to the limitations of the WC-SPH formulation implemented in most of

the commercial codes to simulate compressible multiphase flows, the need to

develop consistent FC-SPH formulations was necessary to solve high density

ratios problems in the fully-compressible regime.

Although there are many open source codes [83, 139, 25, 115], we chose to write

a new code "from scratch".

The code developed during my thesis was designed to be a compromise between

performance and readability, so that engineers, researchers and students could

easily modify the source codes and adapt it to their needs.

The majority of the codes developed in our research team are written in Fortran
programing language. So naturally the code was written in Fortran 90 into

modular units.

Neighbors search (NS) is one of the most demanding tasks in term of CPU time.

Brute force algorithms are omitted due to their numerical complexity O(N 2).

Among the different strategies of NS, two strategies are popular in mesh-less

methods:

• Linked-list algorithm more suited for WC-SPH methods [139].

• Tree-search algorithm more suited for FC-SPH methods [33].

The in-house SPH code is parallelized using Message Passing Interface (MPI)

and a Data Parallel Model (particle based decomposition) in which the particles

are assigned to a specific MPI rank. For a given particle i, since the summations

involve data from neighbors j, if i and j are not assigned to the same core, then

MPI communications are needed to gather the missing j data. The purpose

of the parallel implementation is to boost the computation and to be able to

solve academic problems in an acceptable real time duration. In the following

subsections, we describe the structure of the serial code and the tree-search

library [60] used for neighbors search.
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3.4.1 Neighbors Search Algorithm: KD-Tree2 [60]

The KD-Tree stands for "k-dimensional tree" where k is the dimension of the

problem. The KD-Tree is a data structure invented by [18] to store a set of points

in a k-dimensional space in a balanced binary tree (see Fig.3.37).

In the thesis work, we used the Fortran library KD-Tree2 provided by [60]

which is easy to incorporate in existing codes. The library competes in terms of

performance (CPU time only, memory not tested) with the existing ANN library

[101] for the nearest neighbor search (personal tests on regular and irregular

random data in 2-D). We briefly present the KD-Tree2 library (for more details

on the KD-trees see [18, 60, 81]).

For a given set of points in space, the nearest neighbors search is performed in

two steps:

• Building Kd-Tree: The Kd-Tree organizes space to accelerate data process-

ing. The data are structured in a binary tree (see [44]).

• Radix neighbors search: Let us consider two particles i and j and

the Euclidean distance between two particles i and j defined by

d2(i, j) =
√∑

k(xik − xjk )2. In FC-SPH discrete form of the linear momentum

equation, for a given particle i, two terms involving the space derivative of

the kernel function are present under the sum: one function of hi and the

other function of the neighbors hj . Thus, when we compute the neighbors

of i within its support domain Di of radius κhi , we need to include the

particle j such that i ∈Dj .
To avoid missing neighbors in the discrete sum, for each query particle

i the radix search distance r is chosen to be r = maxk hk. A first reduced

selection of neighbors is computed, then it is limited to the only particles j

that has a contribution in the sum by performing a brute force search on

the reduced set of neighbors.
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Figure 3.37 – Kd-Tree structure [44].

3.4.2 Structure of the serial code

The code is composed of a main program file sph.f90 and the following modules:

• Time integration module: time_integration.f 90.

The module contains the different time integration schemes. Up until now,

only the Verlet time integration scheme (section 3.1) is implemented.

• Solver module: solver.f 90.

The module contains the FC-SPH, WC-SPH and FE shell solvers. The

BLT and CST shells [48] are implemented but not yet coupled to the SPH

solvers. The accelerations and the differential form of the SPH internal

energy is computed at the end of the solver module after the computations

of the density time derivative and the pressure.

• Kernel module: kernel.f 90.

The module contains the definition of the different kernel functions and

their spatial derivatives (with respect to the position vector −→x and the

smoothing length h) and the smoothing length update equations.

• Neighbors search module: neighbor.f 90.

The module contains the Kd-tree search [60], the neighbors search and the

ghost creations subroutines.
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• Density module: density.f 90.

The module contains the integral and differential forms evaluation of the

SPH density for both the m-scheme and n-scheme.

• Internal forces module: internal.f 90.

The module contains the material models subroutine, the pressure and

speed of sound computations subroutine and the evaluation of the SPH

internal forces for both the m-scheme and n-scheme.

• External forces module: external.f 90.

The module contains the load body forces subroutine. The contact forces

subroutine is not yet implemented.

• Artificial forces module: artif icial.f 90.

The module contains the first Monaghan-type (1983) [97] artificial dissi-

pation for the WC-SPH subroutine and Monaghan (1997) [96] artificial

dissipation terms for the FC-SPH subroutine.

• Output module: output.f 90.

The module contains the output subroutines for three post-processing

softwares: Scilab, Paraview (inspired from [139]) and LS-Prepost (following

the LS-DYNA database manual [47]). The subroutine for LS-DYNA outputs

is given in Appendix C.

Acknowledgment I would like to thank the Centre de Ressources Informa-
tiques(CRI) and Laboratory of Mechanics of Lille (LML) for using their com-

putational resources to perform all the FC-SPH runs presented in this thesis.
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Figure 3.38 – Structure of the In-house code.
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Conclusion and Perspective

Conlusion

The art of scientific computing consists in the development and the use of ap-

plied mathematical models to solve scientific problems. Numerical methods

provide approached solutions to the physics by solving the developed models

on computers. Over the last decades, the performance of computers has grown

exponentially, and most of the laboratories have their own High Performance

Computing (HPC) center. To model complex problems, the scientist needs to

also consider the computational resources as an input parameter, since the size

of the model directly affects the computational time, the memory storage, and

also the accuracy of the solution. Finally, one needs to find the best compromise

between the accuracy of the solution and the needs in terms of computation(CPU

time, memory ...).

In this thesis, ALE and SPH methods have been investigated to solve FSI prob-

lems involving shock wave propagation in multiphase flows and its impact on

structure for the purpose of solving a complex industrial problem. Indeed,

numerical methods can be included in shape design optimization with shape

optimal design techniques (see [136]) and material optimization (see [37]). Once

simulations are validated by test results, they can be used as design tools for the

improvement of the system structure that is involved.

The ALE and FSI methods, in conjunction with the HEM phase change model

have been successfully applied to industrial and academic problems in chapter2.

In the collaboration project with EDF two types of WHs with phase change are

181
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considered:

• The Simpson’s [131] classical valve slam WH where the vapor water is

generated at the closed valve due to the pressure waves reflections. This

problem is very common in nuclear industry, during closing valve for secu-

rity issues.

• The experimental CWHTF designed for the investigation of the sudden

collapse of a water vapor pocket and the induced shock wave.

The implemented HEM model accurately solved the one-dimensional cavitation

shock tube test and the first FSI coupled Simpson’s WH.

However, in the CWHTF test case few differences were observed between the

HEM model results and the reference experimental data in terms of shock waves

time of birth and the pressure peak amplitude. The CWHTF industrial problem

is very complex, including both structural (supports, vibration, damping), fluid

(phase change, collapse of the bubble, shock wave generation and propagation)

and FSI (damping effects of the fluid on structure, fluid pressure impact on the

structure) coupled physics to be solved. In view of the complex nature of the

problem, we can conclude that the obtained results are qualitatively satisfactory

but further investigations of the uncoupled and coupled problems need to be

done in order to quantitatively improve the convergence to the final solution.

In the collaboration project with Narvik University (Norway), the results from

the shock tube experimental setup and the numerical simulations using LS-

DYNA proved that under dynamic loading, CFRP E720 composite behaves

linearly. A good agreement between strongly coupled simulations and experi-

mental results confirm that FSI capabilities of LS-DYNA can be used to model

deforming structures under dynamic loading. In the scope of the project, nu-

merical simulations may help to reduce the total number of experimental tests,

which can be money and time consuming.

An alternative method to multi-material ALE formulation to solve shock waves

propagation in multiphase flows is the Lagrangian SPH method. A comparison

between ALE and SPH methods as well as their limitations for modeling shock
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wave propagation in inhomogeneous material is presented in this thesis. For

shocks problems such as UNDEX, multi-material ALE methods are commonly

solved in defense industry. For the last decade, SPH methods are increasing

in accuracy numerical stability, and the use of SPH method is becoming more

common in industry to solve fluid structure coupling problems. For instance,

in aerospace, in which bird impacts on aircraft are very common and cause

significant safety threats to commercial and military aircraft.

To test the performance of the WC-SPH method, we first compared ALE and

WC-SPH methods implemented in LS-DYNA for the 2D UNDEX problem using

similar mesh size. Each ALE element is replaced by an SPH particle at the

element center. It has been observed that using same mesh size for both methods,

numerical results, displacement, velocity and Von Mises stress on the structure,

are underestimated with the SPH method. When refining the SPH particles, in

which each ALE element is replaced by 4 SPH particles in two dimensions and 8

particles in three dimensions, WC-SPH numerical results show good correlation

with the ALE simulation results: in terms of displacement, velocity and Von

Mises stress on the structure. However, the WC-SPH methods showed severe

limitations at modeling shock wave propagation in inhomogeneous media with

high density ratio through classical 1-D shock tube.

To overcome the limitations of the WC-SPH method, an in-house SPH code has

been developed including the FC-SPH schemes based on the work of Price [113,

114, 22, 115] and Zisis [167, 168, 172]. The extension of the n-scheme [54] to the

fully-compressible regime has allowed us to extend the scope of the SPH method

to shock wave problems in inhomogeneous media with a high density ratio.

The major drawback of the FC-SPH schemes is their diffusivity compared to ALE

methods. A possible strategy to reduce diffusion in the FC-SPH method is to

add switches to the artificial dissipative terms [100]. Another strategy to reduce

the diffused region is to refine the number of particles at the cost of increasing

the overall CPU time, which is not to be neglected when the method is applied

to real-life engineering problems.
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Perspective

The presented thesis works gave arise to additional future works in both ALE and

SPH methods in order to be applied to more general engineering applications

involving shock waves in multiphase media, with our without phase change.

Among the possible future works that can improve of the presented ALE method,

we can cite :

• Additionnal validation of the HEM models: The presented HEM model

[124] failed to quantitatively validate the method for the CWHTF test case,

and in particular, the collapse of the initial saturated vapor bubble. Further

investigations are needed on the different HEM models [124, 126, 84, 157],

and also in the use of the multi-material ALE formulations combined with

HEM models.

• Investigation of other types of WHs: We presented in this thesis only two

types of WHs. Among the different types of WHs, one can cite: the "Water
Canon" WH, the "Column junction" WH, the "Steam/Water Counter Flow"
WH, and more.

Among the possible future works that can improve of the developed in-house

FC-SPH code, we can cite:

• Implementation of the Fluid Structure Coupling: SPH-to-SPH coupling,

in which the structure is modeled by SPH and SPH-to-FEM, in which the

Structure is modeled by FEM.

• Implementation of the Deviatoric Stresses.

• Optimization of the in-house FC-SPH code: It was shown that, in prac-

tice, the FC-SPH methods are less accurate than the ALE method. One

straightforward way to increase the accuracy of the method is to increase

the number of particles in the simulation, which implies a considerable

increase of the overall computational time.
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In High Performance Computing (HPC), both MPI and OpenMP models

have advantages and drawbacks. To get the best of both models, one needs

to consider hybrid modeling by mixing MPI and OpenMP. The strategy

for the evolution of the code is to combine a domain decomposition using

the MPI model by splitting the computational domain in smaller domains

which are allocated to each computational nodes, and to perform on each

subdomain a nearest-neighbor search using the OpenMP shared memory

model.

A first C++ version of the in-house FC-SPH code has been developed in

order to use the OpenMP model with the C++ version of the KD-TREE2

[60]. The optimization of the OpenMP version is ongoing before the consid-

eration of the domain decomposition through the use of the MPI model.
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AppendixA
SAFUEL-The SAfer FUEL system FP7
project: WP4.3 Hydrodynamic
Sensing

A.1 Context

Most commercial aircrafts (A/C) have their fuel tank located within the wing.
The shape of the tank has a complex geometry, and thus some techniques are
required to accurately measure the fuel mass inside the tank.
Several techniques have been developed for measurement of the fuel height.
Capacitance gauging has been used for decades in aeronautic. The industry
has almost universally accepted this method of gauging as the way to gauge
fuel quantity accurately. The success of capacitance gauging systems is mainly
related to their compatibility and longevity in the relative hostile aircraft envi-
ronment. In this appendix, we present the developed methodology based on fuel
pressure gauging for fuel mass computation in aircraft fuel tanks. This work
was achieved in collaboration with Zodiac Aerospace and Airbus.

To validate our methodology of fuel mass computation, a computational method
using FEM is performed to model a fuel tank filling phase. Using numerical
results, pressure values can be extracted from any location of the simulated
fuel tank. These pressure values will be used as input data for the validation
of developed software package that computes the fuel mass based on pressure
measurements and a finite element mesh.

In this appendix, we first present the hydrodynamic equations governing the
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dynamic of the fluid during the filling process, where the flow is assumed
incompressible and the fuel a viscous fluid. To compute accurately the free
surface or the interface between the fuel and the surrounding air in the tank,
numerical interface reconstruction techniques are performed.
Secondly, we present the numerical simulation of an on-ground real-life fuel
tank refueling phase. The numerical simulation will provide the total fuel
mass that will be considered as a reference solution and the input pressure
measurements needed for the fuel mass computation developed software in
absence of experimental data.
Finally, the method used in the software package, for the fuel mass computation
based on pressure measurements and an embedded FE mesh using a convex
polygon volume intersection algorithm [85].

A.2 Hydrodynamic Equations and Level Set Method

To solve the fuel tank refueling problem the fuel can be considered incompress-
ible or nearly incompressible. The choice between this two physical assumptions
will lead to a different numerical algorithm, explicit time integration scheme
for nearly incompressible flow and implicit time integration scheme for incom-
pressible flow, and thus two possible numerical strategies have been used for
computing fuel mass in an operating aircraft.
Fuel dynamic behavior inside the tank can be modeled using classical CFD
equations to predict fluid velocity and pressure at any location inside the tank:

ρ
d−→v
dt

= −∇−→x p+µ
(
∇2
−→x
−→v

)
+

1
3
µ
(
∇−→x

(
∇−→x .
−→v

))
+ ρ
−→
b , (A.1)

∇−→x .
−→v = 0, (A.2)

where Eq.A.1 expresses the conservation of momentum and Eq.A.2 the conserva-
tion of mass for incompressible flow.
To simulate fuel filling process inside the tank, inflow velocity, computed for
inflow rate provides by Zodiac aerospace, is prescribed at a local opening area.
Eq.A.1 governs the flow velocity and pressure inside a fluid domain given physi-
cal boundary conditions. To accurately define the fluid level at each time during
the refueling process, Eq.A.1 need to be completed by level set equation:

∂α
∂t

+ −→v .∇−→x α = 0 (A.3)

The basis of the Level Set methods has been proposed by Osher and Sethian [106];
and describe in detail in [134]. The interface function α defines the distance to
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the fluid interface. The zero level curve of the continuous function α defines by
the location of the fluid interface. Eq.A.3 is known as a transport equation that
describes the evolution of the free surface or zero iso-surface.
Numerical computation of Eq.A.1, Eq.A.2 and Eq.A.3 can induce mass loss in
under-resolved regions, this is the main drawback of level set methods. To
improve mass conservation, different extensions of the level set method have
been developed, such as the particle level set [36] and a coupling between VOF
and level set [141, 111].

A.3 Simulation of Aircraft tank refueling

A.3.1 Problem description

In this work, we are interested in the hydrodynamic effects of the fluid during
tank refueling and more precisely in the influence of the dynamics effects on the
pressure field and how does it evolve in time for a variation of volume compared
to the hydrostatic solution.

Two set of simulations will be performed for a given pitch and roll angle and
results will be compared in term of volume-pressure cross plot. A first set of
hydrostatic simulations using both LS-DYNA and ZODIAC’s analytical tool
will be performed in order to validate the LS-DYNA software for simulating
hydrostatic pressure when the fuel is at rest but also to have qualitative results
and to control the convergence of the results during the computation (crucial
step as we need to follow a simulation that takes several days, and one cannot
afford to wait for the final results). A second simulation of the full hydrodynamic
process respecting the following input parameters:

• Real time simulation: 900 s. Simulation starts at t=0 s and ends at 900s
(97% of total volume is filled).

• Ambient temperature: 20 Co.

• Gravity Load: 9.81 m/s2 following Z-axis.

• Fuel Tank is fixed in space (no motion).

• Initially filled with air, the tank is filled with fuel introduced at constant
pressure (3400 mbar).

• The structure is considered to be rigid.

• The tank is filled with Jet-A1 kerosene type :
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– Density: 807 kg/m3.

– Kinematic viscosity: 1.65 cSt.

• Gaz pressure: 1013 mbar.

• Outsidepressure : 1013 mbar.

• Constant inlet volume flow rate: 3.34 10−3 m3/s.

Results are expressed in term of volume-pressure cross plots at a given sensor
location. The CAD model of the fuel Tank has been done by ZODIAC. It includes
all the details: Baffles, mice holes, central opening on baffles. Only the vent
system is not included in the geometry. The CAD model of the fuel tank is shown
in Fig.A.1, Fig.A.2 and Fig.A.3 local zooms are shown at the inlet and outlet
locations, respectively.

Figure A.1 – Fuel Tank CAD model.

Figure A.2 – Local zoom on the Fuel Tank Inlet.
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Figure A.3 – Local zoom on the Fuel Tank Outlets.

A.3.2 Numerical Simulation

The fuel tank CAD model provided by ZODIAC was modeled excluding the
mice holes on the bottom and the top of the baffles. Adding the mice holes would
have required smaller elements size and thus may have increased considerably
the overall CPU time. Reminding that the main concern of this study is the
validation of Fuel mass computation methodology against numerical simulation
results in absence of experimental data, the effects of the mice holes can be
neglected. The numerical model is composed of 4.536.706 tetrahedron elements.
Fig.A.4 shows the numerical model including baffles with holes separating the
different compartments. A local zoom on the mesh is shown in Fig.A.5 at the
inlet location.

Hydrostatic simulation

When the fuel is at rest, we have only one plane fuel free surface in the whole
fuel tank and a hydrostatic pressure profile is obtained. Hydrostatic pressure
for each material can be simulated in LS-DYNA based on an element depth and
with respect to the "reference" pressure Ptop at the top of the fuel.
For one multi-material formulation that contains two fluids (fuel and air), the
hydrostatic pressure is defined by:

P = Ptop +
Nmat=2∑
i=1

ρighi (A.4)
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Figure A.4 – Numerical model of the Fuel Tank model : Baffles and holes.

Figure A.5 – Local zoom of the mesh at the Fuel Tank Inlet location.

For given pitch and roll angles (θx,θy), the hydrostatic simulation is repeated
for variable height of fuel to obtain the reference volume-pressure cross plot. To
do so, an automatic script has been programmed in Linux OS, the different steps
of the program are:

• Initialization of the parameters: Fluids properties, minimum Z-coordinate
Zmin of the tank, maximum Zmax Z-coordinate of the tank, the desired num-
ber of height levels Nsub and the height increment ∆h = (Zmax −Zmin)/Nsub.

• For i = 1 to Nsub

– Compute the height hi = Zmin +∆h for step i.

– Initialize the volume fraction by cutting the element with a X − Y
plane located at position hi in Z-axis.

– For each multi-material, compute in LS-DYNA the hydrostatic pres-
sure using Eq.A.4.
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– Copy the mass for the material fuel and convert it to volume using
the density.

– Copy the pressure at the location of the sensor (see Fig.A.6).

– Since the pressure is computed at the center of an element in LS-DYNA
(one- point quadrature rule), we compute the analytic hydrostatic
pressure at the center of the element (and not at its base).

– Store in two different files the gathered results (LS-DYNA and analytic
pressure).

Relative pressure contour plots are shown for 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the
total height (Zmax −Zmin ) in Fig.A.7. LS-DYNA and analytic hydrostatic relative
pressure are shown in Fig.A.8.

Figure A.6 – Sensor at the maximum pressure location.

Hydrodynamic simulation

Between the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic analysis, we can notice the two
following changes:

• Free Surface is no more one perfectly flat free surface in the whole Fuel
tank. Thus, at a given time the fuel height might be different from one
compartment to another as the fuel flows through the holes of the baffles.

• A priori, the hydrodynamic pressure should not be neglected. The total
pressure is the sum of the hydrostatic and the hydrodynamic pressures.

After post-processing the hydrodynamic numerical results, it was observed that
the refueling process is so slow (∼15 minutes in real time) that the obtained total
pressure is mainly hydrostatic.
Although, the hydrostatic pressure is dominant, it can be seen from Fig.A.9
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Figure A.7 – Jet A-1 fuel hydrostatic pressure contour for various heights (25%,
50%, 75% and 100%).

Figure A.8 – Hydrostatic Volume-Pressure (Relative Pressure) Cross Plot where
the pressure is the maximum (Sensor A).

that in each compartment the fuel height is not the same. The pressure at the
sensor location (see Fig.A.6) for both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic simulation
is shown in Fig.A.13.
Let us comment the different stages highlighted in Fig.??:

1. At time t1 = 80s, the fuel reaches the sensor A location.

2. Between t1 and t2 = 120s, the first compartment is filled linearly.

3. Between t2 and t3 = 200s, the fuel level of the four first compartment is
the same. Thus, the increase of the total height is slower (change of slope
in Fig.A.13).
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4. Few time step later, the fuel is leaking from the fourth to the fifth com-
partment. Thus, the fuel height is increasing slower. This explains the
short decrease in Fig.A.13 just before the linear increase between t3 and
t4 = 400s.

5. The different stages are repeated sd the fuel tank is getting filled.

At time t5 = 660s, t6 = 800s and t7 = 870s numerical noise is observed in the
pressure variable when the fuel tank is almost filled.

Figure A.9 – Fuel Tank filling (Fuel Pressure Contour is displayed).

Figure A.10 – Volume-Pressure (Relative Pressure) Cross Plot where the pres-
sure is the maximum (Sensor A, see Fig.A.6).
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A.4 Fuel Mass computation based on pressure gaug-
ing

A.4.1 Physical Assumptions

From the different numerical simulations presented in the previous subsection,
we can assume the following assumptions:

• The free surface in each compartment can be approximated by a linear
flat surface, but cannot be assumed to be one linear flat surface for the
whole tank. This assumption has been observed during the hydrodynamic
simulation (see Fig.A.9) of the fuel tank filling phase. Thus, the fuel height
in the tank varies from one compartment to another.

• Hydrostatic pressure is dominant, and thus we can neglect hydrodynamic
pressure due to fuel motion.

In order to fulfill the first assumption, we need to have at least one flooded
pressure gauge in each compartment, and thus the fuel mass needs to be com-
puted separately on each compartment and summed up on all compartments
afterward.
Considering the second assumption, for a given pressure p and density ρ (ob-
tained by gauging) the fuel height level hk within each compartment k is com-
puted according to the simple hydrostatic pressure formula:

p = ρghk (A.5)

A.4.2 Fuel Mass computation

For given pitch and roll angles, this algorithm computes the fuel mass within the
tank based on a finite element mesh (composed of eight nodes solid elements)
and advanced geometrical tools that compute, for each element, the intersecting
volume between the finite element and the free surface plane limiting the fuel
level.

Why FE mesh ?
Using the divergence-flux theorem the computation of the volume V of a domain
A can be reduced to a surface integral computation :

V =
∫ ∫ ∫

A
dV =

1
3

∫ ∫
∂A

(x,y,z).−→n dS, (A.6)
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where ∂A is the boundary of the domain A and −→n is the unit normal vector of
dS facing to the outer domain of A.
In order to use Eq.A.6 to compute the volume, one may know the parametric
equation of the boundary surface in order to compute plane tangent to surface
and the unit normal vector.
Since the surface of the fuel tank is curved and not flat, the parametric non-linear
equation of the boundary surface is unknown. To tackle the complexity of the
normal vectors computation, a finite element mesh composed of eight node solid
elements (see Fig.A.11) is used as a first order linear polynomial interpolation of
the boundary surface. Each finite element is composed of six flat faces.
Considering the physical assumption that the fuel free surface is flat on each
compartment, we can use the finite element mesh to compute the fuel volume
inside each compartment. Indeed, the finite element mesh is a partition of
the fuel tank. By processing through the finite elements, we can deduce if an
element is below, upper or intersected by the free surface plane.
The equation of the plane corresponding to the fuel level, can be solely described
by a unit vector normal −→n to the plane and a point −→xp located on the plane.
The point −→xp located on the free surface is determined using Eq.A.5 that gives
us the distance from a pressure probe to the free surface based on the pressure
and the density (obtained by gauging).

In summary, the main advantages of using a FE mesh are the followings :

• Computation of the unit normal vectors.

• Computation of the surface integral.

• Computation of the intersected elements by the free surface plane to
determine the fuel volume.
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Figure A.11 – Finite Element mesh of the fuel tank in yellow and its outward
normal vectors in blue.

Figure A.12 – Local Zoom on the outward normal vectors in blue.

Volume Intersecting algorithm [85]

In this paper, we used the analytical and geometrical tools developed by Lopez
and Hernandez [85] for 3D volume of fluid methods (VOF) in general grids.
The VOF method consists in constructing the discontinuous material inter-
face within the element using its volume and the volume of the surrounding
neighbors. Such methods are implemented in many commercial software. The
technique implemented in LS-DYNA [48] is the Piecewise Linear Interface
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Construction (PLIC) proposed by Youngs (see [162]) and [161] for 2D and 3D
problems, respectively). The PLIC method follows the early Simple Line Inter-
face Calculation (SLIC) method proposed by Noh and Woodward [103].

The PLIC method approximate the interface by a linear plane(segment in 2D
and planes in 3D). This approach is adopted in this paper where the linear plan
represents the fuel free surface in each compartment. The parametric equation
of the plane P at the free surface interface is defined by :

−→xp .−→n +C = 0, (A.7)

where :

1. The normal −→n to the plane is given by −→n = (0,0,1) (Load body in Z-
direction).

2. The position vector −→xp located on the free surface plane is computed from
the gauged pressure and Eq.A.5.

3. The constant C is given by C = −−→xp .−→n .

Let us consider the eight-node hexahedron polygon of six faces and the intersect-
ing plane P shown in Fig.A.13. For a given node i, the signed distance φi from
the node i to the plane P is defined by :

φi = −→xi .−→n +C (A.8)

If the signed distance φi is positive then the normal vector −→n points to the node
i and the node i is above the free surface (because −→n = (0,0,1)). Else if the signed
distance φi is negative then the node i is below the free surface. Thus:

• If the signed distance is positive for all the nodes of the eight-node hexahe-
dron element then the element is at the top of the free surface and it is not
filled with fuel.

• Else if the signed distance is negative for all the nodes of the eight-node
hexahedron element then the element is below the free surface and it is
totally filled with fuel.

• Else, the eight-node hexahedron element is intersected by the free surface
plan and it is partially filled with fuel.

In the case where the eight-node hexahedron element is intersected by the plan
P , the volume filled with fuel is determined by constructing two new polygons
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and computing their volumes using Eq.A.5.
The nodes of intersection are created along the edges of the parent element if the
signed distances φi and φj of the two nodes i and j edge are of opposite signs.
Thus the new node k position vector is given by:

−→xk =
φi

φj −φi
(−→xj − −→xi ) (A.9)

Figure A.13 – Intersection of the eight-node hexahedron finite element by a
plane P. Symbols + and − denote nodes with positive and negative signed
distances, respectively. The intersection nodes between the finite element and
the plan P is denoted by the symbol ×.

A.4.3 Algorithm description

As assumed, the fuel free surface level is different from one compartment to
another (observed from numerical simulation, see Fig.A.9). Thus, each compart-
ment needs to be processed separately. The computed mass in each compartment
is summed up at the end to obtain the total fuel mass.

Let us consider the compartment k denoted by Compk. For each probe ki located
in the compartment k, we convert the measured pressure Pki to a local fuel height
hki using Eq.A.5. From all the computed local fuel heights hki , we determine the
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averaged fuel height Hk of the compartment k.

Considering the average height Hk, the position vector of the point −→x p lo-
cated on the fuel free surface is determined, then the parametric equation of the
fuel free surface plan P using Eq.A.7.

Once the parametric equation of the plan P is obtained, we sequentially loop
over all the finite element Elk within the compartment Compk and compute
the fuel volume within the elements using the intersecting volume procedure
described earlier.

Finally the volume of fuel contained in the compartment Compk is the sum
of the fuel volume in each element Elk of Compk. The volume of fuel within
Compk is converted to mass Massk using the fuel density.

The process for the computation of the fuel mass is described in the Fig.A.14:

Figure A.14 – Description of the Fuel mass computation algorithm processing.
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A.4.4 Density computation vs density probing

The described algorithm computes fuel masses in two steps :

• Computation of fuel volume using the Volume Intersecting algorithm[85].

• Conversion of fuel volume into fuel mass using the fuel density.

In the actual aircraft gauging systems, the density is provided by a density
probing system. Thus the density is assumed to be known and it is an input
parameter to the fuel mass computation algorithm. Considering the physical
assumptions and Eq.A.5, we can take advantage of pressure gauging to deter-
mine the density instead of using density probes.

Let us consider two pressure probes i and j located in the same compartment
Compk. We define by hi,j = Zj −Zi the vertical distance (Z-direction) between
the two probes i and j and by ∆Pi,j = Pi − Pj the pressure difference. For constant
density (incompressible fluid), the density is given by :

ρ =
∆Pi,j
ghi,j

(A.10)

We denote by nprbk the number of probes present in the compartment Compk.
There is a combination of n = (nprbk)(nprbk−1)

2 , i and j pairs of probes for the
computation of the density. For constant density, the n pairs must verify Eq.A.5
and thus:

Y =



∆P1,2

∆P1,3

...
∆Pnprbk−1,nprbk


= β



h1,2

h1,3

...
hnprbk−1,nprbk


= βX (A.11)

Where β = ρg.

Three methods are tested to compute the density (i.e β in Eq.A.11) :

1. Maximum height hi,j :
In this approach, we consider the maximum distance distance between two
flooded probes to compute the density :

β = ρg = Y (k)/X(k) (A.12)
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Where the index k of the vectors X and Y is taken such that :

X(k) = max
i,j

(hi,j) (A.13)

2. Linear regression :

β = ρg =
∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2 (A.14)

Where x̄ = 1
nxi and ȳ = 1

nyi

3. Orthogonal regression:

β = ρg =

∑n
i=1(x2

i − y
2
i ) +

√
(
∑n
i=1(x2

i − y
2
i ))2 + 4(

∑n
i=1xiyi)2

2
∑n
i=1(xiyi)

(A.15)

A.4.5 Validation

In absence of experimental data, the numerical simulation of the hydrodynamic
fuel tank filling phase is considered instead. Input pressure records from experi-
mental gauging are replaced by pressure time history at the nodes located at the
expected position of the pressure probes (see Fig.A.15).

Using the presented methodology based on pressure gauging and input pressure
records from the numerical simulation, the fuel mass is computed according
to the algorithm described in the previous subsection and the different density
computation methods.

The computed fuel mass is compared to the reference fuel mass from the numer-
ical simulation for the validation of the methodology. The results for density
computations are shown in Figs.A.16,A.17,A.18 and for the fuel mass compu-
tation in Fig.A.19. Good correlations are observed between the computed and
reference fuel masses.
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Figure A.15 – Position of the pressure probes located at the bottom of the fuel
tank.

Figure A.16 – Comparison between the reference constant density and the
density computed using the “Maximum Height method” (method 1).
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Figure A.17 – Comparison between the reference constant density and the
density computed using the “Linear Regression method” (method 2).

Figure A.18 – Comparison between the reference constant density and the
density computed using the “Orthogonal Regression method” (method 3).
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Figure A.19 – Comparison between the reference fuel mass time history ob-
tained from LS-DYNA simulation and the fuel mass computed.
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A.5 conclusion

In this appendix, a new numerical methodology is developed to predict fuel mass
inside an operation aircraft. This method is only based on pressure measure-
ments in each compartment of fuel tank. Unlike other experimental methods
that require fuel density to measure the total fuel mass, the developed method
computes fuel density based on pressure measurements and the height of the
fuel level inside the compartment fuel tank.
To validate the methodology a numerical simulation is performed to provide
pressures, that will be used as input parameters in the software package that
provides fuel mass inside the tank. A computational method using CFD capa-
bilities is performed to model a fuel filling tank up to 900 seconds. During the
simulation pressure time history at different gage locations are stored and used
as input data for the software package. Mass fuel is computed at each pressure
record provided by the numerical simulation. We observe a good correlation
between the reference density and the density computed out of pressure gages.
We also observe good correlation between the numerical simulation reference
fuel mass and the computed fuel mass based on pressure gauging.
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AppendixB
Statistical Energy Analysis Method

B.1 Introduction

For high frequency analysis, Statistical energy analysis (SEA) has proved to
be a promising approach to the calculation of sound transmission in complex
structures. In automotive industry and also in civil engineering, most of noise
transmission is due to high-frequency structural vibrations, in which the charac-
teristic wavelength is small compared to the dimensions of the structure. For
these applications classical methods of structural analysis, such as the finite
element method (FEM), and Boundary Elements Method (BEM), cannot be used
due to the large number of degrees of freedom required to model structural
deformation. Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) considers the vibrations of the
structure in terms of elastic waves which propagate through the structure and
are partially reflected and partially transmitted at structural connections. For
the last few year there has been an increase in the application of SEA techniques
to study noise transmission in motor vehicles.

In this chapter, we present the basic concepts of the SEA code that was devel-
oped during the thesis work. We also provided validation against the free sea
code FreeSEA [123] developed by the professor Sarradj and an application to a
simplified vehicle model.
The vehicle body is modeled as a collection of connected flat plates and cavities
for predictive purposes. Each plate supports bending waves, longitudinal and
transverse shear in-plane waves and assumed damping effects. The effects of
curved plates and the transmission of waves through curves plates and beams
are not included in the analysis. Numerical results in term of acoustic pressure
inside the cavity, are in good agreement compared to analysis using other soft-
ware published in the literature.

223
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Statistical energy analysis is used to predict sound and vibration transmission of
elastic waves which propagate through the structure that are partially reflected
and partially transmitted into connected structure though structure disconti-
nuity or line connection. In SEA method systems are considered to be divided
into subsystems that are linearly coupled and exchange energy through resonant
vibration modes. Subsystems can be plates, beams or acoustic rooms that have
modes which are similar in nature, and where the primary variable of interest
is energy. The theory of structural vibration transmission has been developed
over many years, and detailed theory of SEA is described by Lyon and Dejong
[87] and Le Bot [23]. The earliest calculations were carried out by Langley et
al. [74, 73]. In SEA computation the system can be modeled by the intersection
of a number of semi-infinite plates which meet at a single line junction where
there must be continuity of displacement, slope and equilibrium of moments
and forces. Structural vibration transmission calculations are carried out as part
of the calculation of sound and vibration transmission through structures. If
two or more plates meet together to form a line junction then the properties of
the junction can be given in terms of the transmission coefficient, defined as the
ratio of the power transmitted across the junction to the power incident. The
power may be transmitted by a transmission wave type that is different from the
incident wave in which case there will be energy conversion from one wave type
to another.

Such applications are to be found in automotive industry as well as civil, naval
and aerospace engineering for noise transmission in buildings, ships, aircraft
and other structures as described in [56]. In this chapter, the plates are assumed
to be isotropic, thin and flat, and to meet at a continuous line junction.
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B.2 SEA Equations

The averaged energy conservation equation between the total number of subsys-
tem is expressed as a function of the coupling loss factors (CLFs) η and the modal
density n. For a given subsystem i, we can identify two types of CLFs:

• The damping loss factor ηi,d that linearly relates the dissipated power Pi,d
to the total vibrational energy Ei of the modes at frequency f =ω/2π by:

Pi,d =ωηi,dEi (B.1)

• The transmitted loss factor ηi,j that linearly relates the transmitted power
Pi,j from subsystems i to j to the total vibrational energy Ei of the modes
at frequency f =ω/2π by:

Pi,j =ωηi,jEi (B.2)

Finally, The total coupling loss factor ηi,tot for a subsystem i is given by:

ηi,tot = ηi,d +
∑
i,j

ηi,j (B.3)

For the particular of a model composed of two subsystems i and j (see Fig.B.1),
the averaged energy conservation equation is given by:

Pi,inp + Pj,i = Pi,d + Pi,j
Pj,inp + Pi,j︸      ︷︷      ︸

IN

= Pj,d + Pj,i︸    ︷︷    ︸
OUT

(B.4)

Where Pi,inp denotes the input power. Through the substitution of Eq.B.1 and
Eq.B.2 into Eq.B.4, we have:

Pi,inp =ω
(
ηi,dEi + ηi,jEi − ηj,iEj

)
Pj,inp =ω

(
ηi,dEj + ηj,iEj − ηi,jEi

) (B.5)

Finally, the matrix form for the averaged energy conservation equation is given
by:

ω

 ηi,tot −ηj,i−ηi,j ηj,tot


 Ei
Ej

 =

 Pi,inp
Pj,inp

 (B.6)

For a SEA model composed of nsub, the linear system in Eq.B.6, can be general-
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Figure B.1 – Representation of a two subsystems SEA model.

ized to:

ω



η1,tot −η2,1 · · · −ηnsub,1

−η1,2 η2,tot · · · −ηnsub,2

: : . . . :

−η1,nsub −η2,nsub · · · ηnsub,tot





Ei

E2

:

Ensub


=



P1,inp

P2,inp

:

Pnsub,inp


(B.7)

Two types of subsystem were considered during this thesis work : semi-infinite
plates and acoustic cavities. The energies for both subsystems are given by:

• Acoustic subsystem i:

Ei =
p2
i Vi
ρici

, (B.8)

where pi , Vi , ρi and ci denote respectively the sound pressure averaged in
the acoustic room, the volume, the density and the wave speed, respectively.

• Structural subsystem i:
Ei =miv

2
i , (B.9)

where mi and vi are the mass of the subsystem and the velocity average the
plate’s surface, respectively.

Three types of connections are considered for the computation of the CLFs:
plate-plate line junctions, cavity-plate (resonant coupling) and cavity-cavity
(non-resonant coupling) area junctions.

The SEA parameters defined to solve Eq.B.7 are provided in [74, 73, 87, 56, 23].
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B.3 Validation and Applications

For comparison to examples that been modeled using other software [123], in
this section we consider the following three different test cases that have been
modeled by the Free-SEA code [123]. The results will be compared to the ones
published by the author.

B.3.1 Three plates connection

This example consists of three plates which are connected at a common line, see
Fig.B.2. The three plates are both modeled as a linear elastic material with the
following properties:

• Density: ρ = 7800kg/m3.

• Young modulus: E = 210.e+ 9P a.

• Poisson ratio: ν = 0.3.

Each of the plates has a size of 1x1 m. Plates 1 and 3 are 2mm thick, while plate
2 is 3 mm thick. The Plate 1 is connected to plate 2 by an angle of 90 degrees
and to plate 3 by an angle of 210 degrees. All Plates have constant damping of
0.01. Plate 1 is excited by a an input power P1,inp = 1Watt (in bending wave).

To goal is to calculate the mean velocity amplitude of the bending waves at all
three plates. The results are shown in Fig.B.3.

Figure B.2 – Description of the three plates.
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Figure B.3 – Comparison of the mean velocity (Log-Log scale) of plates 1 and 2:
Free Sea results are in green with triangle symbols and the in-house SEA code
results are in red with crossed circle symbols.

B.3.2 Sound transmission between two rooms

This example consists of thirteen SEA subsystems: eleven plates (walls) and two
acoustic rooms, see Fig.B.4.

The eleven plates are all modeled by a linear elastic concrete material, which
parameters are the following:

• The thickness is 0.19m.

• The area is 13.95m2.

• Density: ρ = 2300kg/m3.

• Young modulus: E = 28.e+ 9P a.

• Poisson ratio: ν = 0.3.

The two rooms are modeled with ambient air material. An acoustic source of
input power equal to 1 Watt is applied to room 1.

To goal is to calculate the acoustic sound pressure in both rooms. The results are
shown in Fig.B.5.
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Figure B.4 – Problem description for the two rooms.

Figure B.5 – Comparison of acoustic pressures (Log-Log scale) in both rooms 1
and 2: Free Sea results are in green and light blue with triangle symbols and
the in-house SEA code results are in red and dark blue with crossed circle and
square symbols.
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B.3.3 Sound transmission inside a car

The car example consists of twenty-six SEA subsystems: eighteen steel plates,
six glass plates and two acoustic rooms, see Fig.B.6.

The steel and glass plates are both modeled by a linear elastic material, which
properties are the following:

• Steel density: ρs = 7800kg/m3.

• Steel Young modulus: Es = 210.e+ 9P a.

• Steel Poisson ratio: νs = 0.3.

• Glass density: ρg = 2500kg/m3.

• Glass Young modulus: Eg = 60.e+ 9P a.

• Glass Poisson ratio: νg = 0.2.

A real car would have some sort of a frame, pillars and stiffeners. However, to
test and validate the in-house SEA code, we build the simple SEA model shown
in Fig.B.6.

The input power is applied in bending wave on the fender left and right front
parts of the car as described in Fig.B.6.

The acoustic sound pressure in dB units in the passenger compartment results
for both the in-house SEA and FreeSEA codes are shown in Fig.B.7.
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Figure B.6 – Problem description for the simplified car.

Figure B.7 – Comparison of acoustic pressures (Log-Log scale) in the passenger
compartment: Free Sea results are in green with triangle symbols and the
inhouse SEA code results are in red with crossed circle symbols.
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AppendixC
D3plot Outputs

1
2 SUBROUTINE WRITE2DYNA( &

3 & time,x_sph,vx_sph,dvx_sph,sig_sph,mass_sph, &

4 & rho_sph,p_sph, u_sph,hsml_sph,eps_sph, &

5 & plastic_sph,itype_sph,countiac,nsph,ntotal, &

6 & nvirt,npart_sph,ngrab,pointer_dyna)

7
8 IMPLICIT NONE

9
10 INCLUDE ’../run_directory/param.inc’

11
12 integer, intent(in) :: nsph,ntotal,nvirt,npart_sph

13 double precision, intent(in) :: time

14
15 ! SPH ARRAYS

16
17 integer, dimension(mem*nsph), intent(in) :: &

18 & itype_sph,countiac

19 double precision, dimension(mem*nsph), intent(in) :: &

20 & mass_sph,rho_sph,p_sph,u_sph,hsml_sph,plastic_sph

21 double precision, dimension(3,mem*nsph), intent(in) :: &

22 & x_sph,vx_sph,dvx_sph

23 double precision, dimension(6,mem*nsph), intent(in) :: &

24 & sig_sph,eps_sph

25
26 ! SHELL ARRAYS

233
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27
28 integer, parameter :: nnele = 1

29 integer, parameter :: nnnode = 1

30 integer, parameter :: npart_shell = 0

31 integer, dimension(5,nnele) :: elenod

32 double precision, dimension(nnele) :: tz_shell

33 double precision, dimension(6,nnnode) :: x_shell

34 double precision, dimension(6,nnnode) :: vx_shell

35 double precision, dimension(6,nnnode) :: dvx_shell

36 double precision, dimension(8,nnele) :: fr_shell

37 double precision, dimension(6,5,nnele) :: sig_shell

38
39 integer, intent(inout) :: pointer_dyna,ngrab

40
41 character (LEN=8) :: RELNUM, SUPP

42 character (LEN=8), dimension(10) :: TITLE

43 integer(kind=8) :: i_tmp, ii, kk

44 double precision :: r_tmp,EOF

45 character (LEN=8) :: name2

46 character (LEN=9) :: name3

47 integer(kind=8) :: I,J,JJ,FILENO,K,FILETYPE,SOURCE_VERSION

48 double precision :: RUNTIME, VERSION,THICKNESS

49 integer(kind=8) :: JUNK,NDIM,NGLBV,NPOSITION,NFILES

50 integer(kind=8) :: NUMNP,NMMAT

51 integer(kind=8) :: IT, IU, IV, IA

52 integer(kind=8) :: NEIPH, NEIPS

53 integer(kind=8) :: MAXINT,NGSPH,NUMMAT,NUMFLUID,ID3PROP

54 integer(kind=8) :: NPEFG,NVEFG,IDTDT,NUMRBS

55
56 !NODE AND ELMENT NUMBERING

57
58 integer(kind=8) :: ICODE,NEL8,NUMMAT8,NV3D,NUMBRE

59 integer(kind=8) :: NEL2,NUMMAT2,NV1D,NEL4,NUMMAT4,NV2D

60 integer(kind=8) :: NMSPH,NGPSPH,NARBS,NELT,NUMMATT,NV3DT

61 integer, dimension(4) :: IOSHL

62 integer(kind=8) :: IALEMAT,NCFDV1,NCFDV2,NADAPT,MATTYP

63
64 !SPH ELEMENT FLAG

65
66 integer(kind=8), dimension(11) :: ISPHFG
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67
68 !FLUID MATERIAL ID DATA

69
70 integer(kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:) :: FLUIDID

71
72 !SPH NODE AND MATERIAL LIST

73
74 integer(kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: NUMSPH

75
76 !MATERIAL TYPE DATA

77
78 integer(kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:) :: IRBTYP

79
80 !GEOMETRY DATA

81
82 integer(kind=8), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: IX8,IX82,IXT,IX2,IX4

83
84 ! Read State Data

85
86 double precision :: CURRENT_TIME,KE,IE,TE

87 double precision :: X_GLB,Y_GLB,Z_GLB,EXT_W,SCALE_K

88
89 double precision,allocatable,dimension(:)::X_MAT,Y_MAT,Z_MAT

90 double precision,allocatable,dimension(:)::IE_MAT,KE_MAT,MASS_MAT

91
92 ! Read Element Data

93
94 integer(kind=8)::ISTRN,Max_size,global_size,shell_size,sph_size

95
96 ! PART TITLE Data

97
98 integer(kind=8) :: NTYPE, NUMPROP, IDP

99 character (LEN=8), dimension(9) :: PTITLE, HEAD

100 integer(kind=8) :: SUCCESS, DEBUG

101 integer :: factor, nele, nnode

102
103 ! SHELL NOT IMPLEMENTED YET !!!

104
105 elenod = 0.d0

106 tz_shell = 0.d0
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107 x_shell = 0.d0; vx_shell = 0.d0 ; dvx_shell = 0.d0

108 fr_shell = 0.d0

109 sig_shell = 0.d0

110
111 DEBUG = 0

112 EOF = -999999.0

113
114 nele = 0

115 nnode = 0

116
117 IF ((ngrab.NE.1).OR.(pointer_dyna.NE.0)) GO TO 111

118
119 !OPEN THE LSDYNA FILE

120
121 ! IFORT VERSION

122 !OPEN(UNIT=12,FILE=’d3plot’,FORM=’BINARY’, &

123 !& ACCESS=’DIRECT’,recl=8)

124
125 ! GFORTRAN AND PGF90 VERSION

126 OPEN(UNIT=12,FILE=’d3plot’,FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, &

127 & ACCESS=’DIRECT’,recl=8)

128
129 TITLE(1)="SPH_LML�";TITLE(2)="CODE�RES";TITLE(3)="ULTS����";
130 DO i = 4,10

131 TITLE(i)="��������"
132 ENDDO

133
134 ii=0 ;

135 !Read Title

136 DO i=1,10

137 ii = ii + 1

138 write(12,rec=ii) TITLE(i)

139 ENDDO

140
141 !Read computer id, code name, version

142 RUNTIME=duration

143 ii = ii + 1

144 write(12,rec=ii) RUNTIME

145 FILETYPE = 1

146
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147 ii = ii + 1

148 write(12,rec=ii) FILETYPE

149 SOURCE_VERSION=971065543

150 ii = ii + 1

151 write(12,rec=ii) SOURCE_VERSION

152 RELNUM="511�"
153 ii = ii + 1

154 write(12,rec=ii) RELNUM

155 VERSION=960.0000

156 ii = ii + 1

157 write(12,rec=ii) VERSION

158 !Read NDIM, NNODES, ICODE

159 NDIM = 4

160 ii = ii + 1

161 write(12,rec=ii) NDIM

162 NUMNP = mem*nsph+nnode

163 ii = ii + 1

164 write(12,rec=ii) NUMNP

165 ICODE = 6

166 ii = ii + 1

167 write(12,rec=ii) ICODE

168
169 !Number of Global variables, IT, IU, IV, IA

170
171 NGLBV = 6 + 7*(npart_sph+npart_shell+1)

172 ii = ii + 1

173 write(12,rec=ii) NGLBV

174 IT = 0

175 ii = ii +1

176 write(12,rec=ii) IT

177 IU = 1

178 ii = ii +1

179 write(12,rec=ii) IU

180 IV = 1

181 ii = ii +1

182 write(12,rec=ii) IV

183 IA = 1

184 ii = ii +1

185 write(12,rec=ii) IA

186
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187 !NEL8,NUMMAT8, BLANk, BLANK, NV3D

188
189 NEL8=0

190 ii = ii +1

191 write(12,rec=ii) NEL8

192 NUMMAT8=0

193 ii = ii +1

194 write(12,rec=ii) NUMMAT8

195 JUNK=0

196 ii = ii + 1

197 write(12,rec=ii) JUNK

198 ii = ii + 1

199 write(12,rec=ii) JUNK

200 NV3D = 7

201 ii = ii + 1

202 write(12,rec=ii) NV3D

203
204 !NEL2,NUMMAT2, BLANk, BLANK, NV1D

205
206 NEL2 = 0

207 ii = ii + 1

208 write(12,rec=ii) NEL2

209 NUMMAT2 = 0

210 ii = ii + 1

211 write(12,rec=ii) NUMMAT2

212 NV1D = 6

213 ii = ii + 1

214 write(12,rec=ii) NV1D

215
216 !NEL4,NUMMAT4, BLANk, BLANK, NV2D

217
218 NEL4 = nele

219 ii = ii + 1

220 write(12,rec=ii) NEL4

221 NUMMAT4 = npart_shell

222 ii = ii + 1

223 write(12,rec=ii) NUMMAT4

224 NV2D = 33

225 ii = ii + 1

226 write(12,rec=ii) NV2D
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227
228 !NEIPH

229 NEIPH = 0

230 ii = ii + 1

231 write(12,rec=ii) NEIPH

232
233 !NEIPS,MAXINT

234 NEIPS = 0

235 ii = ii + 1

236 write(12,rec=ii) NEIPS

237 MAXINT = -10003

238 ii = ii + 1

239 write(12,rec=ii) MAXINT

240 NMSPH = mem*nsph

241 ii = ii + 1

242 write(12,rec=ii) NMSPH

243 NGSPH = npart_sph + 1

244 ii = ii + 1

245 write(12,rec=ii) NGSPH

246 NARBS = 0

247 ii = ii + 1

248 write(12,rec=ii) NARBS

249
250 !NELT,NUMMATT,NV3D

251 NELT = 0

252 ii = ii + 1

253 write(12,rec=ii) NELT

254 NUMMAT = 0

255 ii = ii + 1

256 write(12,rec=ii) NUMMATT

257 NV3D = 21

258 ii = ii + 1

259 write(12,rec=ii) NV3D

260
261 !IOSH

262
263 DO i=1,4

264 IOSHL(i) =1000

265 ENDDO

266
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267 ii = ii + 1

268 write(12,rec=ii) IOSHL(1)

269 ii = ii + 1

270 write(12,rec=ii) IOSHL(2)

271 ii = ii + 1

272 write(12,rec=ii) IOSHL(3)

273 ii = ii + 1

274 write(12,rec=ii) IOSHL(4)

275
276 !IALEMAT,NCFDV1,NCFDV2,NADAPT,NMMAT,NUMFLUID

277
278 IALEMAT = 0

279 ii = ii + 1

280 write(12,rec=ii) IALEMAT

281 NCFDV1 = 0

282 ii = ii + 1

283 write(12,rec=ii) NCFDV1

284 NCFDV2 = 0

285 ii = ii + 1

286 write(12,rec=ii) NCFDV2

287 NADAPT = 0

288 ii = ii + 1

289 write(12,rec=ii) NADAPT

290 NMMAT = npart_shell + npart_sph + 1

291 ii = ii + 1

292 write(12,rec=ii) NMMAT

293 NUMFLUID = 0

294 ii = ii + 1

295 write(12,rec=ii) NUMFLUID

296
297 !ID3PROP,NPEFG,NVEFG,IDTDT

298
299 ID3PROP = 0

300 ii = ii + 1

301 write(12,rec=ii) ID3PROP

302 NPEFG = 0

303 ii = ii + 1

304 write(12,rec=ii) NPEFG

305 NVEFG = 0

306 ii = ii + 1
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307 write(12,rec=ii) NVEFG

308 IDTDT = 0

309 ii = ii + 1

310 write(12,rec=ii) IDTDT

311
312 !BLANK,....

313
314 DO i=58,64

315 ii = ii + 1

316 write(12,rec=ii) JUNK

317 ENDDO

318
319 !SPH ELEMENT Data Flag

320
321 IF (NMSPH.GT.0) THEN

322 ! WRITE(*,*)"=============================="

323 ! WRITE(*,*)"Reading�SPH�Element�Flag��Data"
324 ! WRITE(*,*)"=============================="

325
326 ISPHFG(1)=11

327 ISPHFG(2)=1

328 ISPHFG(3)=1

329 ISPHFG(4)= 6

330 ISPHFG(5)=1

331 ISPHFG(6)=1

332 ISPHFG(7)= 1

333 ISPHFG(8)=1

334 ISPHFG(9)=6

335 ISPHFG(10)=1

336 ISPHFG(11)=1

337
338 DO i=1,11

339 ii=ii+1

340 write(12,rec=ii) ISPHFG(i)

341 ENDDO

342
343 ENDIF

344
345 ! WRITE(*,*)"====================="

346 ! WRITE(*,*)"Reading�Geometry�Data"
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347 ! WRITE(*,*)"====================="

348
349 ! Nodal Coordinates

350
351 DO k = 1,nsph

352 ii=ii+1

353 write(12,rec=ii) x_sph(1,k)

354 ii=ii+1

355 write(12,rec=ii) x_sph(2,k)

356 ii=ii+1

357 write(12,rec=ii) x_sph(3,k)

358 ENDDO

359
360 DO k = nsph+1,mem*nsph

361 ii=ii+1

362 write(12,rec=ii) x_sph(1,k)

363 ii=ii+1

364 write(12,rec=ii) x_sph(2,k)

365 ii=ii+1

366 write(12,rec=ii) x_sph(3,k)

367 ENDDO

368
369 DO k = 1,nnode

370 ii=ii+1

371 write(12,rec=ii) x_shell(1,k)

372 ii=ii+1

373 write(12,rec=ii) x_shell(2,k)

374 ii=ii+1

375 write(12,rec=ii) x_shell(3,k)

376 ENDDO

377
378 !SHELL CONNECTIVITY

379
380 IF (nnode.GT.0) THEN

381 ALLOCATE(IX4(5,NEL4))

382 DO i = 1, NEL4

383 DO k=1,4

384 IX4(k,i)=elenod(k,i)

385 ENDDO

386 ENDDO
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387 IX4(5,1:NEL4)=3

388 DO i = 1, NEL4

389 DO k= 1,4

390 ii=ii+1

391 write(12,rec=ii) IX4(k,i)

392 ENDDO

393 ii=ii+1

394 write(12,rec=ii) IX4(5,i)

395 ENDDO

396 DEALLOCATE(IX4)

397 ENDIF

398
399 ! WRITE(*,*)"================================"

400 ! WRITE(*,*)"���SPH�NODE�AND�MATERIAL�LIST���"
401 ! WRITE(*,*)"================================"

402
403 IF(NMSPH.GT.0) THEN

404
405 k = 0

406 DO i = 1, nsph

407 k = k + 1

408 ii=ii+1

409 write(12,rec=ii) k

410 ii=ii+1

411 write(12,rec=ii) itype_sph(i)

412 !write(12,rec=ii) 1

413 ENDDO

414 DO i = nsph+1, mem*nsph

415 k = k + 1

416 ii=ii+1

417 write(12,rec=ii) k

418 ii=ii+1

419 write(12,rec=ii) npart_sph+1

420 ENDDO

421 ENDIF

422
423 ii=ii+1

424 write(12,rec=ii) EOF

425
426 NTYPE = 90001
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427 ii=ii+1

428 write(12,rec=ii) NTYPE

429 NUMPROP = npart_shell+npart_sph+1

430 ii=ii+1

431 write(12,rec=ii) NUMPROP

432 DO i=1,NUMPROP

433 IDP= i

434 ii=ii+1

435 write(12,rec=ii) IDP

436 DO k=1,9

437 PTITLE(k)="��������"
438 ii=ii+1

439 write(12,rec=ii) PTITLE(k)

440 ENDDO

441 ENDDO

442
443 NTYPE = 90000

444 ii=ii+1

445 write(12,rec=ii) NTYPE

446
447 DO i=1,9

448 HEAD(i)="��������"
449 ii=ii+1

450 write(12,rec=ii) HEAD(i)

451 ENDDO

452
453 ii=ii+1

454 write(12,rec=ii) EOF

455
456 DO WHILE (mod(ii,512).ne.0)

457 ii=ii+1

458 write(12,rec=ii) r_tmp

459 ENDDO

460
461 CLOSE(12)

462
463 111 NMMAT = npart_shell+npart_sph+1

464 NEL4 = nele

465 NUMNP = mem*nsph+nnode

466 NMSPH = mem*nsph
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467
468 ! Maximum word for a file

469 factor = 1000

470 max_size = factor * 7 * 512 * 512

471 global_size = 8+NMMAT*6+NUMNP*9

472 shell_size = 34 * NEL4

473 sph_size = 21 * NMSPH

474
475 FILENO = ngrab

476
477 IF (FILENO.LE.99) THEN

478
479 write(SUPP,’(i2.2)’) FILENO

480 name2=’d3plot’//SUPP

481 ! WRITE(*,*)"================================"

482 ! WRITE(*,*)"Writing�State�Data�in�"//name2
483 ! WRITE(*,*)"================================"

484
485 IF (pointer_dyna.EQ.0) THEN

486 ! IFORT

487 !OPEN(UNIT=12+FILENO,FILE=name2,FORM=’BINARY’, &

488 !& ACCESS=’DIRECT’,recl=8)

489 ! GFORTRAN or PGF90

490 OPEN(UNIT=12+FILENO,FILE=name2,FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, &

491 & ACCESS=’DIRECT’,recl=8)

492 ELSE

493 ! IFORT

494 !OPEN(UNIT=12+FILENO,FILE=name2,FORM=’BINARY’, &

495 !& ACCESS=’DIRECT’,STATUS=’OLD’,recl=8)

496 ! GFORTRAN or PGF90

497 OPEN(UNIT=12+FILENO,FILE=name2,FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, &

498 & ACCESS=’DIRECT’,STATUS=’OLD’recl=8)

499 ENDIF

500
501 ELSEIF ((FILENO.GT.99).AND.(FILENO.LE.999)) THEN

502 write(SUPP,’(i3.3)’) FILENO

503 name3=’d3plot’//SUPP

504 ! WRITE(*,*)"================================"

505 ! WRITE(*,*)"Writing�State�Data�in�"//name3
506 ! WRITE(*,*)"================================"
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507
508 IF (pointer_dyna.EQ.0) THEN

509 ! IFORT

510 !OPEN(UNIT=12+FILENO,FILE=name3,FORM=’BINARY’, &

511 !& ACCESS=’DIRECT’,recl=8)

512 ! GFORTRAN or PGF90

513 OPEN(UNIT=12+FILENO,FILE=name3,FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, &

514 & ACCESS=’DIRECT’,recl=8)

515 ELSE

516 ! IFORT

517 !OPEN(UNIT=12+FILENO,FILE=name3,FORM=’BINARY’, &

518 !& ACCESS=’DIRECT’,STATUS=’OLD’,recl=8)

519 ! GFORTRAN or PGF90

520 OPEN(UNIT=12+FILENO,FILE=name3,FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, &

521 & ACCESS=’DIRECT’,STATUS=’OLD’recl=8)

522 ENDIF

523
524 ENDIF

525
526 IF((pointer_dyna+global_size+shell_size+sph_size+1) &

527 & .GT.max_size)THEN

528
529 ii=pointer_dyna + 1

530 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) EOF

531 DO WHILE (mod(ii,512).ne.0)

532 ii=ii+1

533 r_tmp=0.d0

534 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) r_tmp

535 ENDDO

536 CLOSE(12+FILENO)

537 ngrab = ngrab + 1

538 pointer_dyna = 0

539 GO TO 111

540
541 ENDIF

542
543 ! Reinitialisation of the rec position

544 ii=pointer_dyna

545
546 ! Trash double precision variable r_tmp
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547 r_tmp=0.d0

548
549 ALLOCATE(IE_MAT(NMMAT))

550 ALLOCATE(KE_MAT(NMMAT))

551 ALLOCATE(X_MAT(NMMAT),Y_MAT(NMMAT),Z_MAT(NMMAT))

552 ALLOCATE(MASS_MAT(NMMAT))

553
554 ii=ii+1

555 CURRENT_TIME = time

556 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) CURRENT_TIME

557 ii=ii+1

558 KE = 0.d0

559 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) KE

560 ii=ii+1

561 IE = 0.d0

562 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) IE

563 ii=ii+1

564 TE = 0.d0

565 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) TE

566 ii=ii+1

567 X_GLB = 0.d0

568 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) X_GLB

569 ii=ii+1

570 Y_GLB = 0.d0

571 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) Y_GLB

572 ii=ii+1

573 Z_GLB = 0.d0

574 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) Z_GLB

575 DO i = 1, NMMAT

576 ii=ii+1

577 IE_MAT(i) = 0.d0

578 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) IE_MAT(i)

579 ENDDO

580 DO i = 1, NMMAT

581 ii=ii+1

582 KE_MAT(i) = 0.d0

583 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) KE_MAT(i)

584 ENDDO

585 DO i = 1, NMMAT

586 ii=ii+1
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587 X_MAT(i) = 0.d0

588 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) X_MAT(i)

589 ii=ii+1

590 Y_MAT(i) = 0.d0

591 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) Y_MAT(i)

592 ii=ii+1

593 Z_MAT(i) = 0.d0

594 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) Z_MAT(i)

595 ENDDO

596 DO i = 1, NMMAT

597 ii=ii+1

598 MASS_MAT(i) = 0.d0

599 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) MASS_MAT(i)

600 ENDDO

601 DO i = 1, NMMAT

602 ii=ii+1

603 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) r_tmp

604 ENDDO

605
606 DEALLOCATE(X_MAT, Y_MAT, Z_MAT, IE_MAT, KE_MAT, MASS_MAT)

607
608 ! WRITE(*,*)"================="

609 ! WRITE(*,*)"Writing�Node�Data"
610 ! WRITE(*,*)"================="

611
612 ! Nodal Data

613
614 ! Writting Nodal coordinates (current time)

615 DO k = 1, nsph

616 ii=ii+1

617 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) x_sph(1,k)

618 ii=ii+1

619 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) x_sph(2,k)

620 ii=ii+1

621 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) x_sph(3,k)

622 ENDDO

623 DO k = nsph+1, mem*nsph

624 ii=ii+1

625 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) x_sph(1,k)

626 ii=ii+1
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627 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) x_sph(2,k)

628 ii=ii+1

629 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) x_sph(3,k)

630 ENDDO

631 DO k = 1, nnode

632 ii=ii+1

633 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) x_shell(1,k)

634 ii=ii+1

635 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) x_shell(2,k)

636 ii=ii+1

637 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) x_shell(3,k)

638 ENDDO

639
640 ! Writting Nodal Velocities (current time)

641 DO k = 1, nsph

642 ii=ii+1

643 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) vx_sph(1,k)

644 ii=ii+1

645 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) vx_sph(2,k)

646 ii=ii+1

647 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) vx_sph(3,k)

648 ENDDO

649 DO k = nsph+1, mem*nsph

650 ii=ii+1

651 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) vx_sph(1,k)

652 ii=ii+1

653 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) vx_sph(2,k)

654 ii=ii+1

655 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) vx_sph(3,k)

656 ENDDO

657 DO k = 1, nnode

658 ii=ii+1

659 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) vx_shell(1,k)

660 ii=ii+1

661 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) vx_shell(2,k)

662 ii=ii+1

663 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) vx_shell(3,k)

664 ENDDO

665
666 ! Writting Nodal Acceleration (current time)
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667 DO k = 1, nsph

668 ii=ii+1

669 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) dvx_sph(1,k)

670 ii=ii+1

671 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) dvx_sph(2,k)

672 ii=ii+1

673 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) dvx_sph(3,k)

674 ENDDO

675 DO k = nsph+1, mem*nsph

676 ii=ii+1

677 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) dvx_sph(1,k)

678 ii=ii+1

679 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) dvx_sph(2,k)

680 ii=ii+1

681 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) dvx_sph(3,k)

682 ENDDO

683 DO k = 1, nnode

684 ii=ii+1

685 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) dvx_shell(1,k)

686 ii=ii+1

687 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) dvx_shell(2,k)

688 ii=ii+1

689 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) dvx_shell(3,k)

690 ENDDO

691
692 ! WRITE(*,*)"=========================="

693 ! WRITE(*,*)"Reading�Shell�Element�Data"
694 ! WRITE(*,*)"=========================="

695
696 ! Element Data

697 ISTRN = 0

698
699 DO k = 1, NEL4 ! LOOP ON SHELL ELEMENTS

700
701 DO jj = 1,3 ! LOOP ON INTEGRATION POINT THROUGH THICKNESS

702 ii=ii+1

703 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) sig_shell(1,jj,k)

704 ii=ii+1

705 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) sig_shell(2,jj,k)

706 ii=ii+1
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707 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) sig_shell(6,jj,k)

708 ii=ii+1

709 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) sig_shell(3,jj,k)

710 ii=ii+1

711 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) sig_shell(5,jj,k)

712 ii=ii+1

713 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) sig_shell(4,jj,k)

714 ii=ii+1

715 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) r_tmp

716 ENDDO ! END LOOP ON INTEGRATION POINTS THROUGH THE THICKNESS

717
718 ii=ii+1

719 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) -fr_shell(6,k)

720 ii=ii+1

721 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) -fr_shell(7,k)

722 ii=ii+1

723 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) -fr_shell(8,k)

724 ii=ii+1

725 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) fr_shell(4,k)

726 ii=ii+1

727 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) fr_shell(5,k)

728 ii=ii+1

729 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) fr_shell(1,k)

730 ii=ii+1

731 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) fr_shell(2,k)

732 ii=ii+1

733 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) fr_shell(3,k)

734 ii=ii+1

735 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) tz_shell(k)

736 ii=ii+1

737 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) r_tmp

738 ii=ii+1

739 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) r_tmp

740 ii=ii+1

741 IE = r_tmp

742 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) IE

743
744 ENDDO ! END LOOP ON SHELL ELEMENTS

745
746 DO k = 1,NEL4
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747 ii=ii+1

748 r_tmp=1.d0

749 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) r_tmp

750 ENDDO

751
752 DO k = 1,nsph ! LOOP ON SPH ELEMENTS

753 ii=ii+1

754 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) itype_sph(k)

755 ii=ii+1

756 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) hsml_sph(k)

757 ii=ii+1

758 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) p_sph(k)

759 ii=ii+1

760 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) sig_sph(1,k)

761 ii=ii+1

762 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) eps_sph(1,k)

763 ii=ii+1

764 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) eps_sph(2,k)

765 ii=ii+1

766 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) mass_sph(k) ! sig_xy(k) replaced

767 ii=ii+1

768 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) hsml_sph(k) ! sig_yz(k) replaced

769 ii=ii+1

770 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) u_sph(k) ! sig_zx(k) replaced

771 ii=ii+1

772 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) rho_sph(k) ! plastic_sph(k)

773 ii=ii+1

774 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) rho_sph(k)

775 ii=ii+1

776 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) u_sph(k)

777 ii=ii+1

778 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) countiac(k) ! number of neighb

779 DO i = 1,6

780 ii=ii+1

781 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) eps_sph(i,k)

782 ENDDO

783 ii=ii+1

784 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) mass_sph(k)

785 ii=ii+1

786 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) r_tmp ! ?????
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787 ENDDO ! END LOOP ON SPH ELEMENTS

788
789 DO k = nsph+1,mem*nsph ! LOOP ON SPH ELEMENTS

790 ii=ii+1

791 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) npart_sph+1

792 ii=ii+1

793 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) hsml_sph(k)

794 ii=ii+1

795 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) p_sph(k)

796 DO i = 1,3

797 ii=ii+1

798 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) sig_sph(i,k)

799 ENDDO

800 ii=ii+1

801 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) mass_sph(k) ! sig_xy(k) replaced

802 ii=ii+1

803 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) hsml_sph(k) ! sig_yz(k) replaced

804 ii=ii+1

805 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) u_sph(k) ! sig_zx(k) replaced

806 ii=ii+1

807 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) rho_sph(k) ! plastic_sph(k) replaced

808 ii=ii+1

809 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) rho_sph(k)

810 ii=ii+1

811 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) u_sph(k)

812 ii=ii+1

813 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) countiac(k) ! number of neighbors

814 DO i = 1,6

815 ii=ii+1

816 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) eps_sph(i,k)

817 ENDDO

818 ii=ii+1

819 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) mass_sph(k)

820 ii=ii+1

821 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) r_tmp ! ?????

822 ENDDO ! END LOOP ON SPH ELEMENTS

823
824 pointer_dyna = ii

825
826 IF (time.GE.duration) THEN
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827
828 ! LAST RECORD OF A LOOP IF NOT EOF THEN

829 ! r_tmp= CURRENT_TIME AT NEXT LOOP

830
831 ii=pointer_dyna + 1

832 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) EOF

833 DO WHILE (mod(ii,512).ne.0)

834 ii=ii+1

835 r_tmp=0.d0

836 write(12+FILENO,rec=ii) r_tmp

837 ENDDO

838 ENDIF

839
840 CLOSE(12+FILENO)

841
842 RETURN

843 END SUBROUTINE WRITE2DYNA
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